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PREFACE.

As we have a great aversion to read a preface ourselves, so

is it much against our will that we impose the task upon

others.

If a book be bad, a preface, however finely it may be

written, will not improve it
;
and if the book be good, it needs

nothing, save its own contents, to recommend it. However,

it is the fashion to have a preface, and a book which wanted it

would be incomplete ;
and therefore is it that one is prefixed

to this.

The country which we have had to travel over is Scotland

a land, though it boasts not of the haunted and classic
tspots

which give grandeur and interest to descriptions of Greece

and Rome, is rich in all that makes up beauty and wonder in

a landscape : her mountains and her valleys her fields and

forests her torrents and lakes all have in them a grandeur

and sublimity, and she may claim a rivalry with any other of

the countries of our wide and beautiful world. And, more-

over and this one thing is in itself sufficient to render Scot-

land an interesting country this is the land which gave birth

to SCOTT ! It was here, haunted by the wild and wonderful

legends which this strange country had given rise to, that
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SCOTT wrote those works which will last as long as the world

stands, and render his country a classic spot, even should the

history of Scotland, like those of the celebrated nations of

antiquity, become as it were " a tale that is told." For there

is in genius a something one cannot well say what which

makes all around bow down with a sort of homage : and thus

the spots which the poet has enshrined in verse, and the events

which the romancer has immortalised by weaving round them

the silken web of fable and fiction, become hallowed places

and sacred things, which fire genius and call forth a tear from

the eye of pity.

And the sons of that land are a hardy and enterprising race,

and though not sprung from their soil, we hold the inhabitants

of that country in respect and esteem. During the long lapse

of years they were the mortal foes of England, they at all

times manifested a generosity and heroism not to be expected

from a nation so little polished. And since they have been

joined with the "mother of arts and of arms," they have

shown themselves worthy of the alliance. Since engaged with

the sister kingdom in the speculation of commerce, that false

and foolish pride has rapidly worn away which makes its boast

in being able to trace a descent from some chieftain at a dis-

tant period back. We call it a false and a foolish pride and

it is one which has particularly characterised the Scots. For

what, after all, is in most instances the man from whom they

claim descent ? Who but some petty chieftain signalised for

nothing but actions little better than robbery ? And what too

does it profit a man who were his ancestors ? Will it make a
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murderer less blamable because he had an ancestor pre-eminent

for his piety and virtues ? or will it sully a good man's fame

because in his catalogue of ancestry a name infamous for dark

and foul deeds may be enrolled ?

This pride, however, is now fast wearing away with our

northern neighbours, and, possessed of prudence and foresight

in a remarkable degree so much so that their name has be-

come proverbial, and the term " as shrewd and canny as a

Scotsman" is in common use to denote an unusual display of

sagacity and penetration they have been among the fore-

most in every project which could bring wealth and honour to

Britain
;
and in all the wide sweep of British territory so far-

spreading, thatupon thisample domain the sun never sets there

cannot be pointed out a spot upon which the foot of a Scots-

man has not trodden
;
and where, therefore, in this wide range

of diversified country the Rose of England shall be found to

be blooming, there shall also the Thistle of Scotland be found

flourishing by its side.

This is the country and this the people we have endeavoured

to illustrate a country teeming with natural wonders and

beauties
;
a people possessing qualities and dispositions peculiar

to themselves, and as dissimilar from our own as their country

is from ours.

Our endeavour has been to blend amusement with in-

struction, and not so much to furnish a history of all, as to

draw a few outlines of Scottish story, and Scottish manners

and customs. We have endeavoured to throw around our

statements as much of romance as was possible, and to
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develop truth arrayed in the garb of fiction. We have par-

ticularly selected those facts, those scenes, and those events

which SCOTT has chosen as the basis of his narratives ; and

though this has confined us in a narrower range than we

would have wished to tread, yet it was needful, to keep our

matter consistent with the title of this work. For the most

part, therefore, our scenes and stories are those around which

that great Romancer has thrown his fairy-like spell ;
at the

same time, however, we hope that there will be found little of

repetition, and little of borrowing. Though confined within

these narrow limits, we have endeavoured to avoid all dry

detail, and have striven to give to all our statements as much

of interest and amusement as possible with what success we

leave our readers to judge.

3RS.
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MORE than two centuries and a half have passed away since

the " Rose of Scotland
"
bloomed

;
and yet, at this distance of

time, her existence seems fresh : as if her tale of joys and

sorrows, successes and disasters, triumphs and defeats, were

but a last night's story, which filled the mind, and haunted

the imagination, by its pathos and its power.

Her youth and beauty throw a halo of brightness around

her: the glorious and brilliant, though transient gleams of

sunshine which cheered her life, give a glowing radiance to

the tale, and make the hearts of those who hear it grow glad

at the sound
;
whilst the disasters which dogged her footsteps,

the ill treatment she received, the wrongs she endured, the

cruelties she suffered, prevent pity from turning to contempt
at the knowledge of her follies and foibles.

The mind rises indignantly as the catalogue of her wrongs
unfold themselves to the view

;
hunted like a hare by many

dogs, dethroned, persecuted, imprisoned, driven from her

country, and from the throne of her fathers, she fled to the

Queen of England, who protected her by immuring her in a

prison, and then made all safe by her murder.
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" Shame ! shame !

"
rises from every lip when judgment is

pronounced against her
;
and when the axe falls the auditor

heaves a sigh, and almost sobs out "
Alas, poor queen !

"

But, perhaps, her life was happier than that of her more

prosperous rival. Elizabeth's whole life was a struggle with

nature in which love and ambition warred for the mastery ;

and the thought that she was a queen, prevented her feeling

as a woman. When death began to hover round her, she felt

that her existence, though so brilliant, was profitless and hol-

low, and brought with it no thought which could cheer her

last moments
;
the death of her favourite, Essex, seemed to

demand an expiation, and she ended her days in melancholy
and despair. But Mary, though hedged round with woes,

had sunny hours, full of deep and rapturous delights, which no

passing cloud of sorrow darkened
;
she had friends loyal and

sincere, even when her cause seemed most hopeless and des-

perate ;
and unbroken by disasters, and unsubdued by sick-

ness, she went to the block, religiously tranquil, and serene,

with a bright glance sparkling from her eye, and a smile on

her lip.

From the cradle to the tomb, the life of Mary Stuart was

an eventful one; busy, bustling, fitful, changing; from the

cradle to the tomb it is purposed to traverse her career, but

not to sport with her distresses, or to deal harshly with her

faults.
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ON the 14th of , 1542, the royal palace of Linlith-

gow was in a state of unusual bustle and excitement; the

menials were hurrying hither and thither, obeying the man-

dates of their superiors.

Something extraordinary seemed to have happened, as from

the highest to the lowest whispers and signs were inter-

changed ;
and now and then might be seen several grouped

together, and speaking their thoughts in an under tone.

It was a sound strange and unwonted, as for days before all

had passed to and fro with noiseless tread. The monarch of

Scotland was lying sick in body, and yet more so in mind
;

the sound of revelry had ceased
;
the strain of music was not

heard
;
mirth and gaiety had forsaken the palace, and it wore

a gloomy and melancholy aspect.

Such was the state of affairs in Linlithgow palace, when

Mary of Guise gave James a daughter and Scotland a queen.

The hum and the noise were occasioned by this event, and

aroused by the strangeness of the sound, the king eagerly sent

to demand the reason of the unusual commotion, as none

dared to enter his chamber, upon pain of death, even to com-

municate tidings which concerned him so nearly.

The messenger despatched was a man past the prime of life
;

but age had only touched, not bowed him down
;
his eye had

lost none of its fire, and the broad and open, though furrowed

brow, proclaimed that his brain was uninjured by the decaying

finger of time
; but, that care and thought, more than age, had
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placed wrinkles there ; and, though his step was solemn and

noiseless, that was a "
trick of his trade," and not because

infirmities had pressed so heavily upon him, as to compel him

to faulter in his pace. He was a churchman, and that it was

which put restraint upon his limbs, as though he fancied, that

if he showed that any of the elasticity of youth was yet re-

maining, he would be acting in a manner unbecoming, his

character. This man was Cardinal Beaton, Archbishop of St.

Andrew's.

After a few minutes' absence, the cardinal returned to an-

nounce that which he believed would be joyful news to the

king. With a smile on his face, which seldom wore an

expression of mirth, he eagerly informed the king, that his

queen had just given birth to a daughter ; but, as he was

about to congratulate the monarch on the event, the king
started up in his bed, and regarded the cardinal with so stern a

look, that he stood transfixed in wonder and amazement.

"What mean gratulations at such an hour as this?" said

James
; and, as he spoke, the fire flashed from his sunken eye,

and a glow of crimson suffused his cheek
; but, his voice was

hollow and sepulchral ;

"
weeping and mourning would suit far

better. Our glory has departed like the morning mist; the

word Scot will become a word of scorn and contempt : before

tens of the enemy, thousands of Scots have shamefully fled

fled without striking a blow ! Where now is the valour of

Scotland ? Who would know that these were the children of

men who preferred death to loss of liberty ? who would be as

free as the eagle, which dwells among the inaccessible heights, or

the deer amidst their mountain wilds
; but, who,'at the bidding

of their prince, although one heart animated the breasts of all,

and that heart had no corner in which to harbour slavery,
rushed headlong into the battle-field, and found an honour-

able grave, or returned to their mountains and their glens,
as free as the winds which whistle around them."
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The king was about to continue his speech yet longer, but,

overcome with exhaustion, he sank upon his pillow.

The cardinal glided, rather than walked, to the side of James,

and, though by nature rough, bold, turbulent, he spoke in

gentle tones, words of sympathy and condolence, but mingled
with bright hopes and dreams of happier times in store.

James listened to the words of the prelate, but shook his

head sorrowfully, when he endeavoured to cheer him by pic-

tures of sunny hours, which were yet to shine upon him,

and pleasurable times which still awaited him. But, after

some time, as if speech were wearisome to him, he waved his

hand for the prelate to cease, and sank into a lethargy still

more profound.

The cardinal gazed for a moment upon his sovereign a fixed,

stern, stedfast gaze ; and, as he looked, a bright flash seemed

to gleam from his eye, and his brain to take fire. Lofty emo-

tions swelled his soul glowing thoughts crowded upon his

mind his forehead seemed to expand his eyes to glare with

unearthly brilliancy and, like an angry tiger over a sleeping

man, the cardinal stood over the king, and seemed eager to

destroy him the instant he awoke.

Soon, however, the cardinal recovered his wonted calmness

and complacency; he folded his arms across his breast, and

communed with himself.

" If the king dies," thus ran his thoughts,
" who then shall

hold the reins of government, and guide the car of state ? His

daughter, an infant princess ! bah ! a rattle in childhood

a doll in girlhood a lover in womanhood and the female

capacity is filled, masques and mummings, pomps and pageants

are all they delight in
;
then let her wear the crown, and sway

the sceptre, these are but the empty insignia of royalty;

power dwells not in them, or why does he lie there ?"

And the cardinal cast a scornful glance at his master.

From that moment Cardinal Beaton became an altered man
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one object engrossed his thoughts all his hopes, all his

affection, all his ambition, were centred in one thing.
"

I will

be regent," he muttered, and strutting proudly across the

room, he extended his hand, as if to clutch the baton of office.

But, softly," continued he,
" men call me hasty, turbulent,

vindictive, choleric, fell passions lie still in the secret chambers

of my soul
; you must not glance far beneath the cardinal's

hat, a shuffling ambling step a meek look an oily tongue

these must serve my turn now. Thus men change, yesterday

I had prayed for James's life devoutly, sincerely ; to-day I

pant for his death
;
his corpse must be my stepping-stone to

greatness, his ashes the dust in which my glory must find root.

James Beaton," continued the prelate, proudly stepping for-

ward,
"
Archbishop of St. Andrew's, Cardinal of the Holy

Church of Rome, and Regent of Scotland, the titles sound

well."

" Who talks of regent?" exclaimed James;
"

is the king

dead ? is the throne vacant, are the sceptre and the crown laid

by without a hand to wield the one, or a head to wear the

other? We know the love our subjects have towards us,"

continued the king, in a tone of bitterness,
"
by the readiness

with which they flocked to our banner
;
we know their valour,

when at Solway Moss 10,000 of them fled before a handful of

Southerns, but disloyal and cowardly men ;
James is yet your

king."
"
Which, Heaven grant, may long continue," returned the

cardinal, in a hypocritical tone.

" Then why didst thou talk of regent, my Lord Cardinal?"

inquired James
;

"
thy thoughts and thy words agree not well

together. Thou art a true Scot, ever fair and false
;
a true

churchman, grasping and rapacious, covering ambition, and

hopes and pantings for power, under a cassock and a cowl."

" You do me wrong, lord king," replied the cardinal,
" but

sickness has vexed your spirit ;
I have attained the highest
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pinnacle on which the foot may rest securely ;
and I regard

with pity the struggles of those below me as they pant and

toil up the tedious ascent. Make me regent of Scotland, and

I am not the servant of an earthly monarch ! Cardinal Beaton

is only the servant of the father of the church to whom James

of Scotland has to bend the knee
;
and James Beaton, Arch-

bishop of St. Andrew's, is servant to none but the great King of

kings (and the prelate reverentially crossed himself), to whom

earthly monarchs are but as the dust
;
who makes and unmakes

by a nod, and sees with equal eye the monarch of a thousand

states borne to his grave, as the insect of a day or an hour

resigns its life in the flower-cup in which it started into being.

But," continued the prelate, in a mild tone,
" James of Scot-

land has a daughter, can she rule this realm ? can she frame

laws ? can she check the proud aspirings of the barons ? when

her father found the task too hard, and sank down in utter

despair."
" Which Cardinal Beaton thinks that he could do with

ease, if he were called upon to make the effort," returned

James.
" He would exert his talents and strength to the utmost

for James' daughter, as he has always done for James' self,"

replied the cardinal : and then, in a tone not loud, but deeply

eloquent, he continued,
" James of Scotland is lying upon a

sick bed
;
crowds of busy menials press forward, to minister to

his wants
;
from every corner of his realm the nobles flock to

condole, where they cannot assist. See ! from every moun-

tain from every glen from every valley, they hasten. Such

it should be
;
but no ! one solitary man remains at his bedside

in the triple capacity of servant, physician, and confessor!

Summon the proud Douglas! See how his bright eyes

sparkle with joy, how his lips curl with satisfaction; and

listen to that chuckle, which his helmet makes hollow, but

cannot drown ! At his heels treads the rapacious the
"
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" Hold
;

I'll hear no more !

"
exclaimed the king, his lips

quivering, and of a livid hue, and his cheeks of an ashy pale-

ness
;
but his feeling seemed to overcome him, and for some

time he remained silent.

If the cardinal had wished to break the proud heart of his

master, he could not have chosen a better topic. James was

stung to the quick. Pride and shame struggled within his

bosom. A less proud heart would have given its feelings vent

in tears; but James the Fifth was of that haughty mould

which dried up the stream of tears, and left his heart to con-

sume and waste away itself in brooding over his wrongs.
"

I did you wrong, my lord cardinal," at length said the

king ;

" but you need not so soon have fired at an uninten-

tional word; our state is deplorable enough, without being

reminded of it."

" I did so only in my own defence, and not to heap burn-

ing coals upon a flaming fire. What I have done has been

for James of Scotland
; what I may do, when he has gone to

be ' dust to dust, and ashes to ashes,' will be for his child, as

a being in whom he seems again to live, and move, and speak.

Perish ambitious thoughts! perish aspiring views! perish

lofty aims ! Through weal or woe, James Beaton shall always

be the faithful servant of James Stuart, and those of his de-

scendants who may rule this realm of Scotland."

So spake Cardinal Beaton; and, while he uttered these

words, his heart was yearning for the regency, his wishes for

the death of his sovereign.
" Cardinal Beaton," exclaimed the king,

"
I am a dying

man. From this couch I shall never again get up. But I

have a distracted kingdom, a divided state, a dissatisfied people,

and a baby daughter to rule it. Fetch yon casket hither,"

said James, pointing, as he spoke, to a curiously wrought case,

richly inlaid with gold and precious stones
;

"
it contains a vial

filled with a distillation richer than nectar, and more precious
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than a mine of gold. In my youthful days a venerable sage

gave it to me, and bid me, when on my deathbed, drink it off.

There is a virtue hidden in it, which makes the eyes see into

the dim futurity, and gives to the soul the spirit of prophecy ;

I would read the yet inscrutable, and penetrate the mysteries

of unborn time."

"
Pray God it be poison," muttered the cardinal to himself,

as he brought it,
" which some juggler has palmed upon him as

a means of reading the unopened volume of time, but which,

like the fruit in paradise, shall bring death instead of know-

ledge."

By touching some hidden springs, the king opened the

casket, and drew therefrom a phial containing a few drops of

liquid of a bright crimson colour, and clear as crystal. With-

out pausing a moment, he drank off the contents. The

effect was electrical : the eyes of the monarch glowed with an

unnatural brightness, flames of fire seemed to flash from them,

a glow suffused his cheeks, his chest heaved, and his pulse

beat thick and fast
;
but for some moments he remained silent,

whilst the cardinal stood transfixed with wonder, mingled with

a sort of dread.

" The old man hath said truly," at length the king articu-

lated, in a tone deep and solemn, as if a heavy load were

pressed against his breast. "
Spectres dim, flitting, indefinite,

pass before my gaze ;
events in shadowy and phantom forms

are rising before me. There is a marshalling of events, and

I catch glimpses of faces and forms I seem to know, but they
are vague and indefinite. Ha! what the mist and vapour
have vanished as

.
the morning dew when the summer sun

shines upon it. Shadow has given place to substance, phan-
toms to realities

;
the spectres are no more, but men in living

and fleshly forms are present to my view
;
but they come with

fierce looks and frowning countenances
; they tell of disaster,

ruin, blood. There is yet nothing definite; the picture is

c
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confused, I cannot trace it more than I could my path when

lost in the mazes of a labyrinth."
" Ask what question concerns you most," replied Beaton

;

"
perhaps it may be answered by image or metaphor."
"
Right," said the king,

" I will speak aloud what my
thoughts prompt me to inquire. First, then, how long is it

before I must die ?"

" What dost thou see, lord king ?" eagerly inquired Beaton.
" I see a sun rise slowly from the east; he comes forth full

of majesty and splendour. I see bright skies, and lofty moun-

tains, and verdant valleys, and waving forests. I hear the busy
hum of industry, mingled with the lowing of the herds, and the

love-songs of the feathered vocalists. The shades of evening

are gathering, and the ocean grows red with quenching the

sun's bright light. Night has set in, black beyond the blackest

cloud when f!he thunder-storm is pending; all is one inter-

minable blackness, without a streak of light or a ray of bright-

ness. The moon shines not the stars twinkle not all is so

very black. How long the night is! the grey, dull dawn

appears no more the streaks of light which paint the eastern

sky when the sun leaves his chamber, shine not again. All is

solemn, still, lonesome
;
a calm, deep, dark oppression ;

what

means it, my lord cardinal ? men of the holy church should be

able to explain the secrets of Heaven."
" And the emissaries of Satan should know their master's

thoughts; and this is some of the devil's jugglery," mut-

tered Beaton to himself; and then aloud, but with unfeel-

ing indifference, he continued :
" To-morrow's sun will be

the last to shine upon yourself; that drear, deep, long night,

is the night the grave shuts in which has neither sight nor

sound neither minstrelsy nor melody; no moon pours her

beams of silvery light upon it; no stars twinkle down to

cheer it
;
the voice of love is not heard there

;
the clash and

clang of armour and weapons rouse not the sleepers to the
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tournament ! What is so fit an emblem of that state where

there is neither sound nor motion, as a night of pitchy darkness

which is to have no end ?"

" Your interpretation has little of pleasurable thought,

though there may be much of truth in it, my lord cardinal
;

but the die is cast, to-morrow James Stuart ends his earthly

pilgrimage."
" I pray not," replied the cardinal, in a tone of apparent

sorrow
;

" but if so, James Stuart exchanges but an earthly

diadem, in which thorns mingle with jewels, for a heavenly

one, which is all resplendent, without a breath to sully it."

" God grant it may be so !" replied the king ;

" but it is

very soon to die. I am not an old man not very old : my
hair is not grey; my eyes are not dim; my strength is not

enfeebled
;

and to-morrow's sun to be my last ! Is there no

remedy no physic for the mind no drug to calm a frenzied

spirit no antidote against a broken heart? Is there none,

my lord cardinal, none? Bethink you: you are a man of

thought. Speak! tell me, may not life be prolonged? I

must live must ! will ! I am a king : who dares gainsay my
words ? Here I swear I will not die ! who dares say I shall ?"

" The king of Scotland's king," said the cardinal, solemnly ;

"
if such be his good pleasure : but your brain is frenzied

and over-heated ;
and that makes you think that you see into

the future. Come, now; to divert your thoughts, tell me
the history of my future life."

James fixed his attention for a moment, and then thus

spake :

" There is a man he wears the archbishop's mitre, on the

cardinal's hat toiling to climb up a ladder, in which every

round is so frail, that he is threatened every instant with de-

struction
;
but still he toils upwards, with a fixed eye and a

firm hold. I see the crown and sceptre divided, and he grasps

to obtain them. His wishes are gratified ;
he has them in his
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clutch : but he has placed them on the head and in the hand

of an infant princess, and holds one of iron in his own rude

grasp. I discern a sea of troubles foaming around that man,

and seeming ready to engulph him; but he overtops them

all : a hundred daggers are unsheathed to strike him, but he

bears a charmed life they hurt him not
;
he triumphs over

them, and brings his greatest enemy to the stake. I see

columns of smoke circling the unhappy victim
;
I see flames

of fire gathering around him; I hear the crackling of the

faggots which are piled around him
;
but the man stands firm

;

he writhes not winces not : the death-pang is on
;
he speaks ;

a brighter flame now encircles him ;
he raves foams struggles

shrieks ! All is over
;
and the wind scatters the dust of

man as the ashes of the wood along the earth. The panorama

passes on : the castle of St. Andrew's is before my gaze. I

see a knot of men grouped together ; they speak in low and

murmuring whispers, as the sigh of the night-wind ere it rages

in the wildness of the hurricane
; they are seized with fury ; they

rush forward
;
the servants are passed by or thrust out, and the

men hasten on
;
the door of the apartment is fastened, but, as

if the strength of giants sinewed their arms, they burst it open,

and, like dogs upon a hart, rudely seize him : every sword has

left its sheath, and gleams, like the flash of the forked lightning,

around his head. A moment, and they sheath them all in his

heart
;
a groan, a few words, a struggle with death, and Car-

dinal Beaton quits this earth."

Horror-stricken and amazed, the cardinal devoured rather

than listened to the words of the king ;
but when James had

finished, and fixed his eyes sternly upon the prelate with a

wild and maniac-like expression, the cardinal was so overeome,

that he nearly fell faintingly upon the ground. After some

minutes, however, he recovered his composure, and met the

glance of James without shrinking. Instead of speaking to

the cardinal, the king muttered, rather than articulated,
" I feel
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the prophetic spirit wearing fast away ;
I will know one thing

more : show me this realm of Scotland as it shall be while my
daughter lives."

The king silently gazed as the panoramic vision seemed to

pass forward, but the cardinal was too much engrossed by his

own thoughts to heed his sovereign's.

For a few minutes only the king looked, when suddenly

breaking silence, he exclaimed,
"
Oh, happy state, which hides

from mortal eyes the book of fate, and liftest not up the veil

until they are about to be shut for ever ! I see nothing but

ingratitude, sorrow, woes, misery, blood
; religion, which, like

a glassy mirror, should reflect with pure and unsullied lustre,

I see armed against itself. She is divided into factions, who,

like two mighty oceans driven by adverse winds, clash their

mountain billows fiercely against each other. I see nobles in

arms against their queen ;
I hear the hollow ring of chains

;
I

discern the axe and the scaffold in a hostile land, and the

daughter of a line of Scottish kings dies-by the hand of the

executioner."

The unhappy king, worn down as he was with his own dis-

asters, seemed stung to the quick at the prospect of the con-

tinued misery. His grief was not transient and evanescent,

but it settled down into the innermost recesses of his soul, and,

like the canker-worm, gnawed away its strength and sucked

out its life.

He turned his face to the wall, and commanded the cardinal

instantly to quit the chamber
;
then sinking into a state of

lethargy, he refused all food, and forbid a footstep to ap-

proach his bed. Thus that day and night passed away ;
but

with the sun on the morrow evening James's career was ended,

and Mary, liis infant daughter, reigned in his stead. Thus
the world goes on

;
death follows life as night succeeds to day.

We live, we move we plan, think, struggle, pant toil for
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wealth, honour, pleasures, and then leave the world for others

who walk the same course, and then sleep the same sleep.

That palace of Linlithgow held then humanity at its dawn

and its setting, but there was no voice of sorrow that the dead

lay there in silence, no sound of rejoicing that another had

been born to living. It was wrapped in silence, as if the angel

of death had stopped the life-blood from flowing in the veins

of any of its tenants
;
but it was the silence of amazement, not

of sorrow. It soon, however, wore off; the dead was buried

from the sight of men, and all the attention turned to the

living. They bore their king with regal pomp to the sepulchre

of his fathers, but without a tear, without a sigh. Though
all nature seemed to mourn as the sad procession moved

along. There was no sun shining from the firmament, no

leaves on the forest trees to make nature look gay ;
the birds

had all forgotten their merry notes, and sat shivering amidst

the sapless branches.

But the dead sleep an unbroken slumber
; return we there-

fore to the living.

The breath had scarcely left his master's body, and before

his cold ashes were laid in the grave, ere Cardinal Beaton be-

gan to plot and scheme to further his ambitious views, but

apparently with no better success.

For more than an hour he continued at work, writing only
the single word

"
James," but without successfully imitating

the signature of the late king which lay before him; at

length, when he was about to give it up as hopeless, he suc-

ceeded in copying it so exactly, that not a shade of difference

was perceptible.

The sight transported him with joy. He paced to and fro

the room, rubbing his hands with satisfaction, and now and

then smiling with delight. After some time, however, he be-

came cool, and sitting down once more, continued writing that

word, in order to make certain, that when he came to place it
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at the foot of a parchment which lay by his side, the imitation

might be perfect.

The day after the event just described had taken place, the

cardinal was seated in his private apartment in the Archiepis-

copal Palace of St. Andrew's. His whole soul appeared en-

grossed by a paper which lay before him. But the word

"James," though written many times and in various styles,

was all that was upon it.

" It is vain," at length he exclaimed, and he threw the pen

aside; ?" I cannot do it: no! Arran must have the regency;
i

then, David Beaton, tremble for your head ! Ah ! that is a

fearful thought !" continued he musingly ;

"
pleasures, honours,

riches all fade in the grave. I am not fit to die. Earth, with

its busy, bustling scenes earth, with its deeds of evil and

phantoms of good earth, with its cheats and delusions, is my
fit sphere ;

earth is the place of hypocrisy, and, therefore, is

earth the fit home for David Beaton. But the grave, with its

silence and stillness, is no place for me. This busy, thinking

heart would burst death's thraldoms and visit earth again. I

must do it." He again took the pen in his hand and tried.

When he thought himself perfect master, he unrolled the

scroll, and affixed the signature to it. The hand of the car-

dinal trembled. All his hopes, all his fears, hung upon the

successful imitation : if successful, he would be monarch of

Scotland in all but the name
;
but if it came to be detected,

a prison, and perhaps the block, would be his doom. Two or

three times he paused, just as he was about to write it was

such a fearful risk to run
;
at last he wrote a firm, free, bold

hand-writing ;
he held his breath with anxiety, but his heart

beat thick and fast. Amoment after the pen left the paper, it

was finished, perfect, exact to a hair
;
not a line, not a shade

of difference was perceptible.
" Thank Heaven," exclaimed

the cardinal,
"

it is done. I would not live such another hour

to have all the kingdoms of earth under my power."

Long and patiently the cardinal scrutinized his perform-
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ance ; but, at length, satisfied that detection was impossible,

he put the scroll into his pocket, and prepared to return to

Linlithgow with all speed. He called a monk named Henry
Balfour from an adjoining closet.

This man was as deformed in mind as body. Ready to com-

mit crimes of however dark a hue for reward, insatiably

avaricious, and, at the same time, extremely niggardly, he

was ready to second the cardinal's scheme, in the hopes of

further aggrandisement.

His personal appearance was no more prepossessing than his

mind: his features were harsh and disagreeable, and might
almost be called ugly ;

his forehead was low and contracted,

his cheeks deeply marked with lines, and his mouth wide and

displaying, every time he spake, gums not too well furnished

with teeth, which latter defect rendered his speech equally

unpleasant ;
it seemed not like the human voice, but was a sort

of sound between a grunt and a groan. But as his speeches

seldom consisted of more than a dozen words, the auditor was

not pained to any great degree. The only redeeming features

were his eyes ;
these presented a complete contrast to the rest

of his face : they were blue, deep, large, melting. Though as

if he shrank from being gazed at, he had contracted them to

an habitual squint, by drawing down his shaggy eyebrows ;

but even now they twinkled and glistened like diamonds.
" Will the hand-writing be detected ?

"
said Beaton, show-

ing the parchment.

The eyes of Balfour glistened brightly as he looked, but he

merely answered " No."
" Our plot is then perfected," continued Beaton

;

"
you know

the part you have to enact."

" To swear the king wrote this," replied Balfour.
"
Ay, exactly so," returned Beaton.

" When the money is told down, I am ready," answered

Balfour.

" Have I not promised that your reward shall be princely ?"
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exclaimed the cardinal. " Have I not sworn that you shall

be rich beyond your utmost expectation that you may count

and recount your gold till your hand grows weary, and your

memory forgets ? And, for such a sum as this, may not the

word of a priest be taken ?"

" Then may mine be taken without an oath when I present

this," said Balfour.
" Knave ! wretch !" exclaimed the cardinal,

" do you weigh

your words and mine in the same balance you who are ready

to do any black crimes for paltry gold ? Do you compare

yourself with me you whom Providence has stamped with

the name of villain ? Begone, lest I take vengeance on you
for your presumption !"

" I will be gone, to James Hamilton," growled Balfour with

a malicious grin :
" the secret I know will command a price."

So saying, the priest turned to the door.

In the utmost alarm, the cardinal rushed forward and seized

the retreating monk.
" Advance another step," he exclaimed,

" and your life is the forfeit of your temerity. My hirelings

shall drag you to the dungeon, and then the axe shall silence

your tongue for ever."

" But not before my tale is told," returned Balfour with

mockery.
" Slave! base, paltry villain!" shouted the cardinal; and

he grasped Balfour with firmer hold with one hand, while

with the other he drew a concealed dagger and held it to the

heart of the priest ;

"
you escape me not thus down on your

knees, and swear ^by your hopes of heaven and your fears of

damnation, that your tongue shall never tell my secret, or you
die this hour ! Then go tell your tales to the worms, and

prate to corruption you have not another hour to live unless

you do."

Both men were strong and muscular
;
both were exasperated

against each other, both were inflamed to the highest pitch of
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resentment: but, in that respect, Balfour had the advantage

over the cardinal in that, his resentment had settled down to

a cool, contemptuous wish for his master's destruction, which

in Beaton had risen to a height of blind passion ;
the cardinal,

however, had a weapon, which, if skilfully used, rendered him

more than a match for his adversary.

"Will you swear?" again demanded Beaton.

"
No, never !

"
returned Balfour proudly ;

and at the same

moment he gave a sudden turn, and freed himself from the

cardinal's grasp.

Beaton instantly placed his back against the door, and pre-

vented all means of egress, whilst he pointed his dagger against

his adversary in a menacing manner.

But Beaton, now finding himself free from personal restraint,

without manifesting the least concern, coldly said,
" My lord,

we shall gain nothing by being enemies, let us be friends

once more."

"Friends!" exclaimed the cardinal wrothfully, "do you
claim friendship with me ? you, a low-born priest, dare claim

friendship with the primate of Scotland ! Urge me no further,

or I bury this dagger in'your bosom.''

"
Remember, lord cardinal," returned Balfour, with marked

emphasis ;

" Thou shalt do no murder."

The lip of the cardinal quivered, whether from rage or

shame we cannot tell
; perhaps both mingled together.

The keen eye of Balfour quickly detected the impression

he had made, but he instantly added,
" My existence is needful

to you, my lord; put your dagger into its .sheath, and I am

ready to undertake your commission on your own terms
;
and

I entreat your pardon for my hasty speech and rough usage."

Cardinal Beaton was, as we have intimated before, a thorough

hypocrite, and when in the most violent passion, a word, a

moment after, turned the current of his thoughts, and calmed

him in an instant.
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" Why now you speak reasonably," said he to Beaton.
" What demon possessed you, that you stormed and raved

thus furiously ? I think you were possessed of seven devils, or

worse, a whole legion of them seemed to have taken up their

abode within your breast."

"The devil, please your reverence," said Beaton^ "is the /' '

Prince of darkness, and low-born priests have no friendship

with princes cardinals, and primates, and high-born church-

men, are the only privileged." As he spoke, a fiendish sneer

passed over Balfour's face, and made the expression of his

countenance almost demoniacal.

"You have paid me back with interest," said Beaton, with

a forced laugh; "forget my hasty speech, and now to our

plans and projects."

"I wait your pleasure, my lord," said Beaton; but he added

to himself,
" I will thwart your plans, cunning as you think

yourself."

The cardinal soon came to the point. Balfour was to swear

that the hand-writing on the will was the signature of the late

king, and the cardinal on the instant told down a large sum

of gold as his reward.

This the priest swore to perform faithfully, and soon after ,t

he and his master parted; the /former^being anxious to return L**>

to Linlithgow, in order that he might crush any attempts

which should be made to deprive him of the supreme power,

for he well knew that his enemies were both powerful and

numerous
;
and Balfour was to appear at the same place the

day after, but, for fear Detection should follow, he was to make

his journey by a different route.

"
Ay, so I will," muttered Balfour, as he left the cardinal's

presence, "a route he little thinks of; he threatened me with

death cursed me what if I repay him? He has indeed

covered over his enmity, but a priest never forgives ; no, never

he will nurse his hate, cherish his enmity, foster his hopes
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for revenge, until a fit opportunity serve for him to strike the

blow. Be wary, Balfour, 'look to yourself; you have roused

the tiger from his lair, and he will never sleep again until he

has drunk your blood. I will to Hamilton, and if he offer a

reward adequate to the news I bring, will tell him the secret.

To horse, to horse then ! I have a journey which a daring bor-

derer might shrink from, much less a pampered monk, as men

are pleased to term us."

Little dreaming of the treachery of his accomplice, the

cardinal soon after summoned his retinue, and, mounted on his

ambling mule, jogged easily along.

As soon as the cardinal had left his palace, Balfour pre-

pared for his departure.

The cowl and the cassock were thrown aside by him, and

a close leathern jerkin over which, to shield him from the

inclemencies of the weather, he put a bluff coat belonging to

one of the cardinal's men-at-arms was substituted : a close

cap, which was pulled down over his ears, was the only pro-

tection to his shaven crown. He then girded on a sword of

tried metal, and stuck a poniard into his belt. Thus fully

accoutred and armed, he hastened to the stable, and chose one

of the cardinal's fleetest horses a noble and beautiful animal,

all muscle and metal, who had been never known to flag, or

fail his rider.

The early part of Balfour's life had been spent in military

service, but growing discontented with a soldier's life, he

turned monk, as holding less restraint to the wild and immoral

course his desires prompted him to pursue.
" I ride you to the death, noble beast," ejaculated Balfour,

as he leapt into the saddle, without the aid of the stirrup, for

the soldier's fondness for a good steed seemed to return to

him again ;

" but I am not sparing my own strength I must

not think of yours. On on ! it is for wealth or death I cast

the die. When we next rest again, it may be we both shall
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be sleeping the sleep of death. Forward, good horse !" He

gave the rein as he spoke, and the noble creature he bestrode

bounded forward.

The last gleam of the wintry sun was shining over the

earth when Balfour started. The ground was frozen hard,

and the hoar frost glistened from the trees like drops of dia-

monds. But he little thought or recked what were the appear-

ances of sky or earth his whole soul was set upon the fruits

of his journey.

And like an arrow from an Indian bow he still held on his

course over field, and moss, and dyke, and burn nothing

offered any impediment to his horse, who seemed to outstrip

the wind in his wondrous speed. Mile after mile was gained,

and there was no diminution of the speed with which he

travelled.

Mile after mile was rapidly passed over, now amounting in

number to nearly thirty, but the generous horse still appeared

as fresh as when he first started on his wild career, though
the sweat dropped like water from his sides, and the foam fell

in large flakes from his mouth.

The moon was now high in the heavens, and as she walked

in her brightness, she shed her pale and silvery light over

creation, so that Balfour could clearly distinguish his path.

His hope and aim were to reach Queensferry before the night

had far advanced, so that he might at once procure his passage

over the narrow streight which forms the mouth of the River

Forth. Scarcely six miles were between him and the object of

his wishes, and the vesper bell had not yet rung ;
onward with

greater speed he urged his horse, cheering him with his voice

and patting him. The noble creature seemed sensible that

some object was yet to be gained, and appeared to gather fresh

strength he bounded, he flew, his feet hardly touched the

ground. A fresh mile is hardly entered upon before it is

gained; another, another still on hegoes a groan like pant-
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ing is breathed from the horse, and the rider sobs in taking

breath as he cleaves the air.

Thus he rapidly rode through the small burgh of Inver-

keithing. The waters of the Forth danced playfully before

him, and the waves seemed lit up with diamond sparks as they

glistened in the moonbeams.

But Balfour felt no pleasure in beholding the magnificent

expanse of water which lay beneath him, or in viewing the

blue dome of heaven which overarched him
;
he looked coldly

and indifferently on, as the moon the ocean seemed to hold

looked up to the moon in heaven.

Still he dashed onward, heedless of everything save his own

plans. On either hand there rose before him two lofty castles,

which seemed like giant warders guarding the road through

which he had to pass.

The rattle of his horse's hoofs on the frozen ground aroused

the sentinel on the tower of Rosyth Castle, to which he had

advanced somewhat too near.

The challenge,
"
Halt, or I fire !" was unheeded, save that

Balfour applied the whip to his horse's haunches and the spur

to his sides, and urged him forward with his voice. A bound

a leap was given
" We are safe," said Balfour. The sentinel

discharged his arquebuss at the horseman there was a flash,

a report his horse gave a deep and piercing cry, as if mortally

wounded another bound, another leap, and the animal fell

down lifeless upon the bank of the river.

To extricate himself from the stirrup and gain his feet, were

with Balfour but the work of a moment. But he saw that

the castle was alarmed, and he feared lest he should be dis-

covered, when every moment was invaluable.

But though concerned about himself, Balfour had a feeling

of pity towards the noble animal which lay extended at his

feet. The death-pang was past, and he lay as still as the

stones around him.
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In deep agony, he paced round and round the carcase.

" Poor creature !" he exclaimed,
" I thought that I should

ride thee unto death but not to such a death as this ! Thy
course is ended

;
there is no purgatory for thee no masses

need be said for thy soul no prayers shall be muttered over

thee, no stone raised to mark thy resting-place and recount

thy virtues, by friends who reviled and scoffed at thee when

alive."

Lights now glimmered from various parts of the castle.

Balfour could hear the command to lower the drawbridge ;

but grief appeared to have stupefied his senses, for he con-

tinued pacing round the dead animal.
"
Thy life has quitted thee in the discharge of thy duties

;

if there be a heaven for beasts, thou wilt be there, poor

thing!" continued Balfour. " But where or what shall I be?"

and a tear stood in his eye, but he dashed it away in an in-

stant.
" Pshaw !" exclaimed he

;

" 'twas not a tear the night-

wind blows sharply and keenly from the river, and makes the

eyes water
;
but as for tears, my weeping days were ended

long ago."

The grating sound which the portcullis belonging to the

castle made in being raised met his ears, and the murmuring
of human voices became audible : Balfour turned to flee, but,

casting his eyes upon the stiffening carcass of his horse, a

sudden thought seemed to strike him.
" The crow and the raven shall never feast on thee," he

exclaimed
;

"
if there be no hereafter for thee, thy carcass

shall have a boundless grave, and the ceaseless motion of the

unfathomable ocean shall be to thee what eternity shall be to

humanity."
He was about to exert his strength for that purpose, but

the sound of the voices becoming louder, he dashed into an

adjoining thicket.

The moon, as we have said, was high in the heavens, making
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everything as clear and distinct as if the sun had been shining.

The form of Balfour was therefore distinguished by the sol-

diers of the castle, who instantly followed the fugitive, re-

peatedly calling him to surrender.

But Balfour still fled through brake and brier, no matter

how tangled, he still kept on, heedless of the command to stop

which resounded on all sides. Now his person was distinguished

as he issued from a deep dell, again it was lost behind the trunks

of several trees. But there was one of his pursuers who fol-

lowed his track with the sagacity of a hound, and advanced

much further than any of his companions, who all urged him

forward. "On, on, Mark Forrester," they shouted; "'tis

only man to man." " And Mark Forrester," replied the other,
" has little fear of one man hand to hand

;
but if a bolt can

reach this fellow, he will not give much further trouble."

As he spake he gained a small mound, and bending his cross-

bow, calmly awaited the appearance of the fugitive.

For a moment he appeared the clang of the bow-string
was heard, and the winged messenger of death took its flight.

The next instant Balfour had disappeared. At that moment

the vesper bell of the neighbouring monastery rang its first

chime.

The aim of the bowman had been truly taken
; straight as

a line the arrow flew, and Balfour felt himself wounded he

grew sick and faint, his eyes became dizzy, and he was obliged

to lean against a tree to keep himself from falling.

But the sense of his danger compelled him to make another

effort, and the evening bell gave him assurance that protec-

tion and rest were to be procured could he but reach the

monastery.

His pursuers had now lost all trace of his footsteps, and he

could hear them shouting to one another as they beat about

the wood in different directions.

Summoning all his strength, Balfour again proceeded for-
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ward, with the arrow which had taken aim between his shoul-

ders still sticking there, and, after a toilsome route, he at

length reached the wished-for asylum, but his strength failed

him. With the greatest difficulty he knocked at the gate, and

fell upon the ground, exhausted with weariness, and faint with

loss of blood, in a state of unconsciousness. When he re-

covered, he found himself reclining rather than seated on a

chair. The arrow had been drawn out, and plaister applied

to the wound, which, though deep and dangerous, was not

mortal.

He gratefully accepted the offer of rest and refreshment,

and determined the next morning with the first peep of dawn

to cross the Forth, and proceed on his journey.

Meanwhile, the cardinal continued his route at a steady

pace ;
but instead of resting when the evening clouds first rose,

being tempted by the beauty of the night, he continued

travelling, and the next morning, greatly to his surprise, Bal-

four found himself seated in the same skiff with the master

whose ruin he was plotting.

But the cardinal was busied with his own thoughts, and

Balfoiir drew his cap so as to conceal his face as much as pos-

sible, which, with his altered dress, was the cause of his

remaining unknown.

Aided by both wind and tide, the skiff rapidly sped over the

dancing waters, and without any occurrence worthy of notice,

all reached the opposite bank in safety.

The cardinal instantly repaired to Linlithgow, which place

on the following morning Balfour also reached.

He there deliberately swore that the will which was pro-

duced by him, he had seen the king sign, and Beaton was,

therefore, duly installed in the office of regent.

But there are twenty-four hours during which Balfour has

been lost sight of. He, however, had been far from inactive

during that time.
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His first intention was to ride to Curzon Castle, the seat

of James Hamilton, Earl of Arran
;
but hearing that that

nobleman was on a visit to James Hepburn, Earl of Both-

well, at Crichton Castle, he turned his horse's head to the

Tyne.

Though the animal he now rode was far inferior to the one

on which he first began his journey, still, by means of whip

and spur, he kept up his speed, and before the night was shut

in he found himself at his journey's end.

Habiting himself in a monastic dress, Balfour easily pro-

cured admission into the castle
;
for as yet the Romish creed

was still held in some degree of reverence, though Protestant-

ism was making rapid strides.

The two earls were in earnest conversation when the hang-

ings were drawn aside, and Balfour entered with a solemn

step.

Arran was in the act of speaking his hand was raised in

order to give effect to his speech, when the words " Pax vo-

biscum," uttered in a solemn tone from without, made both

start, and each clapped his hand upon his sword.

Balfour advanced forward his natural repulsiveness oi

features was heightened by the paleness and ghastliness his

recent loss of blood had occasioned, and the two knights ex-

changed glances as if to inquire of each other, whether each

did not think the being before them was more of a demon

than a man.

Uncertain to whom to address himself, Balfour said, "I

have a message for James Hamilton, Earl of Arran."
"
Speak it out then," said Arran, advancing forward

;

" he

is here."

" No other ear must hear it save his own," said Balfour.

Bothwell instantly withdrew, and after the promise of an

enormous reward, Balfour instantly revealed his secret, to the

utmost astonishment of Arran.
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Scarcely allowing himself time for refreshment, Balfour in-

stantly took horse, and arrived at Linlithgow at the time

appointed ;
and Arran in the mean while set himself to coun-

teract the designs of his enemies.

History tells of the issue of this struggle. The fraud of

Beaton was discovered, and the Earl of Arran was advanced to

the regency : but, being a man of but moderate abilities, and

formed more for private life than the turmoil of government,

he, at length, gladly availed himself of the cardinal's talents

in managing the affairs of the kingdom.

We must let the events of the next eighteen years sleep in

comparative silence.

In addition to the rivalry of clanship and individual in-

terest, difference of opinion in religious matters seized to

make men hate one another with greater rancour.

At the head of the Romish interest were the Queen-dowager,

Beaton, and Arran, who had lately abjured Protestantism.

The leader of the opposite party was the Earl of Lennox,
who had a powerful auxiliary in the celebrated John Knox,

by whose powerful preaching and indefatigable exertions

many embraced the tenets he strove to propagate. Every day
saw fresh converts gained to his c*eed, and therefore to the

party which opposed the cardinal.

The country was torn and distracted by this fierce rivalry,

and men of opposite tenets hated one another with the rancour

of enemies.

A treaty of marriage had been set on foot between the in-

fant Mary, and Edward, Prince of Wales, but was rejected

with disdain by the high-spirited Scots.

Through the intrigues of the queen's mother, a connexion

with France was formed, and accordingly the young queen,
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then only six years of age, was sent into that country, and in

the year 1558 she was married to the Dauphin, who soon

after ascended the throne of France.

During the time she remained in France, a period of thirteen

years, the kingdom of Scotland* was one continued scene of

turmoil and disorder. Beaton was assassinated; Arran re-

signed ;
and the Queen-regent, worn out with cares and an-

xieties, ended her days in Edinburgh Castle : and in proportion

as the Catholic cause declined, the Presbyterian flourished.

Thus much is necessary to connect the chain of events.

We now proceed with our tale
; for it is now that the " Rose

of Scotland" first figures on that land which was to be the

scene of all her trials and troubles.

On the 21st of August, 1561, she landed at Leith; a cir-

cumstance no sooner known, than the nobles flocked from all

parts of the kingdom to congratulate her. Her youth, her

beauty, her affability of manners, won the esteem of all, and

loud shouts of "
Long live Queen Mary! long and happy may

she reign !" were raised.

The queen made a triumphal procession into Edinburgh :

crowds of people lined the way, and rent the air with their

acclamations. Beside her rode her half-brother James Stuart,

a universal favourite with the people, and now sharing in the

plaudits which resounded on every side.

Just as she was entering the palace of Holyrood, she was met

by a grave, harsh-featured man, whose flowing beard fell down

upon his breast, and whose stern and harsh deportment pro-

claimed him to be one of the preachers of the new sect. The

eyes of this man were large and piercing as the eagle's, and

fixing them upon the queen, he advanced up to her bridle.

"Mr. Knox," said James Stuart, "your visit is ill-timed.

The queen is wearied, and would fain have repose."
" James Stuart," said the preacher,

" art thou tangled in
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the meshes which bright eyes, and fair cheeks, and a snowy
skin weave, that thou biddest me hold my peace ? Cursed is

he that doeth the Lord's work negligently."
" I will listen to this holy man at once, James," said Mary :

he is zealous in his cause and zeal should be countenanced,

even if the opinions it seeks to propagate be erroneous."

" Dost thou call my opinions erroneous, madam ?" returned

Knox. " The film of darkness still hangs upon thy eyes.

The evil ways of a sinful generation, in that land of idolatry

in which thou hast sojourned, have corrupted thy thoughts

and feelings. Thou art still in the gall of iniquity and the

bonds of death."

James replied to the queen, in a tone of entreaty,
" You

have power, I know, with that fearful man
;
bid him refrain

from heaping calumnies upon me, who am a stranger here,

unacquainted with your manners and customs."

" Mr. Knox," said James,
" I pray you spare your speech ;

it is cruel at this moment you have drawn tears which on a

day of rejoicing like this should not be shed you are hasty

and intemperate. The Queen of Scotland will not, I know,

refuse to hear the words of the servant of God."
" James Stuart," returned Knox,

" the carnal heart is fierce

within thee, warring against the spiritual. Knowest thou not

that the charms of the women of Moab were a snare to the

Israelites ? Thou who hast put thy hand to the plough art

looking back upon the pleasures thou hast quitted." So say-

ing, John Knox strode on with an air of offended dignity.
" This is a bad sign of affection in the people," said Mary

to her brother when Knox had departed.
" Little must be

the power of a sovereign when a preacher may rate and rail

as he has done."
" The opposition he has met with has soured his temper,"

replied James ;

" otherwise Knox is not a harsh man. I have

seen him avoid the worm which crossed his path
' The God
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who gave thee life meant thee to enjoy it
;

I will not crush

thee, poor thing !

*

said he as he stepped aside."

" Could he do this," said Mary,
" he who spake so cuttingly

just now ? could he spare a worm and wound a heart ?"

"
It is only in his Master's service that he grows so bold,"

returned James,
" in order to resist the encroachments of that

church which has held the world in ignorance so many years."
" Are you a Covenanter, James," said Mary with a look of

surprise,
" and Prior of St. Andrew's ?"

James bowed low without replying ;
but as they now reached

the door of the palace, he leaped from his horse and assisted

his sister to dismount.
" And this is the palace of the Scottish kings !" said Mary

to herself as she entered. " Is there no legend connected

with this structure, James?" continued she to her brother,

who was walking by her side.
" I know the Scots are famed

for legendary lore
; they have a fairy for every dell, a nymph

for every grot, a naiad for every fountain is there no fairy

fable or romantic story connected with this palace ?"

" I am not skilled in tales of fiction," replied James
;

" but

I have never heard one of which Holyrood Palace formed the

subject."
" That time is come now," said a voice, but the speaker

could not be distinguished ;

"
Mary Stuart has arrived, and

from henceforth Holyrood House shall be everywhere known."

Then, in a low metrical chaunt, it continued

Lovely woman ! fated queen !

The victim of envy, the victim of spleen,

You will curse from this hour to the moment you die,

That to Holyrood Palace you ever drew nigh.

Sad and sore are the hours yet to dawn upon thee,

Fill'd with woe, fill'd with pain, fill'd with deep misery ;

But few sunny hours from this time you will know,

Which will mock by their brightness the deepness of woe,
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As when tempests are rolling, and billows beat high,

A bright ray of light is flash 'd forth from the sky,

Which bright for a moment gives promise of cheer,

Then quench'd by black clouds makes the darkness more drear

Thou'lt have false friends around thee to cheat and beguile,

And when fortune is smiling, they also will smile,

Like a lake's treach'rous waters, which look bright and blue,

When the heavens above them are beautiful too.

But when sorrow and trouble shall come to your door,

Those you thought would befriend, will be friendly no more
;

Like swallows who vanish when winter draws nigh,

They will leave when the tempest-cloud darkens the sky.

Then, O queen, follow counsel not transient or vain

Such alone as can shield you in sickness or pain ;

Make virtue your rule, set your hopes up above,

For though earth has no pleasure, in heaven there 's love.

The colour fled from the queen's cheek as she listened.

" James ! oh, James !" she exclaimed,
"
my coming to Scotland

bodes me no good. I have been warned by dreams, by sooth-

sayers, by omens, not to set foot upon this land, which I feel

will be productive of nothing but ill. Let me return to France

again. Thou shalt be regent if thou wilt. I am a weak woman,
not fit for the wild commotion of a state."

Though greatly concerned, James Stuart still retained that

presence of mind which rarely forsook him. " Is it a trick of

some enemy?" he replied: "I will sift the matter to the

bottom. Some jugglery or trick has been used, in order to

terrify you. Bethink you, you are queen of Scotland treat

me as a brother, and I will be one. I have power and influ-

ence. Until death divide us I will be truly yours."

The voice again sung :

"Thou'lt have false friends around thee to cheat and beguile,

And when fortune is smiling, they also will smile."

" This matter must be sifted," said James Stuart
;

"
if it be

your pleasure, I will strive to fathom it."
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Mary instantly gave her assent, and while she accompanied

by her ladies proceeded one way, James turned into the di-

rection from whence the sound seemed to issue.

But after a fruitless search James returned to the queen,

who, with the heedlessness of youth, seemed to have forgotten

the circumstance. When he entered her apartment, he found

her grouped with several others round a young man, who from

his dress and appearance seemed to be an Italian, who had

just finished a tune when James Stuart entered. His guitar

hung upon his arm, and blushes at the applause he had just

received covered his face. It was a wild and plaintive air he

had just played one such as Mary loved to listen to, and with

freedom and frankness she thanked him who had given her

so great a pleasure.

Mary, however, suspended her thanks as soon as her brother

appeared.
" Has your search been successful ?" said she.

"
No," replied James

;

" I am not given to superstition, but

the strangeness of the circumstance troubles me
;
and then the

strange thing that visions and omens should have been seen by

yourself that is stranger yet."

"Think no more of it, James," said the queen, playfully;
" I had well nigh forgotten it. Scotland has given me one

pleasure I little expected to find
;
I will forgive it for the

pain it may have in store."

So spoke Queen Mary, little thinking that all her after

troubles would be derived from that one source so ignorant

of the future are mortals.

James, however, cast but a scornful glance upon the

musician. "
Sister," said he, "you have weightier concerns

than listening to the strains of music."
"
Nay, James," exclaimed the queen,

"
you must not look

so frowningly.
" I am but a girl you shall model me as

you like. But come, you must hear one tune from this prince

of musicians ;" and seizing her brother's hand, she led him
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forward with such a sweetness of manner, that he could not

resist her entreaty.
" Now, sir minstrel," said the queen,

" we would have

another of your sweet lays. But first, what is your name ?"

" David Rizzio, please your highness," said the minstrel,
" a Piedmontese."

"Well then, Rizzio, I will now tax your powers to the

utmost. Come, choose us one of your sweetest songs, and

sing it in your best manner. I would not that there should be

a fault, either in the words or tune."

The minstrel bowed low to the queen, in grateful thanks for

her condescension. Then tuning his voice to his guitar, he

sang a song so sweetly, that even James Stuart became a

listener, and when the tune was ended he muttered to himself,
"

It is beautiful !

"

The queen, however, was more profuse in her thanks, and,

after having expressed the delight she felt, she drew a ring

from her finger, and presented it to the musician.

She had scarcely done so, before a voice seemed to ring

along the roof, as of a cry of pain, and a succession of eld-

ritch screams succeeded.

The whole of the party started in astonishment, and the

queen turned her face pale with fright upon her brother.

" It is very strange," muttered James
;

" I cannot unravel it."

Then aloud to the queen, he added,"You need be underno fear
;

when you have dismissedyour musician, I would speak with you."

Bestowing on Rizzio another mark of her favour, she suf-

fered him to depart, and soon after her ladies also withdrew,

leaving her alone with her brother James.

But, in an instant afterwards, John Knox entered.

" Madam," began the preacher, in a haughty tone of voice,
" I have sought this opportunity to endeavour to turn you to

the true faith."

" I pray you spare me, Mr. Knox," said the queen ;

" I am
not skilled in theology. I hold the faith which my fathers
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hold the faitli in which they lived and died
;
and if, without

just cause, I deserted their creed, I should seem to be haunted

by their reproofs."
" Mr. Knox," said James, "your intrusion is both ill-timed

and unwelcome."
" No season is ill-timed in which the works of my Master

can be done," returned Knox.
" Mr. Knox," said the queen, drawing herself up with

dignity,
" are you my subject, or am I yours ? I command

you instantly to quit my presence."
" That will I not do," returned Knox,

" until I have con-

vinced you of the error of your ways, that I may take u soul

out of the fowler's net, unless you have me taken by main

force, which the tyrant church to which you belong is ever

ready to do. Summon your guards have me borne to the

stake or the scaffold shed my blood scathe and burn my
limbs I am ready to die in the cause I espouse, for well I

know, that the flames which shall consume me shall burn

away your own false creed, and my ashes be the seed from

whence the flowers of the covenant shall spring."
" Mr. Knox, I cannot listen to you indeed I cannot,"

returned Mary in a tone of entreaty.
" Perish in thine obstinacy and unbelief," returned the

preacher.
" Like Jezabel of old, in holding communion with

Popery thou sheddest the blood of God's prophets. Like

Jezabel, thou shalt be cast out and trodden under foot, and

dogs shall feed upon thee as they did upon her."

" Mr. Knox," said James, "you really exceed the bounds of

your commission. Look, you have made your sovereign weep."
" Follow thy carnally-minded wisdom, James Stuart, and

die," said Knox. "
But, what !" continued he in a tone of

triumph ;

" have I knocked so hard at the door of the heart

of that Moabitish woman, that she cries ! But it is mockery
there is a serpent's venom hidden in her smile, and poison

in her tears."
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As he said this, Knox turned to leave, satisfied with the

triumph he had won in having drawn tears from the eyes of

the unfortunate queen, and fully satisfied that -he could now

bend her to his will.

" Let me recall Mr. Knox," said James Stuart to the

queen. His power is great in Scotland
;
and if you have him

for your friend, none dare disturb your government. I do not

say, embrace his tenets but only listen to them."
" If he will teach me, I will listen," said Mary ;

" but if he

only rail, I will not submit. He may draw tears from my
eyes by his bitter sarcasms

;
but while I am queen, I will be

obeyed, or lose my crown. My father would not have sub-

mitted, nor will I." She said these words with all the dignity

of a queen, which on great occasions she so well knew how

to assume.

The sudden assumption of dignity on the part of Mary
somewhat surprised her brother, who expected that a girl

would submit without hesitation to his wishes. He was led

to this conjecture from her known artlessness of manner
;
and

he it was who had thus procured that Knox should appear at

the time he did, well knowing that the harsh severity of the

preacher would induce his sister to repose her confidence in

himself : and, at the same time, he wished to let her know
that the people's hatred to Popery was so great, that it would

be folly to take her uncles for her counsellors, who were

warmly attached to that creed."

" Mr. Knox," said James, advancing to the preacher,
" the

queen is willing to listen to your words, provided you teach

without the use of such opprobrious epithets as those you

lately applied to her."

"
Madam," said Knox, advancing forward,

"
it rejoiceth me

that you are disposed to hear the words of good counsel
;
and

I doubt not that I shall snatch you as a brand from the burn-

ing turning you from the error of your ways."
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" It is needless, Mr. Knox, to use so long a preamble tell

me in what I err, and as far as may be I am willing to im-

prove," said the queen mildly.
" Are you not a Papist ?" said Kriox, though in somewhat a

milder tone than he had hitherto used.

"
Ay, truly," said the queen,

" I hold communion with the

Roman Catholic Church. In that faith I have been bred
;
in

that faith I hope to die. But if I sin in that, the fault should

be visited upon those who taught me to believe and reverence

their doctrines, and not upon my head."

"
Is not that the church which has drunk the blood of God's

saints, which has sent martyrs and saints to the stake and the

scaffold ?" said Knox, in his wild, impetuous manner. " And
what saith the Bible, that blessed book which the Papists

shut up lest people should discover the gross errors of that

church what saith that book ?
' Come out of her, my people,

that ye be not partakers of her doom.' Therefore, Mary Stuart,

if thou wouldst lead a happy life on earth if thou hopest for

a happier in heaven, listen to my words or, if thou wilt not,

hear my curse : There shall be heaped upon you woes and

disasters
;
the very breath you breathe shall be burthened with

woe, and the pages of your history, like the scroll of the pro-

phet, shall be written within and without with words of lamen-

tation, and mourning, and woe."

"Really, Mr. Knox," said James, "this is going to too

great a length; you are not yet lord of Scotland."

"Peace," said Knox; "thou art not a judge between a

preacher and his duty."
" But I am ajudge of charity, Mr. Knox," said James, some-

what maliciously.

"Apostate, recreant! who, because pleased with a piece of

painted flesh, hast deserted the cause thou didst swear to

maintain !"

" I have deserted no cause," replied James; "lam as I have
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always been
;
but I will never see a woman scorned and tram-

pled on as you have my sister. I never will see the crown

of Scotland brought so low, that priests may spit at and

spurn its power." He then advanced up to the queen, and

bending on one knee, took her hand and kissed it.
" Queen

and sister," said he, "in a moment of unguardedness, I united

myself to a set of men, to repel the march of Popery, which,

when sanctioned by your presence, I feared would grow to

power. But I know you will not strive to revive that which

the people hold in such abhorrence. Settle your own creed

between God and your conscience, and let your subjects enjoy

the like privilege. Then heart and soul I am your own your

brother, your friend."

With the deepest emotion James rose from the ground, and

the queen wept aloud
;
whilst with stern contempt and bitter

hatred Knox looked upon the scene, so very different from

what he expected.

Suddenly raising her eyes, Mary perceived the sternness

with which Knox was looking at her, when in an instant

wiping away her tears, she walked up to him, and taking his

hand in hers, she said,
" God forgive you for torturing me so

cruelly ! you have wrung from me tears of anguish, and my
eyes were never moistened save by Sowings of pity or of grief.

When on your deathbed, the remembrance of this scene will

be present, to gall and pain you. Mary Stuart forgives you

may Heaven !"

The strangeness and the kindness of the action moved even

the stern heart of Knox. He pressed his hand to his brow,
as if to drive away his thoughts ;

then advancing towards the

queen (for as soon as she had spoken, she retired), he knelt

before her, and said,
"
Lady, thou art a noble creature

;
God

has bestowed upon thee choice gifts. To have done what thou

hast done required an immense effort of the heart. I came

prepared to encounter scorn, hatred, opposition but not to
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receive pity and pardon. I kneel to thee, Mary Stuart, who

could so far forget revenge as to bless instead of reviling. But

I kneel not to Mary Queen of Scotland, whom I will resist

and oppose as long as she remains a Papist."
" If Mary Stuart," said the queen,

"
is worthy of your

homage, the Queen of Scotland need not fear."

Knox then turned to withdraw
;
but as he passed, James

Stuart wlu'spered in his ear,
" Can you think with satisfaction

on this night's work ? You strove to drive the iron deeply into

her heart, and she has paid you with her pity."

As soon as Knox had quitted her presence, Mary, in spite of

the remonstrance of her brother, insisted that Rizzio should

be summoned. " But one tune, James," said she,
" to drive

away the gloom which that austere Knox has spread ;" and,

though against his better judgment, James ceased to oppose,

merely saying,
" Beware how you treat that man : he is an

Italian, subtle and insinuating, and, aided by his wonderful

powers of music, may raise himself into the rank of a favourite.

Beware of favourites !

"

The musician was accordingly summoned; but no sooner

had he finished his tune, than screams similar to those which

had been heard on a former occasion rent the roof, and directly

afterwards, in a voice sweeter than the fabled syren's, the

following words were chaunted :

" The weft is wove, the spell is done,

The Queen of Scotland's fate 's begun ;

The charm which that music hath to the ear,

Shall bring grief to thy heart, and an end to thy cheer.

Dismiss from thy court that Piedmontese,
Ere the iron is forged, ere the ice-bands freeze,

Which shall
"

" Who what are you,
"
said James, breaking in upon the

songster,
" that thus you seem to know the destinies of the
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Queen of Scotland? Speak, if you are real tell me who

you are.
"

The sound, however, died away, and no answer was returned.
" You have silenced it, James," said the queen, and deprived

us of a song which earth never heard so musical. " Hark ! I

hear it again."

The voice, in answer to James's question, replied,

"
I live on the earth, I live in the air;

Like the spirit of Love, I am everywhere

On the brier's green breast, or the tangled thorn,

I drink in the light, and am kiss'd by the morn
;

In the nect'rous cup of some flow 'ret bright,

I'm shut out from view by th' embrace of the night ;

In the shady dell where the wild flower grows,

And the humble daisy sweetly blows

Where the yellow cowslip and buttercup fling

Their rich breath to the air when the harebells ring,

When the sunny rays are hot and bright,

I recline on the moss and heather light ;

In the lowly grot, where the fountain plays

Its diamond-like streams in golden rays

Where the gentle waters pour their stream

Midst flow'rets bright and grasses green,

Which mirror themselves in ita crystal breast,

Till they fade at the sight of their loveliness

In blissful solitude there I lie

Unseen unknown by mortal eye.

But these sweet shades, though they own my spell,

Are not the sole haunts in which I dwell :

Wherever there's space, wherever there's sound,

In that space I live in the sound I'm found.

But I've left my haunts, and hither I hie,

As meteors grow bright when storms are nigh
I came here to tell the secrets I know,

Though but secrets of sadness, and misery, and woe.

My time is up, my task is done,

The spell on Mary's life begun.

But I'll come again from my briered dell,

When other secrets I have to tell."

When the astonishment produced by these sounds had sub-
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sided, the queen's attendants withdrew, with Rizzio in their

company, and James was once more left alone with his sister.

His earnest advice to her was that she should dismiss Rizzio

at once from her court, and that though she might not coun-

tenance Protestantism, she should not advance the cause of

Popery. To the latter she gave her consent, but not to the

former.
" What harm can that minstrel's music do me ?" said

she to her brother's request.
" The music, nothing ;

the man, much," said James. " That

fairy voice would seem to imply that it would be the fountain-

head from which disaster would stream down, and at length

overwhelm you."
" I will think over your words," said Mary.
" Better far act upon them," returned her brother.

After a few moments' more conversation, they separated.

Instead, however, of obeying the counsel of the spirit she

had heard, or following the advice of her brother, Mary con-

tinued to encourage the musician Rizzio, who daily made

fresh advances into her favour. Though of humble birth and

obscure parentage, Rizzio was a man of elegant tastes, showy

accomplishments, and prepossessing manners ;
and these passed

with the young and inexperienced queen for solid acquire-

ments and great parts.

From the humble station of musician, he rose to be the

queen's secretary then her confidant her friend her ad-

viser, and, by a natural consequence, became an object of

detestation to every one but those who expected to be ad-

vanced by his interest.

Intoxicated by the giddy height to which he had been raised,

Rizzio became upstart and arrogant treating all the nobles

with insolent disdain, and affecting all the pomp and parade

attending nobility. But of this presently.
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For the space of two years, the helm of th-e state was

guided by James Stuart, who on the insurrection of the Earl

of Gordon was made Earl of Mar, which title was soon after

exchanged for that of Moray, and subsequently for the earldom

of Murray.
Under the management of this accomplished man, the af-

fairs of Scotland were prosperous, and although, being a Papist,

Mary had not the affections of a majority of her subjects,

still, as she interfered not in religious matters, she had not the

hatred of any. Even John Knox, whose boast and glory it

was that he had wrung tears from her eyes even he, the stern,

the bold, the unflinching even he, who rather than see one

mass, preferred that an army of three thousand men should

rise against his country, laying waste its fair plains, and ravag-

ing its lands, and marking their footsteps with fire and blood

was somewhat softened down, and began to feel pity for the

queen who had listened to his invectives and abuse, and ca-

lumnies
;
even he forgot his rancour, and behaved to her with

more kindness and leniency.

But now a change passes on the face of things ;
from hence-

forth one train of disaster and misery attended the footsteps

of Mary.
In the court of the Queen of England, at that time, the

Earl and Countess of Lennox resided. Their son, Lord

Darnley, having obtained leave to visit Scotland, was received

by Mary with extraordinary marks of esteem. This noble-

man was then in the bloom of youth, tall, handsome and well-

bred, and the beauty of his person soon made an impression

on the heart of the queen.

Darnley soon perceived that Rizzio's were the eyes with

which Mary saw, and he forthwith engaged in the closest inti-

macy with him
;
and now it was that the credit of the Earl of

Murray began to decline.

Who cannot tell what were the feelings which passed
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through the mind of that intriguing and political man ? Was

he to be supplanted in the favour of the queen by a beardless

stripling, he who, with singular ability, had managed the

affairs of the state whose hand was fitter to sway the scep-

tre than the one in which it had been placed? Fortune

had played her most cruel freak with him. He was, it is true,

the male descendant of a line of kings he was the son of

James V., but he was illegitimate. Descended as he was from

the two proudest names in Scotland having mingled in his

veins the blood of the royal Stuart, and the almost royal

Douglas nothing but the bar sinister on his escutcheon pre-

vented his being the monarch of Scotland, for which his cool,

strong, penetrating judgment so well qualified him. But for

the baseness of his birth, Murray would have been king, and

one of the wisest and the best that ever swayed the sceptre of

Scotland.

Hitherto, however, Murray had served his sister with

fidelity and talent
;
but when Mary began to manifest her pas-

sion for Darnley, all was swept away, as if by the blast of a

hurricane. From that moment the current of his affections

was changed. Though he still retained the wealth and honours

which Mary had lavished upon him
;
but resigning the reins of

government, he retired from the court in disgust, and soon

afterwards entered into covenants with men who were ready
on the slightest pretence to take up arms against their sove-

reign. On hearing this, Mary raised the country in arms, and

summoned her brother to appear before her he refused, and

was outlawed. His avowed enemies, the Earls of Sunderland

and Bothwell, were recalled from banishment, and Lord Gor-

don set at liberty.

Profiting by the weakness of her enemies, Mary now deter-

mined upon marrying Darnley. She loved him with an infatua-

tion almost amounting to madness. For him she had despised

advice, entreaty, threats, prospects of rebellion : for him, she
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had driven from her court those best qualified to control the

turbulent people over whom she reigned ;
she had made ene-

mies among the most powerful and the most rebellious ay,

and what at that moment would she not have done for him ?

She had been well contented to have resigned the throne itself,

had Darnley so wished
;
she did all she could she shared it

with him.

It was within the walls which at that time surrounded the

Castle of Cruickstone, that the fateful whisper fell from her

lips which made Henry Darnley king of Scotland. They were

lovers, such as other mortals are, and had sought retirement,

where, unseen by the jealous eyes of a court, they might
breathe the thoughts and sighs which hearts in love feel and

know.

It was during the balmy and beautiful month of July, that

Mary and her lover would seek this retirement
;
and under the

shade of a large yew-tree all her affections, her hopes, her

thoughts, concentrated in the handsome youth who sat by her

side Mary would forget her troubles, forget that she had

enemies, forget everything but him whom she loved so

ardently.

On one of these occasions it was the last which happened

Mary and Darnley were seated thus together, with hand

clasped in hand, and heart bound to heart, with an embrace as

close : they had declared their love how deep, how fervent

it was
;
and language seemed inadequate to express more, for

they sat trance-bound, and drank in the love which the eyes

declared, though words spake it not. But those silent inter-

preters those lamps of the soul which are kindled by the

deity who sits enshrined there those glistening orbs were

far from silent. Sweet, tender, and heaven-like was the smile

which played round Mary's lips, as her eyes rested on the

youth whom she had selected from the rest of mankind,

though princes had pressed forward to gain her hand, and
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would have gladly bartered their kingdoms for such a smile as

rested upon Darnley, and such a clasp of the hand as that

which locked his
;
and Darnley, he would have belied humanity

could he have been indifferent his heart beat louder, and his

eyes grew brighter, as if they had been illumined by the bright

flashings from the queen's, and, like satellites, were beaming
on the luminary from whence they had derived their splen-

dour.

It was the evening of the 18th of July, and all nature was

calm and serene; and though the air was sultry, yet the

waving branches of the yew formed a shade round the queen
and Darnley : all was hushed and silent, save the hearts of the

lovers, when a sudden gust of wind shook the branches of the

tree with a strange motion, as not the leaf of a flower or a

blade of grass was stirring besides. The instant afterwards,

the trunk seemed to open, and a female form glided from it.

Though apparently a creature of vapour and mist, the stranger

was beautiful beyond compare: her limpid blue eyes, her

alabaster forehead, her arched and pencilled eyebrows, her ex-

quisitely-formed nose cheeks which the rose seemed to have

breathed upon, not tinted, so modest was the blush upon
them lips beautifully bowed, and red as the coral which they

rivalled, and teeth as white as the pearl of the ocean, all these

combined, formed such a countenance that a painter might
have chosen it for a model of female beauty. A thin white

robe fell in a thousand graceful folds around her light and

delicate limbs, and her soft and beautiful auburn hair de-

scended in clusters over her neck, and reached nearly to her

feet.

Such was the beautiful creature who, like an apparition,

broke upon the silent lovers. Both Darnley and the queen
started with astonishment, when the female gently raised her

finger as if to motion them to remain then in a sweet, though
now mournful cadence, she chaunted
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Th' unfittest place for lovers must be,

The shade of the dark and sad yew tree,

Whose moaning boughs above their head

Are the emblems of death, so dark and dread ;

For the sombre yew never drinks in the dew,

Or smiles in the heaven's bright light.

Lovers should tread on emerald plains,

Where beauteous nature rules and reigns :

Or their haunt should be the woody grove,

Where feather'd songsters warble love

Where, above and around, there's no other sound

But melodious strains of joy.

But the dreary place where you've often sate,

Shall exactly emblem your mournful fate :

Through life's eventful and chequer'd day,

The torch of love shall not cheer your way;
As the sun's rich light, though golden and bright,

Never pierces the sombre leaves.

"
Everything," exclaimed Mary,

" seems fated to trouble

me : choose whom I will, do what I will, everything turns

out disastrous. Tell me what more you know of the ills

which are yet to befall me."

The phantom instantly answered

Mortal vision may not see

The dimness of futurity ;

Spirit tongue may not relate

All the mysteries of fate :

Yet, sister spirits, though unseen,

Weave the spell of Scotland's queen.

Mary and Darnley listened attentively: in a few moments a

murmuring voice was audible, and directly afterwards a chorus

of voices chaunted as follows :

For lovers' brows a chaplet twine,

But not of rose and eglantine,

And other flow 'rets fair;
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For love will die and hope will fade,

And joy, which with them would have staid,

Must find a home elsewhere.

Gather the hemlock tall and rank,

Gather the nightshade dark and dank,

And form a chaplet so
;

For dying love to hatred turneth,

And when hope fails, then vengeance burneth,

And joy gives place to woe.

A little while, and such a scene

Shall fall to Scotland's lovely queen

The gentle, young, and fair

Her love will never be requited,

Her fairy dreams will all be blighted,

And all end in despair.

When the sounds had ceased, Mary and Darnley turned to

look upon the first songster ;
but a thin and misty vapour was

alone distinguishable, which immediately afterwads faded en-

tirely away.

Mary, however, paid little regard to the words of the phan-
tom lady. That day fortnight she married Lord Darnley.
But this very marriage from which she had promised her-

self so much happiness, proved, on the contrary, the beginning
of all her troubles and misfortunes.

Her husband soon appeared unworthy of her affections, and

of the high station to which she had raised him. He was
addicted to drinking and low vices. His fondness was turned

to indifference
;
he treated his wife with coldness and neglect.

He betrayed a mind as weak as it was ambitious of power.
His insolence and scorn completely alienated the queen's affec-

tions.

The unfortunate Queen of Scotland had a heart of love, and
her tender affections would find vent. Her education, her feel-

ings, alike prompted her to love; but on whom could she place
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her affections ? It would have been upon her husband ! but

he treated her with scorn. Her brother ! he had deserted her

in the hour of need. She turned then upon the Pied-

montese Rizzio : he rose higher and higher in her favour,

for he was the only one who remained stedfast when her cause

seemed disastrous. No matter what were his motives no

matter that he had been fed by the queen's bounty, and owed

all his greatness to her favour Mary thought not of these
;

she saw that he was attached to her, and that others who owed

as much to her as he did, deserted her.

The suspicious king was easily persuaded that if that favourite

were removed, the queen's affections would once more return

to himself. Jle never thought that it was his own misconduct

which had alienated them, and that Mary often wept in secret

over blighted hopes and withered love.

At first, Henry had been friendly with Rizzio
;
but now he

considered him as an enemy a rival whose removal would

make way for his obtaining the matrimonial crown which

Mary had promised, but which, upon seeing how despicable

and mean Henry's actions were, she had withheld.

A conspiracy was accordingly entered into by the king, and

several of the most powerful nobility, to assassinate Rizzio.

Among the number were the Earl of Morton, the Lords

Ruthven and Lindsay, and George Douglas, the king's natural

uncle
; these, and several others, with the king at their head,

took an oath of secrecy articles were drawn up between

them, and Henry bound himself to bear them off harmless,

and free from all consequences.

Everything was accordingly arranged. The place for com-

mitting the murder was to be the queen's bedchamber, that

Henry might enjoy the fiend-like pleasure of reproaching
Rizzio in the presence of the queen. The Earl of Morton

undertook to conduct the enterprise ;
and Ruthven, who had

been confined to his bed for three months, came abroad, though
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so emaciated and wan that he looked more like a spectre than

a man, to commit a murder in the presence of his sovereign!

But Rizzio little dreamt of the danger which hovered over

him. Reposing securely in the queen's confidence, he cared

little for the enmity and malice which he well knew was

poured upon him from all sides.

It was the 9th of March, 1566! In a small private apart-

ment which adjoined the queen's bedchamber, at seven o'clock

in the evening of that day, were seated Mary herself, her

secretary, Rizzio, and four of those flattering illusions whom

a queen calls friends.

We have the apartment before us, though the arrangements

on that eventful night were something different : it is small

it does not boast of regal magnificence and splendour, but it is

a corner famous in story one of those haunted spots which

have a sort of magical charm upon the spectator, as though the

very air were troubled. Shadows and phantoms seem to crowd

its narrow area; its roof seems yet to ring, its walls to re-

sound with, its floor to re-echo the shrieks of death the im-

precations of the murderers the curse the scorn the con-

temptuous sneer the malicious defiance of the assassins the

groans of pain the supplications for pity the stifled cry of

death and the blood which was spilt that night remains still

upon the boards.

It is seven o'clock in the evening the world without is at

peace the consuming cares of the day are ended, and the heart

has become mirthful and the spirit buoyant. The song, the

jest, the tale, have all gone round every heart in that small

group is happy, every spirit gay ; ay, I do not recall the words,

the low-born Italian feels an intoxication finer and more deli-

cate than wine. It is his soul which is inebriated his brain

is heated he is delirious, but it is the delirium of joy.
And the queen, she too is happy ;

she thinks not, dreams not

of anything but the passing moment
;
the anguish of former
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days is forgotten the anguish of those yet to come she can-

not foresee. They play, they sing, they laugh, they jest; and

thus occupied, they enjoy happiness without alloy.

There is on a sudden an interruption to their merriment.

Hark ! there is a noise without a trampling of feet, a clang of

armour ! Who comes ? who is it ? There flit along shadows

dim and indefinite. Are they spectres from the world of

spirits, come to chide, to haunt ? No
;
the sound is of mortal

feet, the shadows are the counterparts of mailed warriors.

" There is treachery," exclaimed the queen, starting up :

" look to the door
;
secure it, bolt it."

The command was useless ;
ere her attendants had time to

fasten it, a hand from without opened it, and the stairs rang

with the heavy tread of many feet.

"Ah! who comes here?" exclaimed Mary; who dare in-

trude, unbidden, upon the presence of their sovereign ?"

Not a voice answered her
;
but still they came.

The first now enters. Who is he? There comes the

fierce and gigantic Ruthven. Illness has emaciated, sickness

has undermined his strength. His hand, which once might
hurl a giant from his throne, or unroot the earth-bound oak,

is powerless as a child's; but his hatred enables him to bear

his armour, which otherwise would weigh down his wan and

wasted form. Look at the fire-flashing eyes which the demon

of Revenge has kindled, and which look like diamonds set in a

lifeless corpse, so pale and death-like is his face.

There are others treading upon his heels there is George

Douglases, the fiercest of the gang, daring, ruthless, ambitious,

who can hardly be restrained, so headstrong is his passion.

There come others, but all of the same stern and iron-made

nature. There is one who has a petronel in his hand
;
he is a

savage freebooter Andrew Ker, of Faldonside.

Then last appears the goodly form of the boy Darnley
the fickle, the inconstant ; he advances with hesitating step,

H
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ashamed to advance ashamed of the purpose which brings

him here.

Mary could see that the eyes of all were fixed with a steady

glare upon Rizzio ;
but her presence of mind rarely forsook

her, and advancing into the middle of the room, (whilst Rizzio

crept elose to her side, and strove to hide himself from view,)

she said to Ruthven :

" Gaunt warrior, hast thou left the silent grave, and cased

thy skeleton in steel, to do some fearful deed which thy soul

panted for, but which thy hand was too much wasted by dis-

ease to perform, before thou leftst this earth for the land of

ghosts and spirits ?
"

But Ruthven replied not, and only cast a vindictive glance

upon the cowering, panic-stricken Rizzio.

"Darnley," exclaimed the queen, "are you a party to

this heinous work ? you, a husband ! What ! you look pale and

trembling say you have been cheated, gulled, imposed upon,

and came to do a deed of crime your better nature shrinks

from. Say but this, and I forgive your ill-devised thoughts,

if you but spare your actions. What ! can you not speak ?

are you all dumb ?"

"
No, madam," said Ruthven,

" we are not dumb
;
we came

to use actions, not words. Rizzio, come forth
; you have too

long disgraced this court
; you have poisoned the queen's ear,

bred strife between her and her husband, and I am come,

armed with my country's wrongs, to take revenge. My coun-

try demands your blood, and I am come to spill it."

"
Oh, harm me not !" exclaimed the unhappy man ;

" I am
defenceless not prepared to die

; give me a moment let me

say one prayer one, but one. Oh, let me make peace with

Heaven!"

"Peace! mumbling miscreant!" returned Ruthven; "an
hour ! a life would not suffice to make thy peace. I spurn
thee as I would a noxious serpent, to hear whose hiss were
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well nigh madness. Wilt thou come forth? or I will raise

this arm, which once might have plucked a giant from his bed,

to bring thee out, though, like the man of old, I expire in the

effort
;
but he tried to rive an oak. And what art thou ? a

shrub, a bramble ? No, not so good. The deadly nightshade,

which in some dank and murky dell blows and poisons the air

around, is such a thing as thou art."

" My lord," said Mary,
" bethink you of the deed you are

about to commit. Ye have come to murder to quench the

immortal spirit which God breathed into man to deface, to

desecrate the image of the great Creator to arrest every

throb, to stop every pulse to deprive of sight, and soul, and

motion to send the spirit where ye know not, perhaps to be

chained in everlasting snows, or confined in lakes of limpid

fire, or given to the winds to be tossed where they will, or the

waves to play with. Ye have come to do what cannot be re-

called ye cannot re-kindle the expired light ye cannot

breathe breath to the lungs, or beam brightness to the eye.

Oh! then, tell me not that ye have wrongs to redress, re-

venges to satisfy ;
tell me not of these. To come like fiends,

skulking, unthought of; to rob, not of wealth, not of power,

but of life! Oh! anything but this !" And Mary burst into a

flood of tears.

For a moment the conspirators remained silent, and inter-

changed glances one with another. But immediately after-

wards, Ruthven strode forward, and pronounced these three

words in a tone which thrilled through the heart: "Rizzio

must die !"

They advanced to seize the wretched man
;
but the queen

interposed. She wept, she prayed, she entreated, she threat-

ened, but in vain. She sheltered him by interposing her own

person between him and the assassins, when Andrew Ker

strode up, and presenting his loaded piece to her bosom, swore

to discharge its contents into her heart if she persisted in

shielding Rizzio from justice.
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"
Henry," said Mary, in a calm voice, turning to her hus-

band, "you see."

" Harm not the queen," said Rizzio ;

" I yield myself into

your fangs. Wrench me, rive me, do what ye will with me,

but let her be scathless."

His words were unheeded. In an instant, George Douglass

drew a dagger from the king's girdle, and bending it over the

queen's shoulder, struck it into Rizzio. The signal was given ;

all rushed forward, and dragging him into an adjoining apart-

ment, which was the queen's bedchamber, despatched him with

fifty-six wounds.

Time has made but slight changes in this room since this

murder was perpetrated. It has marked it with decay, but not

with change ;
the furniture is still the same as when Mary

slept in it, and part of the drapery was wrought by her own

hand.

The unhappy queen continued to weep, to pray, to entreat,

while the murder was being committed. But when she knew

that Rizzio's death-pang was over, she dried her eyes, and

assumed her wonted calmness.

The conspirators soon returned, with the smile of satisfaction

on their cheeks. But Darnley skulked from Mary's gaze,

ashamed to meet the look of mingled pity and contempt with

which she regarded the group.
" My lords," .said Mary, in a tone which made the blood

curdle,
"
you see I am calm again. There is not a tear upon

my eyelash, not a quiver on my lip, but my mind is steeled.

Base, paltry villains, who come armed and grouped together

to slay a defenceless man ! But, think you that you may spill

blood like water ? No ! as I live, it shall be required at your

hands ! It shall be dear-bought blood to some of you !"

" Ah ! hear you that ?" whispered Ruthven to Darnley ;

"
let

her not escape our hands, lest we rue the deed."

"
Yes, yes," said Darnley, in a tone of embarrassment,

" she

must be kept in confinement. But, look! she does not weep over
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her paramour he is dead, but she does not seem to mind.

She could not have loved him much, or she could not be so

calm. I have been deceived."

The stern resolve which fired the soul of Ruthven could

support his emaciated frame no longer. He sank down ex-

hausted and fainting upon a chair, and called for a cup of

wine.
"
Who," exclaimed the queen, "who dares call for wine?

Fetch him a cup of blood, that he may drink that which his

soul most revels in. Or bring some black hellebore, but only

such as will not kill, that his every pulse his every vein may
run poison his body be surcharged with poison, as his soul

is filled with black and poisonous thoughts. Or bring a cup
of fire, and let him revel over that that is the potion which

demons drink, and he is one." Then turning to her husband,

Mary continued "
Henry, you have my pity ; you have been

the tool of designing men your ear has been poisoned with

slanderous tales and false culumnies. Go, giddy-headed and

ungrateful man ! go, make friends with whom you will
;
do as

you will, what you will
; you shall not have a check from me

henceforth our paths are different."

As soon as Ruthven had sufficiently recovered, the whole of

the conspirators left the apartment.

While this tragedy was enacting, the Earl of Morton secured

the gates of the palace. But Huntley, Bothwell, and some

others whom he hoped to capture, escaped out of the windows.

The queen all that night was detained in her apartment. The

next day a council of the confederate lords was held, when it

was resolved that the queen should be sent to Stirling Castle

under a strong guard. Mary, in this deplorable situation, had

recourse once more to her brother, to extricate her from her

difficulties.

The day after the death of Rizzio, Murray arrived in Edin-

burgh. Here he was well received by the queen, who seemed
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to have forgotten all his former acts of unkindness and ingra-

titude. But Murray was no longer the affectionate brother

he had now plans and projects of his own, and though he

seemed willing to assist his sister, he was at the same time

plotting for himself. The whole current of his nature seemed

changed : wrapped in dark plots and intrigues, his brow lost

that noble and open frankness it had been wont to wear, and

now was contracted and frowning, as if he feared the secrets

lodged there should make their escape unknown to himself.

The queen's hatred was now turned against her husband,

whom she treated with the greatest contempt and scorn, so

that he soon after lost all credit at court, and was despised by
the people in general. /

//# /~~
The Earls of Murray and Bothwell, and Secretary Liding-

"^
ton, now ruled the affairs of Scotland

;
and the king was so

enraged against them, that he even threatened to take away
their lives.

The Earl of Bothwell now became the favourite of Mary.
She was profuse in her gifts, and lavish of her favours

; and

Bothwell began to form hopes of the hand of his sovereign,

provided her present husband were removed.

Murray, too, was the personal enemy of Darnley. To

oppose his exaltation to the throne, he had laid aside the

affection of a brother
;
and Darnley, on his part, as strong in

passion as weak in reason, returned hate for hate with equal

intensity.

Murray, too, now began to regard Bothwell as a rival, and he

hoped to raise him to a pitch of greatness, that by a single

blow he might hurl him from his dizzy height at once to the

ground.

Through the intercession of Bothwell, Morton and Lindsay,
who had been exiled for the murder of Rizzio, were recalled

from banishment. Ruthven would have enjoyed the like fa-

vour had not death prevented it.
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Murray and Lidington proposed a divorce to the queen, as

the best means of ridding herself of her husband; and, in-

deed, she could not be averse to a separation from the man

whom she could neither love nor esteem : but she charged them

to take no step which should hurt her conscience or blemish

her reputation, and desired that all should be left in the hands

of Providence.

The king being taken ill at Glasgow of a distemper which

some believed to be the effects of poison administered by
these confederates, Mary hastened thither, and attended him

with the greatest tenderness, until he was in a condition to

travel.

Perhaps, however, the vicinity in which he now was, so near

to the Castle of Cruickstone, brought back some early recol-

lections, and filled her mind with pity and forgiveness. She

then brought him to Edinburgh, and as the air of Holyrood
was damp and unhealthy, had a lodging fitted up for him at a

place called the Kirk Field, on the south side of the city.

" Confusion !" exclaimed the Earl of Bothwell, as he paced

his apartment in the palace the night after the king took up
his abode in the Kirk Field. " Could anything have happened
so unfortunately ! I am caught in my own net. The poison

I had administered to the king, to quicken his passage from

this world, seems to have had the effect of a love-draught.

Who could have thought that this his illness would have

brought about a reconciliation between him and his queen !

and here she is, tending him with all the assiduousness of a

warm lover, or a devoted wife at least. And I Now all

curses light on woman's fickleness ! they are as changeable as

the sky, which has all sorts of weathers. But now a gentle

zephyr floats along, and all is smiles and sunshine
;
the light-

est vapour may not dim yon bright cerulean arch
;
the birds
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look gay nay, even the hills and valleys seem to rejoice, and

the poorest weed attempts a flower to burden the air with its

rich and fragrant breath. Anon there comes a storm : dense

masses of clouds roll along, black and fearful, and wrap all

nature in a sable garb as murky as the midnight the caverns

of the winds are broken open, and they wander with a moan-

ing cry over the wide world as if to seek a shelter. The

pillars of the sky seem trembling as the hoarse thunder rolls.

All nature is engaged in war, and the conflicting elements

strive for victory. Then clouds and sunshine mingle, uncer-

tain which shall reign. Now, all is bright and peaceful ; then,

all is wrapped in gloom.
" Just such is woman's mind. She has her sunny moments,

and speaks of love and whispers tender things ;
and everything

illumined by her smiling eye looks bright and happy. Then

come her hours of gloom, when passion's self is rife her

brow is clouded, her lips quiver, her eyes glare with passion,

and in her rage she sweeps to destruction those she kissed

before. Then, like mingling clouds and sunshine, she
"

Here further reflections were interrupted by the entrance

of Morton, Lidington, and Lindsay.
" And so you have fallen from your pitch of greatness, my

lord," said Morton, addressing Bothwell :

"
at least, so Murray

tells me."
" Ah ! what, is that already noised abroad ?" said Bothwell.

"
Well, what did Murray say ?"

"
Why," answered Morton,

" he smiled one of his peculiar

smiles, which almost speak his thoughts, and said,
' What poor

foolish things we men are, turned round and round at a wo-

man's pleasure!
' "

" Ah !" interrupted Bothwell,
"
my own thoughts exactly ;

what more did he say ?"

"Thus "
continued Morton: "'We come and go, first

as favourites, then as exiles as her caprice or whim may suit.
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First myself was high in her regards then came Rizzio then

Darnley followed and next conies Bothwell and now once

more Darnley returns then Bothwell shrinks away to nothing,

or *vorse, to such a nothingness as Rizzio (for Darnley's jea-

lousy may return) came to. Poor Bothwell ! I pity him from

my heart;' and then he laughed again."
" What! did that proud earl laugh at me ?" said Bothwell

;

"a bitter, mocking laugh, I know a scornful laugh, it makes

me mad to think of; for there is a sting in scorn which

pierces to the inmost soul of man, and goads him on to des-

peration. I half resolve
"

"What?" said Lindsay.
" To leave the court, with all its revels and its merriments,

and seek some corner in the world where, though scorn like

a winged fiend flies abroad, it will not find me out."

"
Better," said Morton,

" disarm scorn by depriving it of

its sting."
"
Ay," returned Bothwell,

"
easy said, but difficult to do."

" What !" said Lindsay ;

" talk you of leaving the court,

who hold such a high place in the queen's esteem, that were

the king to die, you might aspire to his place ? No, no
; your

words were spoken in a gust of anger."

"Well," returned Bothwell, "kings must die as well as

other men but he is younger far than me."
" But the young sometimes die," said Morton, in a mean-

ing tone.

"
Ay, sometimes by disease, sometimes by but never

mind," said Lindsay.
"
By assassination, you mean," answered Bothwell.

" And what if I did ?" returned Lindsay ;

" who dares find

fault with my words ?"

" And if I held the place in the queen's affections Lord

Bothwell holds," said Morton,
" I should be half inclined to

make the effort."
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"Why," replied Bothwell "why so? I would if I could

foresee the consequences."
" The consequences," said Lidington, now for the first time

joining in the conversation, "they are nothing; the queen's

affections for her husband will not last, there is an enmity too

deeply rooted for that ;
and well I know, that if her heart could

speak, she would thank the man who would rid her of such a

thraldom."

"
But, Murray, what will he say ?" asked Bothwell.

"He hates Darnley with a hatred deep and deadly," re-

turned Lidington,
" and would repay the man who should rid

him of that plague with thoughts, if not with words."

" I am half resolved," said Bothwell :

" his life, that is no-

thing ! but his death, what would that profit me ?"

" A wife, the fairest of Scotland's daughters !

"
said

Lidington.
" And Bothwell has an eye for beauty," said Morton,

" or

fame much belies him."
" Ah ! I'll go no further in this matter now," said Bothwell

;

" another time, you shall hear what my determination is."

After talking upon various topics, they separated ;
but as

soon as Bothwell was left alone, he ruminated upon his plans

and projects, and finally resolved to become a murderer and a

regicide.

He soon communicated his plans to the three lords, who pro-

mised him their countenance and support ; but, with trium-

phant feelings of having led Bothwell into the net, they
communicated the circumstance to Murray, who secretly and

stealthily gave his assistance, and then, the night before the

murder was to be perpetrated, withdrew to Fife.

On the 9th of February, about two o'clock in the morning,
the house in which Darnley lay was blown up with a loud

explosion. His body was found, without marks of violence, in

a garden on the other side of the town wall.
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As soon as Murray heard of the king's death, he returned

to court, where he found the queen inconsolable.

She learned that the voice of the public blamed Bothwell,

she knew not on what grounds. She heard herself mentioned

as his accomplice, of which she knew herself innocent. One

charge might be slander, as well as the other. She knew that

Bothwell had many enemies
;
she knew that she herself had

no sincere friends.

Bothwell still enjoyed the greatest share of the administra-

tion. He offered to maintain his innocence in single combat.

The Earl of Lennox wrote a letter to the queen, impeaching
him of the murder

; while, on the other hand, Murray and

several other noblemen recommended him to Mary as a proper

person for her husband, both on account of his ancient and his

faithful services.

Murray having concerted proper measures with his confe-

derates, obtained leave to retire from the kingdom. He ac-

cordingly set out for France, taking his way through England.

In the mean time, at the entreaty of the Earl of Lennox,

Bothwell was summoned to take his trial for the murder of the

king.

The day came the accused was there, supported by Morton,

who headed a number of vassals and hired troops. But no

accusers appeared, and Bothwell was acquitted ;
and this, his

acquittal, was soon afterwards approved and confirmed by
Parliament. Then a number of the nobility engaged in a

bond of association to maintain his innocence with their lives,

and to promote his marriage with the queen.

Thus supported, Bothwell resolved to marry the queen by

force, provided he could not obtain her voluntary consent
; and,

with this view, he raised a body of eight hundred horse, and

intercepting her on her return from Stirling (whither she had

been to visit her son), conveyed her to his castle of Dunbar.

During this time, Bothwell had obtained a divorce from a
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marriage contracted six months before with a sister of the

Earl of Huntley. Being thus separated from his wife in due

course of law, Bothwell conducted the queen to the Castle of

Edinburgh, where she pardoned him for his late outrage,

created him Duke of Orkney, and, finally, married him, con-

trary to the general sense of her people, and that regard she

ought to have preserved for her own reputation.

Bothwell's ambition having answered all the views of the

confederates, it was now resolved to ruin him, and an as-

sociation was formed immediately after the marriage for this

purpose.

They accordingly raised a body of troops, on pretence of

defending the young prince from the machinations of his step-

father, and they had well nigh surprised the queen and her

husband at Holyrood House, from whence they escaped with

great difficulty to the Castle of Borthwick, where being again

pursued, in the disguise of men's clothes Mary escaped to the

Castle of Dunbar.

Meanwhile, the rebel lords entered Edinburgh, where they

declared, by proclamation, that their design was to take ven-

geance on Bothwell, for murdering the king, and conspiring

against the life of the prince. From thence they proceeded

against the queen, who, ather husband's advice, had levied forces,

and leaving the stronghold of Dunbar, had advanced as far as

Carberry-hill, and both sides prepared for an engagement.
The confederates now assured the queen, that they desired

nothing but that the murderer of her husband should be dis-

missed
;
and then assured her that they would return to their

duty.

She instantly sent a command to Bothwell to retire, which
he did in the sight of both armies

;
and then Mary gave her-

self up to Kirkaldy, the Laird of Grange, by whom she was
conducted to the confederate army, who instantly brought her

to Edinburgh.
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Here the populace treated her with the utmost indignity.

A bloody standard was carried before her, representing the

death of King Henry, and her child calling to Heaven for ven-

geance ;
and turn where she would, this odious spectacle was

ever present to her view. She was lodged in the house of the

provost, and all that her own entreaties or the interference of

her friends could obtain was, that she should be conducted

next day to her palace, under a strong guard, but without any

authority.

The confederates had gone too far to recede. Apprehensive

lest the people, softened into compassion, should interfere, it

was resolved to confine the queen in the island of Lochlevin,

where she was put under the custody of her mortal enemy, the

mother of the Earl of Murray, who pretended that she had

been lawfully married to James V., and therefore took all

opportunities of insulting the unfortunate Mary, as the per-

son who had supplanted her son, and deprived him of his

rights.

In this solitary state, without an adviser or a friend, worn

down with hardships and the terrors of a prison, environed by
massive walls and girdled round by waters, it was easy to

wring from Mary a consent to any measures
;
and accordingly,

Lord Lindsay, the most iron-hearted of his party, was des-

patched to extort from her a resignation of her crown in favour

of her son. Threatened with instant death in case of refusal,

Mary, bathed in tears and almost heart-broken, signed a paper,

though without reading it, in which she resigned her crown in

favour of her infant son, and appointed her brother Murray

regent during his minority.

And now how she longed for that brother to relieve her

once more from the ills which encompassed her ! every day
seemed to her an age, as she sat in her loneliness and misery.

She felt that his presence would once more restore her to

happiness and liberty ;
she felt that he would weep when she
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told him of her sufferings, and that heart and hand he would

join in her cause.

At length Murray returned, and as he journeyed to Edin-

burgh, he resolved to visit his sister at Lochlevin, now a

hapless captive and a dethroned queen. His errand, however,

was not to weep with her to console her to tell her that all

the talents which Providence had gifted him with were at her

command ;
he went to reproach her to curse her to call up

her offences, that he might sharpen the stings which already

lacerated her heart.

Mary was seated in her lonely apartment, weeping bitterly,

as, like the speech of the prophet, conscience called her sins to

her remembrance, when Murray entered.

"My brother ! my brother !" she exclaimed, rushing forward

and falling on his neck,
" I have had sore trials

; my heart

is well nigh broken; but you have come, and all will now
be well."

" Murderess and adulteress !" said Murray, fiercely.

Mary heard no more these words, so unexpected, over-

came her, and she fell senseless on the ground. But her

brother had not yet glutted his revenge ;
he waited until she

recovered, and then loaded her with abuse, invectives, and

curses
;
and afterwards quitting the castle, he left the " Rose

of Scotland" to fade in her lonely cell, unpitied, unattended,

while he proceeded to assume the regency.

But, on a sudden, an event happened which startled the

regent as if a thunderbolt had burst at his feet. Beauty is

more beautiful in tears, as a rose which a shower has washed.

Mary was still formidable by her beauty and grace, and

young Douglas, of Lochlevin, smitten by her charms and

pitying her misfortunes, contrived her escape.

On a dark night, when all nature was asleep when, save the

hooting of the night owl, as it winged its flight through the

dark air, and the sigh of the night wind, as it rustled through
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the forest leaves, there was not a sound he contrived to row

her from the island, though as they crossed the lake more than

one ball whizzed past them, and dimpled the water. The

splash of the oars had roused the sentinel ;
the alarm-bell

was rung ;
the report of the fire-arms aroused the sleeping

inmates
; lights glanced from window to window like meteor

rays, and flashed from turret to turret, like the wayward wan-

dering of a comet : but they soon got out of the reach of the

bullet.

" We are safe," said Douglas.
" No !" exclaimed Mary,

"
they will man the castle-boat and

pursue us it was folly to attempt escape ! A few minutes,

and I shall be captured again."
"
Nay, fear not, lovely queen," said Douglas,

" the porter

of yon castle cannot be bribed
;

until he gives up the keys,

they cannot quit the castle
;
and look ! I make these yawning

waters which take and take, but yield nothing, guardians of the

keys." So saying, he let the heavy bunch fall into the lake.

Mary listened with joyful heart to the splash.
"
Douglas," said she,

"
noble, thoughtful youth ! my heart

thanks you more than words can express. I have heard the

silvery strains of melody, but never any sound so sweet as

this. It is the voice of liberty."

On reaching the other bank, Mary found Lord Seaton and

Sir James Hamilton waiting for her, who mounted her on a

fleet horse, and conducted her to Hamilton, where her friends

were assembled.

Murray, however, was not downcast
;
his wisdom and vigour

did not desert him in his hour of need. He assembled his

army, and meeting the Royal army at a place called Langside,

gave them battle.

Mary stood upon a hill which overlooked the battle-field,

and waited with anxiety the event which was to decide her

fate. She saw that part of her little army which was headed
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by Claud Hamilton rush on to the encounter heard the burst

of enthusiasm which rose as they quitted their ground. But

the Hamiltons, unsupported by the other troops, after a des-

perate struggle, and all the army, took to flight.

In the brief space of an hour, all her hopes were blasted
;

and when she saw her army, which was her last stay, routed,

her spirit, which past misfortunes could not subdue, com-

pletely sunk.

The horrors of imprisonment were fresh in her memory,
and she determined to throw herself upon the protection of

Elizabeth
;
but in doing so she threw herself into a tiger's den

from whence she never returned alive. The horrors of im-

prisonment were magnified a thousand fold, and then, to crown

her cruelty, Elizabeth dyed her hands in the blood of this

hapless woman ! She saw that the " Rose" would not wither,

even though deprived of sun and air, and therefore cut off the

fair flower in the fulness of maturity.
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THE battle-tug was over, and the thunder-tongued trumpet
shouted victory. The field of Langside was strewn with the

dead and the dying. Many were dead for the bullet and the

steel had made such deep fissures, that life had flown away.
Others there were, in the mortal agonies of death the soul

unwilling to flee, and yet the frame-work of flesh too shattered

to contain her. And many lay there maimed and hacked

though the weapons of their assailants had not invaded the

citadel of life
; but, incapable of helping themselves, they re-

mained stretched upon the crimson field, with their clotted

limbs fast stiffening in their blood. Many a low moan of

anguish rose from the fallen group ;
and now and then a head

would rise from the surrounding corpses for a moment the

eyes would glance wildly round then a shrill cry would

follow and the head again sink back, to seek a pillow on

another breathless body.

It was a proud day for Murray the short space of an hour

had put him in possession of the regency of Scotland. Mary
his queen and sister was flying from him in the utmost

consternation
;
fear lent her wings, and onward she hurried

afraid to look behind her, lest pursuing horsemen should meet

her gaze; and fancying every rustling leaf the sound of

approaching foemen, and every thicket the ambush for an

enemy. The duties of the general were now over; but the

more arduous ones of the statesman were yet to be performed,

and the most fearful scenes of the deep and dread tragedy of

K
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war were yet to be acted scenes in which the fallen are

trampled on, and the prisoners massacred in cold blood.

But Murray displayed a greatness of mind, and a degree of

compassion, rarely to be found in conquerors. In the pursuit

he had stopped the carnage ;
and now, he freely liberated the

prisoners of lesser note and even those whom he disliked,

and who were his personal enemies, had their lives granted,

although their estates were forfeited.

Among the latter was Hamilton, of Bothwellhaugh a de-

termined foe to the Regent. Prudence dictated his death

Compassion asked his pardon and, after some debate and

deliberation on Murray's part, her suit was granted.

As soon as he was liberated, Hamilton hurried to Wood-

houselee, a small property belonging to his wife
; who, when

her husband's possessions were seized, had retired thither,

hoping that her little territory would be spared.

He little thought what a scene had taken place in the lone

valley of the Esk, in which his little property lay. The

Regent had given the estate of Woodhouselee to his favourite

Sir James Ballenden, who, with unparalelled cruelty, had

turned its former mistress, lately risen from the bed of confine-

ment, into the open air. With her new-born babe nestled in

her bosom, the wretched woman wandered she knew not

cared not whither anxious only for the coming of death, to

take her from a scene of such exquisite misery.

It was a bleak and bitterly cold morning, and the sharp and

piercing wind swept swiftly along; but, buoyed up by the

hope of a cordial welcome at Woodhouselee, Hamilton man-

fully braved the biting blast.

At length, he arrived at his home
;
but no welcome sound

met his ear : no well-known voice rendered sweet and melo-

dious by affection, and yet more so by absence greeted his

return. The door was barred against him, and he vainly
endeavoured to obtain admission. To threaten would have
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been folly ;
and persuasions fell unheeded, as though spoken

to the air. A stern voice from within commanded him to be

gone and he did go; but, it was only to meet with a

heavier calamity.

He hurried to a neighbouring wood, in the hope of finding

shelter from the keen and searching blast, while he considered

what plan to pursue. His wife had gone ;
but where ? He

had scarcely entered the wood before the cowering form of a

female scarcely half-clad met his gaze. She was seated beside

the trunk of a towering tree : her limbs were compressed into

the narrowest compass, so as to afford the greatest warmth ;

her face was bent down, in earnest gaze upon an infant who

lay upon her lap, but dead and cold, and as pale as the snow

in its purity : the tears which it had shed froze as they fell,

and hung in icicles from its eyelids ;
the long and dishevelled

hair of its mother formed a veil around it, save when the wind

blew it aside.

Still and silent the wretched woman sat there unmoved as

a marble statue silent as the dead child she nestled to her

bosom. And though Hamilton rode close to her side, the

noise of his horse's tread failed to arouse her. Feeling seemed

deadened, if not quenched, and Hamilton doubted whether it

was a being, in whom the breath of life dwelt, who sat so still

and death-like.

Forgetful, for a moment, of his own sorrows for affliction

loses half its bitterness at the sight of deeper woes Hamilton

rode to her side, and, quickly dismounting, inquired in a kind

tone what misfortune had happened to her.

His voice appeared familiar to the woman, for she instantly
raised her head, and looking attentively at Hamilton, seemed

endeavouring, though vainly, to recal his features; for the

records of memory had been obliterated, and her tablet left a

blank.

Overcome with horror and surprise, Hamilton started back;
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for in tlio haggard features, and bewildered looks, and shiver-

ing form of the female before him, ho discovered his own, Ins

much-loved wife : but, cruelty had performed her most eniel

action, and had hurled reason from her throne. In vain lie

r.-illcd her by every endearing epithet his tongue was familiar

with; in vain ho strove to make her conscious who it was

addressed her; she knew him not but starting up, ga/,ed

wildly around her beautifully blue eyes glancing unm- ,m

ingly to and fro; for I lie lani|> of reason, wliicli before li.i.l

illumined them with its bright sparklings, had now flickered

out.

"Do you not know me? not me, your husband?" asked

Hamilton, in accents of despair.
"
Yes, I know you," exclaimed his wretched wife,

" I know

you, to my sorrow; it would be strange did I not; you came

last night and dror.e me from my home, with scarcely any

clothing on ah! 'twas a bleak night to seek shelter in the

woods with beasts and birds
;
but they will bo kinder to mo

than you. Neither beast nor bird preys upon its own tribe;

but man delights in slaying man and when they cannot find

enough of them to kill, they wreak their vengeance upon
women. I know you ; but you cannot wrong me more

;
1

have no more land for you to seize. I know you," and sho

pointed scornfully at him.

"Alas, poor creature !" exclimm -.1 I l.imilin, almost frantic

they drove her from her house and on such a rough and

pitiless night too their cruelty lias ben-IY her of her reason.

She docs not know her husband."
" Husband!" cried the maniae, caieliing up the last word

"husband! yes; they told me that Murray had hanged him;
but I did not weep. No, no, tears would not come; I thought
him belter off than I, and wished that I might join him. Do

you think," continued she, in nn altered tone, and she drew

back her ;,ilk< n tresses from hei
|>.d<-

.m.l snowy forehead, "Do
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you think there is a hoavon? the rlnnl:; above look

Tllt'll prcrmillg
her li|" '" I"' 1 child's

p.'ile,
"'"ha I- ' I'l--'- I'""'

I), ;,,!, ;i||c added, ill .1 lone which tlirlllrd lliroilgll ll(T husband,

"
My bubo, my bal- , l"k up; coinr, one pretty look- <>m-

sunny smile What! not one! its eyes are shut; its limbs are

mid
;

it;: lne.ilh come;; iml
; my child i:< dc;ul my own sweet

boy my only child in dead
; cold as the ice, mid senseless a

tilt itono,"

The deepneRS of her sorrow, though it ovrivmnc her,

iv.lorcd her HCII::C:; l< ;n:: r;imr lo hrr relief; lint, (he lluv;id

o|' life h;id l.crn too liii.-l v dniwn. l
('or .'i moment Hho norm, d

ronsrioiiH lli.'il. licr luiMhund stood l.y IKT side. She H|>ol<- fn

linn linel.V
;ni'l l.indly. SllO Spoke but a few Words, when

;i ting lior eyes upon her senseless babe, all her \\i< -i. h. -dncHH

camo again to her mind. She invoked ;i thonM.-uid hh-MsingH on

her husband's hend, und with a prayer that Heaven tniglit

l.irdon I ho cruel deed t.lirough which she died, she sank down

;ii tli< |,-, -i ,,l I l.iinilton
;

n. Hli^hl, I rcuioiir whook lujr frame;

a gllMpillg Mound of pmil.iu;r lor hre.-illi w;i . lu.u.l; :md the

uind.S of IlcaVCII HWC|)t, OVei I In- col
|i;;e;i

of .i moth' I .Mid In I

rhdd. The earth never received the bodies of (he L.idy of

Knk und her child. The s|..,i
\\h. ,-,- she dwell i:< .still li.niiit.-d

hy her presence. There, Hit ; to ;md fro, lliron.di the rniiiH of

VVoodhon:;elee, ji l;idy, thinly el.id in \\hit.e, with a de;id ml. ml

in her .n m:<. When the eleinetiti are at strife, her presence is

mo. I distinguished, mid the wildnesn of her look mid her li.m

ticgestnreHinake the beholder'* blood grow thick. Tin- howling

of the winlry wind in no .sooner hemd, than a .-ihriek, wild,

deep, piercing, rends the air; n . IVmy.ied cry thrillM along tho

Kk
;
mid MM- :iMVi;-liled villa;-.'is c(.w<-r loycther, and speak

I!H n ihonjrhtH ill whispers.

Maddened to fury, llannllon vowed .. deep and solemn

oath; declaring Iliat he would be revenged on tlu: Urgent,

whom he con.i.l. n.l tin .milim of thin calamity, "Oh! I
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would give him back the life he granted me," said he, aloud,

" but that I require it to destroy his own."

Wherever the Regent went, Hamilton pursued him like a

shadow dogging his footsteps like a spectral thing flitting

to and fro, but always indistinguishable ever near him, but

never in his sight. Hamilton hovered over his intended vic-

tim like a falcon hovering over its quarry, and only waiting a

fit opportunity to strike. But the Regent still held on in his

prosperous course, bending events to his will, and ruling, ra-

ther than being ruled by circumstances
;
he seemed to bear a

charmed life, secure alike from the assassin's dagger, and the

open violence of his enemies.

Time rolled on, but Hamilton never for a moment forgot

his vow
;

twice he attempted to put his threat into execution,

but both his efforts proved unsuccessful. At length a favour-

able opportunity arrived : the Regent was passing through

Linlithgow, from Stirling to Edinburgh. It was here that

Hamilton awaited his victim. In a small room, in a house

belonging to his uncle, which overlooked the street through

which the Regent was to pass, the assassin stationed himself;

first, however, taking every precaution to prevent detection.

Having observed that the gate of the garden was too low to

allow a man on horseback to pass under, he removed the lintel,

in order that no obstacle should impede his flight after the

deed was done
;
then leaving his horse ready saddled in the

stable, he entered the house. Lest the sound of his footsteps

should be heard for he still kept on hisheavy boots he spread

a feather-bed upon the floor
;
and for fear his shadow should

betray him, he hung a black curtain against the wall
;
then

loading his caliver with four bullets, took his station at the

lattice, and calmly awaited the Regent's approach.

At length, the hum of many voices announced to Hamilton

that his victim drew near. Louder and louder the buzz grew

every moment but every huzzah, in place of being a triumph,
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was, in reality, singing Murray's funeral dirge. Information had

been conveyed to the Regent that his life would be attempted,

and his friends had persuaded him to proceed by another road
;

but the crowds of people who gathered around, prevented his

return
; and, from the same cause, his progress through the

town was exceedingly slow; a circumstance which greatly con-

tributed to his murderer's success. The keen eye of Hamil-

ton flashed fire at the sight of the Regent. Mingled feelings

of triumph and revenge swelled his soul he grasped his piece

with a firmer hold waited until Murray had passed the ill-

omened window, that his aim might be truer and then fired !

The Regent sank down, mortally wounded; Hamilton did

not, however, linger to see the success of his fiend-like pro-

ject; but, hastening to the stable, mounted his horse, and

galloped away with his murderous and still warm weapon

firmly clenched in his hand.

At the sight of their ruler weltering in his blood, the infu-

riated populace rushed to the house, determined to sacrifice

Hamilton to their rage ; but, greatly to their surprise, they
found the door strongly barricaded

;
and when at length they

forced an entrance, no guest tarried there but emptiness.

At first it was hoped that the Regent's wound would not

prove fatal; for, notwithstanding that the blood streamed

copiously down, he had still sufficient strength to walk to the

palace. But unfavourable symptoms soon beginning to ap-

pear, his surgeons told him that death was not far distant.

Apparently unmoved at the prospect of dissolution, he dis-

played the same calmness which had distinguished his cha-

racter during life; he affectionately, though with feeble

accents, commended the youthful prince to the care of the

lords who stood around him. On one of his friends lamenting
his untimely death, and regretting that he had spared the life

of Hamilton when he had it in his power ;
and had thus

brought death upon himself;
"
Nothing," said the dying
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Regent,
" shall ever make me regret having performed a com-

passionate action." Whether any dark thoughts passed across

his mind, as memory recounted deeds of crime and injustice,

He who reads the heart alone can tell.

He maintained the same calmness and dignity to the last
;

and in the still and solemn hour of midnight, when all seemed

silent as the grave he was soon to enter, the last breath of

Murray passed his lips and with that breath, departed one

of the greatest men who ever ruled the state of Scotland. It

was midnight ! and the day and its glory expired together.

"Evil," in the emphatic language of Holy Writ, "hunts

the wicked person." The chase, indeed, may be long kept

up, and there may be many windings, and many doublings

and perhaps, for a time, the man may seem to outstrip his

pursuer ;
but Evil still follows on

;
and finally awards, as a

punishment, the exact counterpart of the crime committed.

Murray had been accessary to a murder and himself fell by
an assassin's hand

; whilst in Hamilton's breast remorse soon

took the place of revenge.

He died, lamenting the crime he had committed ;
for re-

morse was a rankling thorn for ever flourishing, and, there-

fore, ever producing additional prickles.
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THERE is something rises in the mind, well nigh approach-

ing to reverence, on viewing the metropolis of a country.

This heart of a country, from whence the life's blood seems to

circle through its towns, its villages, and its hamlets, has a

tale of thrilling interest in its every throb. Here the mon-

arch's court is held, which, like the sun in the midst of the

firmament, throws its bright beams over earth and sea. Here

laws take their rise, and, like .winged messengers, fly to the

remotest corners of a country. Here, wealth and power, and

greatness, seem to gather together. Here, too, the poor and

the outcast come, that the crumbs which the rich drop may
fall to their share.

But we forget this is but the sketch of a modern metro-

polis ;
not such as existed in feudal times, when every noble

was a prince, ruled by no laws but those of honour, and

paying no more homage to the prince than a star of lesser

magnitude to one of greater, shining brightly and beautifully

from the same blue skies, and seeming to rival where it cannot

eclipse.

On a steep and almost inaccessible rock stands the antique

castle of Edinburgh, covering an area of six acres, and, to

appearance, impregnable by the earlier arts of war. This im-

mense ridge of rock terminates abruptly at its loftiest point

in a grey and naked rock, and so steep as to be almost

inaccessible.

In the rude earlier ages, before the use of cannon was

invented, all houses were built as near castles as possible,,

L
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creeping close to their walls, and seeking safety in the pro-

tection of those giant structures.

There can be little doubt that Edinburgh, like most other

towns, owes its origin to its castle. This fortress is mentioned

in history long before the town became of the smallest note

as early, it is said, as the year 452
;
but all such conjectures are

vague and unsatisfactory.

The first distinct traces of Edinburgh are contained in a

charter of David I. to the canons of the Abbey of Holyrood.

The document, however, shows that the place was before then

a royal borough of some distinction.

The history of the castle is, of course, the history of Edin-

burgh: and the history of Edinburgh (under the later

princes) is the history of the whole country. We, therefore,

cannot give even a brief outline of the numerous events con-

nected with this fortress.

Its walls are storied; its roof, its stones, all ringwith tales

fearful, lovely, gorgeous, paltry, as occasion may be.

What a tale of the past does an old structure tell ! the

shades of former generations seem yet to haunt its walls, and

flit to and fro before the " mind's eye" in spectral and phantom
forms. Every fluttering sound seems as the rustling of the

dress of some lovely girl, as she glides by with light, bounding

step ; every tread upon its silent stones is responded to with

solemn echo, as if the measured tread of the mail-clad noble

again paced its floor. But there is one thing it tells, not plea-

surable, yet giving a sort of melancholy not painful. It tells

of the advance of time. It tells that this, like former ages,

must pass away. It tells that this, like former generations,

must fade. It tells that those who walk the earth with the

firm, light step of youth and health, must, at last, seek a sleep

in the dusky tomb. All nature, it is true, syllables the same

solemn truth. The suns and systems which spangle the high
dome of heaven declare how time runs on. The seasons, as
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they roll, tell the same tale. It is gently whispered by the

balmy breezes of summer, and hoarsely murmured by the

rough blasts of winter. Every tree, every plant, every flower,

tells that summer soon vanishes into autumn, and autumn into

winter which blights the fairest, and fades the most blooming.

But it seems to come with more solemnity from the pon-

derous stones and massive walls, and towering battlements of

a giant-like eastle, so strong in its defences, so lofty in its

altitude, so firm in its buttresses, that time seems outbraved,

and its slow-consuming finger, which mows down the fairest

and withers the best, bringing wrinkles to cherry cheeks and

dimness to bright eyes, to be utterly incapable of picking it

into decay. And though all nature be vocal to declare that few

are the years man has to pass upon earth, there comes a more

powerful oratory a more pathetic, more touching appeal

from an ancient pile like this. It tells that man is so frail,

that the works of his hands shall outlast him, and that he may
build a sepulchre in which he may rest in peace when his

name is no more remembered.

But to return to Edinburgh.
The Old Town is built on the edges of a vast sloping rock,

of a great precipitous height, at the upper or western ex-

tremity of which the sides decline rapidly to its base. The

ridge of the rock is occupied by one continuous street, though

nominally divided into four
;
so that the Old Town has been

not unhappily compared to a turtle, of which the castle is the

head the High Street, the ridge of the back, and the palace

of Holyrood, the tail. Between the palace and the castle the

distance is an English mile, and the ascent from the one to

the other one hundred and eighty feet. The southern de-

clivity terminates in a street called the Cowgate, occupying a

strip of ground which, in its natural state, must have been a

steep and narrow glen. Beyond this street the ground rises

precipitously to the south, and spreads out beyond the proper
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boundaries of the city. Upon the north side, the descent of

the rock upon which the High Street is built, is more steep

and profound. It is bounded by the North Loch, once a

morass, but now drained, and partly covered with pleasure-

grounds.

The immense range of street extending from Holyrood Pa-

lace to the castle comprises, with its innumerable tributaries of

streets, lanes, wynds, and closes, the Old Town of Edinburgh.

Here resided the aristocracy of the capital, more especially

towards the palace end of the line
;
and here the houses, which

James I. limited by law to twenty feet, at length rose up to an

altitude which has not been rivalled even by the French

metropolis.

The law of James was probably framed to prevent the da-

mage arising from fires
; yet, at a much later period, the Scots

boasted that such accidents were no calamity to them, as a day
or two sufficed to raise a structure quite as magnificent as the

one consumed. The frequency of fires was, no doubt, caused

in a great part by the roofs being thatched with straw or

broom: and, indeed, so late as the year 1621, it was found

necessary to prohibit, by Act of Parliament, the citizens of

Edinburgh from covering their houses with those slight and

dangerous materials.

In the houses of Edinburgh, as in those of Paris, each story

forms one or more dwellings, all accessible by a single spiral

staircase : the highest floor, called the garret, has the greatest

number of subdivisions, and here dwell the families of the

poor. As we descend, the inmates increase in wealth and

rank. The ground floor is generally a shop, or place of busi-

ness
;
and the underground floor is not unfrequently devoted to

the same purpose, only in a lower sphere of commerce.

Besides the castle, there are many buildings and many ruins

full of interest and beauty. At the bottom of the Cannon-

gate are the Abbey and Palace of Holyrood ;
the former of
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which (now in ruins) was founded by David I. 'in 1128, and

was one of the richest religious establishments. Its chapel

was the resting-place for the monarchs of Scotland, when the

throne was exchanged for the tomb. But the ravages of time

have scarcely left any traces of the places of their sepulture.

The Palace of Holyrood is so famous in history from its

connexion with the most beautiful of women and most

wretched of queens, that little need be said respecting it.

The Holyrood House of the present day is an erection of

Charles II.
;

all the former palace, excepting one tower and

the apartments of Mary Stuart, having been destroyed by the

English in 1650. These latter, however, remain in the same

state as when the Rose of Scotland left them they are nooks

famous in story, which, as if endowed with the spirit of witch-

craft, seem, like the sorceress of Endor, to summon up events

which have long slept in the dusk of death, as perfect as when

they were enacted, only covered with a mantle which time has

thrown over them.

This palace of the Scottish kings was originally a convent

founded by James I. It originated, as is usual with such

buildings, in a miracle. The prince was in danger of perishing

by a stag which had turned to bay, when a miraculous cross

rose up and saved him.

It is uncertain when the monastery became a royal re-

sidence
;
but we know that it was inhabited by James IV. and

that the buildings named Queen Mary's apartments were

built by James V. Soon after this addition was made, the

whole was burnt by the English in 1544
; but, like other

Gothic edifices, (in cases where gunpowder was not employed
for their destruction,) the injury it sustained from such a

disaster was comparatively trifling.

At the Reformation, the monastery was, of course, sup-

pressed ;
but the buildings remained a royal residence.

St. Giles's Church, the Parliament House, the University,
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Trinity College Church, Heriot's Hospital, and the Register

Office, all claim attention, though we have not space to en-

large upon them. In the first-named of these buildings, the

corpse of James Stuart, half-sister of Mary Queen of Scots,

and Regent of Scotland, was buried, when the bullet of

Hamilton, of Bothwellhaugh, had quieted his busy hand for

ever.

The accompanying view of Edinburgh is taken from the

Grey Friars' churchyard a spot which affords one of the

finest views of the city and castle.

A monastery founded by James I. originally stood on the

present site; which, whether regarded with reference to its

exterior or interior, was a building worthy a prince to raise or

endow. A colony of monks was brought over from Cologne

by the king ;
but it appeared to them (who must have been,

from living in the city of the three kings, well acquainted

with splendour and luxury) so extravagantly fine, that it is said

the utmost persuasion was used to get them to lodge in it.

This monastery stood on the south side of the Grass-market,

and nearly opposite its avenue called the West Bow.

The gardens of the monastery were long since converted

into a public cemetery, where, in 1602, a church was built;

this building having been accidentally blown up, another

church was erected at the west end, which, while it gives a fine

view of the town, affords themes in abundance for the mo-

ralist. Above him rises the city in all its magnificence and

its grandeur ;
its castle, its palace, its churches all recording

the might and the majesty of the human intellect, and the

strength of human patience. But this sight, like that which

sorrowed the heart of the Persian monarch, will be turned

into pain when he reflects that in a few short years all will

lie still in the grave. The churchyard, with its tombs, its

vaults, its broad flat monumental stones, tells a different tale.

The ensign of mortality which crowds, around him bears one
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universal motto, that man is as frail as the flower and as soon

cut off.

Since the " Heart of Mid Lothian" became so popular, the

West Bow and the Grass-market of Edinburgh have become

full of interest to all ages and classes. The Grass-market was

the place of public execution it conveys far other associations

than those which its name would seem to imply. The West

Bow is a steep, narrow, and curving street, which forms the

passage of communication between the grand thoroughfare

and the place of execution. Year after year, the stones grow

blacker and the timber frailer. Generations, as they succeed

one another, trace more of decay, detect more of an anti-

quated and venerable appearance, than their predecessors. It

was down this street, whose dark and rugged stones fitly em-

blemed the dread deed, that the criminal was conducted to an

ignominious death.

From the ridge of the mountain city into this valley truly

called " the valley of the shadow of death," the unhappy man

descended. He was dressed in grave clothes, and between two

ministers, who bade him repent, he bade farewell to nature.

He was probably passing the haunts of his profligacy, the

witnesses of his crimes; the well-known closes, the over-

hanging balconies, the black and mouldering walls all seemed

burthened with the catalogue of his misdeeds, and to frown

down upon him as he passed along.

At length, the more open area of the Grass-market was

reached a wide oblong square, and symbolling eternity, as the

narrow West Bow may be thought to emblem time. It is sur-

rounded by lofty, but mean houses
;
but they have no charm

to smooth down the burning, boiling feelings of the criminal,

who while in the midst of life is truly in death. There is an

object at the further end which arrests his attention, and shuts

his senses against everything around: the hisses, the hum,

the hootings of thousands, float through the air, but he hears
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them not. There is a pressing forward, a standing upon tip-

toe, and eager longing to catch a glimpse of the features of

the man
;
but he knows not that he is an object of curiosity

to so many. His eye is fixed upon, his soul absorbed by one

object it is the instrument of death
; tall, black, fearful, the

gallows-tree stands there, surrounded by a scaffold, with a

ladder placed for his ascent. This it is which rivets his atten-

tion. To die such a death, so fearful, so ignominious to be

cut off in the fulness of his manhood, before his eye has grown

dim, and before his strength has abated, with untold sins

scarcely repented of, these thoughts crowd upon his mind,

and shut up his heart from other sensations. Bare, rude,

mountainous rocks, which form the eastern termination of the

city, look darkly and frowningly upon the scene, and seem

like giant Africans guarding the place of death.

On one occasion, the Grass-market was filled by an expect-

ant crowd, who looked for the approach of the criminal with

a stern gravity. Though the crowd was so great that the city

of Edinburgh seemed to have been drained to furnish so vast

a concourse, not a sound rose
;
not a hiss, not a hoot was

heard
;
but all was still and calm, as if the hand of a magician

had turned that multitude into stone.

The criminal had been condemned for a crime which made

every individual in that crowded assembly his enemy. The gal-

lows-tree had, as it were, been disgorged by the night, and when

the grey morn first revealed surrounding objects, there it stood,

as usual, in its accustomed place. The hour arrived there

was an eager watching, but not with the accustomed pity or

horror which men feel on such occasions ;
this was an eager

panting men stood and looked, and waited like tigers ready
to slake their thirst with the blood of their victims. The hour

came, and the eager crowd grew impatient they looked, they

whispered, but still the man came not there had been a

reprieve granted.
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It is this day which the annexed view commemorates. The

disappointed inhabitants are returning homewards by the

steep and tortuous ascent of the West Bow, and in front are

the personages introduced by Sir Walter Scott, as a relief to

the sternness of the scene.

The story is well known, independently of the " Heart of

Mid Lothian."

This unhappy man was John Porteous, captain of the then

city guard of Edinburgh.
On the 7th day of September, 1736, this man, at the head of

his corps, was stationed round the gibbet to prevent the release

of a prisoner, whom, it was expected, the mob would attempt
to save from ignominy and death.

The law's last vengeance was scarcely wreaked the body of

the hapless criminal still moved to and fro, from the impulse
his struggles had given to the cord, when in an instant a body
of men pressed forward, and severing the rope, carried the still

warm corpse of the culprit from his place of death.

Irritated and full of resentment, Porteous gave orders for

his soldiers to fire, and it is said that he himself discharged the

first piece ; by this volley six or seven persons were killed,

and several more dangerously wounded.

This was the crime for which he had been condemned, and

the infuriated populace were eager to see the death of that

man who, with so little remorse, had sent several to their last

account without a moment's preparation. The Grass-market

resembled a dark forest of human heads, from the centre of

which rose, in its awfulness, the dark fatal tree from whence

the halter dangled in mid-air, and seeming eager to be

tightened round the victim's neck.

Calm and unmoved this vast concourse waited the arrival of

Porteous, all eager to glut their revenge by witnessing the

death of him they hated.

The deep bell of St. Giles's tolled the fatal hour of eight

M
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from steeple to steeple the sound seemed caught up, and echoed

in familiar sounds from one to the other : but there was no

appearance of him whose presence they waited for. Minute

after minute passed away still he came not. A faint murmur

arose, like the hum of myriads of insects : the murmurs grew

to whispers; the whispers swelled to audible tonss. "Will

public justice be defrauded ?" was the question which passed

from one to the other; and the answer came "No
; they dare

not."

The magistrates feared to tell the reason of the delay.

The popular ferment seemed to have risen to so great.a height,

that they almost feared for their own safety ;
at length they

revealed it, and, like an electric shock, scarcelyhad it left their

lips, when it was felt by those who stood at the remotest dis-

tance. A respite had been sent from the Secretary of State's

office, granting a lease of six weeks to the life of Porteous.

A deep, loudgroan a yell of disappointment and revenge

rose from the multitude, who, after having gathered in small

parties, and vented their spleen in abuse and malediction,

retired quietly to their homes.

The day wore on the populace had calmed down the busi-

ness of the day was carried on as usual, and there were no

signs of the recent agitation left. Evening gradually drew on,

still all was calm, and the heart of Porteous grew glad within

him. In order to commemorate his deliverance from death,

he gave an entertainment to his friends
;
and all former

thought and care were lost in the merry jest, and the remem-

brance of sorrow drowned in the sparkling wine-cup.

The night clouds gathered thickly around; the sound of

busy hands was hushed; nature was asleep; there was no

sound, save that of the wind, as it sighed and moaned through
the deserted streets.

Suddenly a distant murmur arose, like the sound of the

wind before it ushers in the tempest, as if it were beseeching
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the God of the tempests to stay its fury : onward came a dense

crowd, which gained fresh strength as it advanced louder and

nearer it grew every moment ;
the trample of their feet, the

sound of their whispering voices, could now be heard, resem-

bling the noise made by heaving waves when lashed by the

wild winds into fury. Still they come thicker, faster, mastering

every obstacle, but injuring no individual. They gain the

Tolbooth nothing but stone walls and iron-cased doors divide

them from the object of their vengeance. A loud, deafening

shout now rose "
Porteous, Porteous, let him die the death

he made others suffer !"

By means of fire and hammers they broke the door open

there was a rush forward burning ashes, and falling timber,

still flaming, offered no barrier to their wild impetuosity, and

before his feast was finished, in the midst of his intemperance,

in the midst of his levity, they seized upon the ill-starred man.

Without offering the least violence, they bore him forth,

stupefied and bewildered. The crowd without no sooner knew

it, than a shout louder, deeper than the former, echoed and

re-echoed in the midnight air :
" To the Grass-market with the

murderer ! Let him die where murderers should die ! Let no

man stain his hands with the murderer's blood ! Let him die

on the common gibbet !

" Then was the shout answered with

the words,
"
On, on to the Grass-market !"

They marched the prisoner slowly and gravely to the place

of public execution ; provided him with the means of ghostly

comfort in his last moments; and thenhanged him upon a pole

with a rope which they took from a shop, after leaving money
to pay for it.

As soon as their vengeance was satiated by the death of

their victim, they quietly dispersed, without having in any
other respect perpetrated a single outrage, or even insult.

The morrow's sun rose upon the city of Edinburgh with its

wonted brightness ;
and mountain, and rock, and forest, and
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field, looked rich in the light. The scholar pursued his stu-

dies the mechanic repaired to his workshop, the agriculturist

to his plough, as if nothing of importance had happened
since last engaged in their several duties. All the events of

the previous night seemed like a passing dream, and, as though

they had been spirits of the air, the multitude which thronged

the streets on that night had all disappeared, and the only

traces of its outrage were the arms which the rioters had

tlirown down, and the ghastly corpse of Porteous dangling in

mid-air from a dyer's pole.
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IN days far back, the sides of the deep and narrow glen

in which Neidpath Castle stands were formerly covered with

wood, which gave a stern and gloomy appearance to the scene,

and seemed to shut it out from the sunny world beyond, where

hill and valley looked bright in the sunbeams, and fountain

and field seemed to smile in the light.

Even in our own days, when the raven no longer flaps his

wings in the briered dell when the-hill fox is driven from his

haunts. In our own days, when fields of corn wave in the

breeze like seas of emerald, and when the sheep pasture in

safety, there yet lingers round the scene an air of sternness, as

if, indeed, the dark scowl had been chased away, but not

given place to a smile.

Well, well; times change fields grow to towns towns

return to the labours of the agriculturist forests are cleared,

others spring up marshes are drained, fresh ones form. But

no matter we speak of the past.

Somewhere about two centuries ago, this castle was in

possession of the Earl of March, who, being proud and rapacious

ever striving to enrich his family, be the means by which he

could obtain wealth what they might was but little liked,

and rarely visited his mansion in the adjoining town- of

Peebles.

Knowing how greatly he was disliked, the proud mind of

the earl took fire. He became a recluse in his castle of Neid-

path, having no other society but his two daughters.

Beautiful as Nature's models were the daughters of the Earl
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of March, but their dispositions were the very opposite : the

elder seemed to inherit all her mother's softness the younger,

all her father's fire.

The elder was, however, the favourite of her father
;
and

the declining state of the health of the Lady Alice served to

make his affection grow deeper.

The disease under which the Lady Alice laboured was one

of the mind. By a few it was called consumption, which in

silence and secret was sucking out the life's core, and at the

same time mocking, by a semblance of health. The roses had,

indeed, fled from her cheek, but the paleness which their ab-

sence left was that of the lily ;
and of so exquisite and lovely

a hue was it, that her cheek seemed to be more beautiful than

when painted with the flush of health. But her sister, with

deeper penetration, pronounced it to be love-melancholy.

Tears would frequently stream down the poor girl's cheek, if

a word bordering on unkindness were uttered
;
while a sudden

step or an abrupt question would bring the blood in an

instant to her cheek.

The age of the Lady Alice was the romantic one of

eighteen, when the bud of youth is just opening into woman-

hood
;
but the flower seemed withering on the stalk, in place

of unfolding a richer- bloom.

Love, however, it was, which was the cause of the poor

girl's illness, a deep, calm love
;
but which, though she con-

cealed it from others' eyes, preyed deeply upon her own heart.

She never told it, but let concealment,
" like a worm in the

bud," eat away her strength and consume her cheer of mind.

The maternal ancestors of the Lady Alice were not the

natives of the vale of Tweed. She had come of an old Border

race who still kept footing on the shore of the Teviot, and,

until weakened by illness, had been accustomed to go several

times a year to visit the relations of her dead parent.

Whenever her arrival was expected, she found her path
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beset by young Scott, the son of the Laird of Tushielaw, and

the descendant of the Border king. The same blood flowed in

both their veins, and, while yet children, Scott seemed to have

fixed upon Alice for his future wife.

But years soon pass away : Scott grew to manhood, Alice

approached womanhood; but with freeness and frankness

they met each other.

They were not lovers of the drawing-room, or the library,

or the lawn. They were children of the hardy Scott, to whom
the heavens seemed the fittest roof, and the greensward the

fittest carpet. They galloped side by side through the glen,

and the heath, and the mountain, their cheeks fanned by the

breezes which swept onwards, their bright eyes lit up with the

light of the sun.

The eighteenth summer's sun which had shone upon the

Lady Alice was making all nature beautiful, when she paid
her last visit to the " wild and willowed shore of the Teviot ;"

but Scott of Tushielaw seemed not to welcome her approach in

so mirthful a strain the gay light-heartedness of his spirit

had vanished, and a deep thought clouded his lofty brow ;
but

still, as if the mountains in their wildness, or the tangled

bushy glen, were their proper home, like the wild deer of the

woods, they rode side by side, down rocky steeps and by the

sides of deep ravines, where nature presents all wildness, and

majesty, and wonder.

It was on one of these times, when the heart of young Scott

seemed more than usually heavy though the heavens were

bright, and the forest trees waved to and fro in their green-
ness as if clad with an emerald vest, and the song of the

birds sounded like the song of fairies issuing from the deep

glades of the woods. In vain, the lovely Alice strove to find

the cause of this sudden and strange transformation. Young
Scott declared that nothing pained or ailed him, and a smile

faint and flickering indeed, but still a smile dimpled his cheek
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and lit up his eye but, though so feeble, Alice rejoiced at

the sight, and she laughed, and talked away, and patted her

favourite pony's beautifully-arched neck, who, seeming to

share his mistress's pleasure, cantered along with greater

speed.

The appearance of the youthful pair at this time is dwelt

upon with delight by those who record the tale. The tall and

robust form, together with the proud bearing, the lustrous

eye, the noble and open brow of Scott, contrasted finely with the

fragile form and gentle manners of Alice : her eye was bright

too, but only with the brightness of love
;
her smooth and

snowy brow her cheeks, tinted with the flush of health, like

a kiss from the rose her coral lips and pearly teeth, served to

make her the beau ideal of female perfection, as much as the

strength and symmetry of his limbs and the expressive coun-

tenance of Scott told that he was " indeed a man." They both,

in some sense, carried the peculiarities of sex to a degree of

extravagance ;
he being stronger in manly pride than became

a man, she softer in- woman's weakness than became a

woman.

The sun was at its meridian height, when Scott and Alice

reined up their steeds, and seated themselves beside the crystal

waters of a fountain which ran murmuring and wandering

through the grass and fern, and seemed sighing to the sweet

harebells which grew upon its margin, which, when the breeze

passed by, rang a merry peal in answer.

The dark fir-trees grew upon its margin, and stretched their

roots out far to draw in moisture from its sweet waters. It

was under the shade of a clump of these trees that Scott and

Alice sat
;
but the young laird was silent, and Alice vainly

strove to enter into conversation. To all her questions he

answered briefly, and it dropped. She was looking upon the

dancing waters which went rippling onwards beneath her feet

in gentle wavelets, whose tops were sparkling like diamonds
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where the sunbeams fell upon them, when suddenly Scott

broke the silence with the expression,
"
Oh, Alice !

"

" What would you, Tushielaw ? why that word uttered in so

mournful a strain ? is Alice the cause of your melancholy ?
"

exclaimed the maiden. " Tell me what I have done to bring

such sorrow."

Scott, however, continued silent, but his eye rested on his

companion, with a steady yet mild look, and his heart beat so

loud that its throbbings could be heard. But yet he kept
silent.

" Is my crime then thus enormous that it is so hard to be

forgiven ? speak tell me you set my heart upon the rack

by your silence."

" I have nothing to forgive," replied young Scott
; when, as

if ashamed of his speech, he continued,
"
Oh, would I had-^

would that you had injured me deeply, that I might have

much to forgive ! But it is I who have to entreat pardon, for

having dared to love. Alice, will you be mine ?" He took her

hand between his own, and pressed it respectfully to his lips.

But Alice answered only by blushes. Her lips moved as if

to articulate, but words would not fall from them.
" My happiness, my glory," replied Scott impatiently, "nay

even my life depends upon that word. Oh ! say but yes, and

here I vow to renounce all that the world holds precious.

Wealth and ambition are but a*s feathers in the balance, when

weighed with your love."

But still Alice remained silent. She looked up to the sky,

which like an azure zone belted in the earth, and then upon
the waters of the fountain, which rippled in the gentle breeze,

as if to find a thought from them, but in vain.

The eyes of Scott had followed those of Alice. He eagerly

exclaimed,
" Give me that which is symbolled by these sunny

skies and dancing wavelets. Make what request you will in

exchange, and if mortal strength can procure it, I will lay it

at your feet. Only grant my boon !

"

N
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" What is that ?" replied Alice.

" Look upon that azure arch without a speck, without a

cloud, but everywhere deeply, beautifully blue, and these

dancing waves as they flow on and on so gently : the one is the

emblem of love
;
the other, of constancy. Give me but these,

and I am blessed beyond the whims and caprices of fortune.

Alice ! Alice ! you are very, very dear to me
; all my hopes are

centred in your love. Will you be mine ?
"

The heart of Alice beat "
yes," but her thoughts wandered

to her home, and she thought of her father
;
she knew his

stern mould she knew his pride, his ambition, and she

feared to answer.

The young laird grasped the hand of the hesitating maiden

and pressed it to his lips.
"
Speak, Alice ! dear Alice, say but

yes or no, but remain not silent."

Tears fell from the eyes of Alice in a copious stream, and

she muttered a few broken sentences, but the only words she

uttered were " My father ! my father !

"

" Your father loves you too well to refuse anything to make

his daughter happy," replied Scott.

"
No," exclaimed Alice

;

" I know his nature too well he

may frown upon me, spurn me as he would a dog, heap
curses upon my head

;
but love I must though he drive me

from his roof I am thine." Overcome with her contending

feelings, she fell senseless upon the grassy bank.

A deep cry, as if a voice were uttering
"
Woe, woe," rose

from the trees beneath whose shade they were seated, and in-

stantly afterwards, a raven of an enormous size flew out, and,

with a loud flapping of his wings, circled round and round

above the heads of the lovers.

Young Scott, however, was too busily occupied in restoring

the unconscious maiden to herself, to notice the omen, which

portended great and many disasters
; but, after her death, he

remembered the strange cry and the unusual flight of the

bird.
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The happiness of Tushielaw now seemed perfected : he had

heard the wished-for sentence pronounced by the lovely Alice.

He raised her from the ground, and let her head recline against

his shoulders, and kissed her pale cheek a hundred times. Her

blue eyes soon unclosed themselves, and colour came once

more to her cheeks. Her father's anger seemed forgotten,

and she thought only of her lover, whose arm was encircling

her waist.

As they thus gazed upon one another, they appeared to

forget that they were mortals : they seemed transported to a

happier clime, and invisible spirits appeared to hallow the

scene with their presence.

Such an event happens but once in a mortal's lifetime

there is something so pure and heaven-like in the heart's first

love, before sorrow and worldly care have seared and hardened

it. But while the fervour and warmth of youth fan its fires,

there is something, we say, holy and pure in such a love
;

it is

the love of souls, breathed, burning, spiritually such a love

as angels might enjoy in abodes of celestial bliss. Such a love

as this cannot fade, cannot wane away ;
it may die all earthly

things must but this, like the flames of genius, can only burn

out by the intensity of its own fires. It is not like other

loves not such as the miser has for his gold, or the ambitious

for the laurel crown, or the man of pleasure for the spar-

kling rosy wine
;
these are " of the earth, earthy ;" but the

love of young hearts this is a flower fairer, more beautiful

than any other which finds root in this world.

In vain, grey-headed philosophers, do ye assure us that the

raptures of such a moment are unreal and visionary mere

illusions of an over-heated imagination mere trials of fancy-

as unsolid as the morning dew, and as soon dried up. In vain,

sage men, do ye tell us that a love like this has no pleasures

passing away like an unreal, though beautiful dream, and

like a dream, as soon forgotten. It may be a magic spell, a
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cabalistic ring which encircles young lovers, and the world's

frown or the world's law may break the enchantment, but the

charm shall hold on till the end of life ;
and in old age, they

shall remember with pleasure that such a thing once was. It

mfly be the delusions of imagination or the aspirings of hope

feut hope gives man eagle's wings, by which he may leave

this dull and care-consuming earth far behind; while ima-

gination gives bright and fairy-like realms, where there are

brighter suns and balmier breezes, and more glorious land-

scapes, than ever were given to earth. Happy are those who

have this blissful period yet to come upon them. Happy,
thrice happy are those who, when it arrives, have a soul

worthy of its enjoyment, for it is a balm in sadder hours
;
and

if forsaken and desolate, there is a pleasure so great as almost

to make misery happiness, in the thought ofonce having been

an object of fervent love.

With hand clasped in hand the lovers sat trance-bound,

seeming to think that earth had no sorrow, the heavens no

clouds, and to suppose that life would be always the thing it

then appeared. They pictured the happy times which were

still in store for them they talked of their future prospects,

their sunny and enchanting hopes, and thus time imperceptibly

stole on, and it Was not until the shadows were thrown to the

east that the lovers thought of returning home.

But the bright days which the lovers had pictured to

themselves were soon ended. The Earl ofMarch, the father of

Alice, was, as we have said before, proud and grasping ;
and

both these feelings rose in arms to prevent the marriage of his

daughter with the young Laird of Tushielaw. His proud soul

rose indignantly at the thought that the son of a laird should

think to wed the daughter of the Lord of Queensbury.
" Do

eagles mate with crows?" said the earl, in the bitterness of

liis spirit, when first he heard that Scott and Alice were lovers.
" I will let the young laird know that Alice has blood in her
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veins which would never mingle with his no, not if they were

poured in the same basin and stirred together. I would see

her rather a corpse at my feet, than know that she had de-

graded my name by such a marriage. I could look upon her

cold, still, dead, without a tear being drawn from my eye ;
I

could see her nailed down into that narrow coffin, where there

is neither sight nor sound, nor motion, and yet not weep. I

could follow her to the silent grave ay, and think that cor-

ruption had dimmed the eye which had looked so fondly upon

me, and that worms were feasting on those cheeks to which

my lips had been pressed. All this, and more than this, I could

do ; but I could not see her degrade my name I could not

see her wed a laird, without my heart boiling at the sight, and

my lips uttering curses on the head of my child, which God

grant may never be breathed."

If the pride of the Earl of March was wounded, so were his

hopes of further aggrandisement baffled. He knew well how

lovely his daughter was
;
and he also knew well, that the sons

of the proudest nobles who dwelt in Scotland were capti-

vated by the charms of her beauty. His aspiring mind had

already pictured her as matched with one of the first families

in the realm, and he almost raved at the thought of her

giving her hand to the young Laird of Tushielaw. What

was it that he claimed his descent from the Border kings ?

They had all been exterminated by James V. Young Scott

inherited none of their power, none of their wealth
;
and the

thought, how fallen, and consequently how poor he was, was

madness to the earl.

"It must be broken off," mused the earl one day when

alone.
" She must see young Scott no more absence will

dispel the girlish dream. It cannot be a very deep root her

love has taken the chain of affection is not very strong, the

cords of love not very thick. To see Scott again would only

be adding another link to the chain to go to Teviot, as she has

hitherto done. She must do so no more."
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But though the carl was bent upon limiting the rambles of

Alice to the garden of Neidpath ; though he was determined

to sever the bands which bound her to Scott, even if in so

doing he rent the poor girl's heart : yet he was not generally

a cruel man, or a harsh father; his pride and ambition

prompted him to the action, though his love for his daughter
almost amounted to idolatry.

When her father communicated his determination to her,

she listened without a murmur, and obeyed without an at-

tempt to thwart her parent's will. There were no prayers, no

entreaties, no shrieks, no hysterics, and a casual observer would

have thought her perfectly indifferent.

But when in silence and solitude, her heart would burst

from the icy chains of apathy, and the tears flow freely from

her eyes ;
still she loved to be alone, that she might have him

present in her memory call to mind all his kind looks, all

his fond words, all his noble actions.

It was with a bursting heart that Scott heard of the earl's

resolution. He cursed the proud and avaricious man who,

for the sake of honour or gold, could thus cleave hearts in

twain. His own country became hateful to him
; every scene,

every spot, reminded him of her he had lost, and with bitter

anguish he buckled on his sword and went to other lands.

From the day of her captivity the lily of the vale of the

Tweed began to wither : life seemed to have no enjoyment ;

she read, or painted, or embroidered with her sister; but

these occupations soon grew monotonous her sole delight

was to wander in her garden, trimming her plants and water-

ing her flowers and there, from morn to evening, she lin-

gered, alone, companionless. Her form had lost its round-

ness her cheek was as pale as the lily she tended, and the

bones of her taper fingers might be seen beneath the smooth

white skin which covered them. Her eye was, however, still

bright and beaming, as if the heavens she loved to gaze upon
had tinted it with their own bright blue.
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She looked more like a spirit than a creature of earth, and

as she moved along, her light feet seemed to pity the grass

they pressed down, and the flowers appeared to rejoice in

her presence, and unfolded their lovely colours wherever she

came.

She still was performing the actions of love, and if the

flowers had been her children, they could not have been

watched with greater assiduity. She lifted the drooping with

her gentle hands, and sprinkled the refreshing water on those

which the bright sun had withered, and supported them with

rods and bands.

She seemed the very emblem of gentleness, and, allured by
her fond looks and fragile form, the wild things of the air grew
enamoured of her presence. The glittering insects, as they

floated in the breeze, displayed their glorious hues of purple

and crimson, and seeming like golden boats in a sea of ether,

would buzz playfully above her head; and the honey-bee,

ere it flew to its hive, would hum around her
t
as if to speak

its thanks for the rich profusion of flowers her gentle hands

had nurtured; whilst the glorious butterflies, whose food is

the nectar of the flower-cup, would alight on her arms and

head, instead of passing to and fro from flower to flower; and

those little blue ones, the tamest of their species, flitted round

her feet, like attending spirits gambolling round their fairy

queen. And the wild squirrel, which starts when the leaf

rustles in the brake, would take its food from her harmless

hands
;
and the turtle-dove, too, would come, and, after having

partaken of her bounty, would coo his thanks, and fly to its

wild woods again.

"Thou hast a mate, beautiful bird," poor Alice would

ejaculate, as her favourite returned to his native wilds. " Thou

wingest thy flight to thy home, fond bird, where thy sweet

mate will welcome thy return with eyes reflecting thy own
fond love. She will welcome thy return with her affectionate
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voice, and will press her gentle head against thy own, and

fondly kiss the bill. You may freely roam through the tangled

woods, or skim the light and ambient air
;
and what am I, that

I should linger here, bounded by these gloomy walls ? I have

a voice sweeter and more melodious than thine
;
a spirit vaster

than thine, outstripping thy most rapid flight ;
face and form

more beautiful, heart more formed for love I have affections,

feelings, sympathies which thou knowest not; and here.am I

wasting these surpassing powers, in the dull earth and the

deaf air. There is no sound to answer when I speak, save the

echo of my own dull words, and this comes mockingly to my
ears I wander on alone, an isolated being, without a kindred

spirit to whom to breathe my thoughts, my hopes, my affec-

tions ;
whilst thou mayest freely range wherever thou wilt, until

the sea and heavens join to form your utmost boundary." This

thought would often bring a pang to her heart, a quiver to her

lip, and a tear to her eye.

But when her father, as sometimes was his wont, came to

visit her beautiful charges, she would run to welcome him :

a colour would come to her cheek, her eye would beam more

brightly, and a smile, faint, feeble, and flickering as a taper's

last gleam but still a smile would play upon her cheek.

The smile was a balm to the earl's heart, for he could not

but regard his action as cruel.
" It was as I thought," mused

he; "her affections were not so firmly fixed she begins to

smile again."

But, for all this, Alice grew worse and worse : walking
became a fatigue her steps were slow and languid her

cheeks grew hollow her voice began to lose its musical ca-

dence, and she seemed wasting away slowly.

The earl grew alarmed the sternness of the worldly-

minded man was wearing away, and the tenderness of the

father returning. "What do you think of her?" asked he, of

his youngest daughter, in alarm.
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" The same as I did from the commencement, father," re-

plied she :

" that she has not forgotten him, and never will till

death blots out all things from her remembrance."
" Death !

"
exclaimed the earl, and in such a tone that his

daughter started at the sound. "Am I the murderer of my
daughter my gentle and affectionate child, who never gave

me a moment's pain, or thwarted my slightest wish ? I

said, indeed, that I would rather see her die than wed young

Scott, but I cannot be her murderer. Fetch her hither, that

I may see her may tell her that my mind is altered, and that

I will not oppose their union."

While his daughter was absent, the earl thus reasoned with

himself: "It is very hard," said he, "very hard, that she

must wed that young laird or die. I have tried all but one

thing ;
if that fails, then will I give my sanction to thisjhateful

union. Yes, I have heard of potions which cure the power of

love, and learned women, who, by weaving spells and making

charms, drive it away from the hearts of their patients. I will

try one of these sage women. "What matters it whether she

be a witch or not, so long as she effects a cure ? But I will only

try for a month not a day, not an hour beyond were a king-

dom to be won by the delay."

Alice entered the room leaning upon the ann of her sister

so thin, and wan, and wasted, that the earl could hardly believe

the evidence of his eyes, when he saw her advance with so slow,

noiseless, and spectre-like a step. The momentary flush whieh

suffused her cheek whenever he approached, the light hasty

step with which she always advanced to meet him, had deceived

her father, and he did not think, until this moment, that she

really was so ill.

"
Alice," said the earl, in a broken and husky voice. She

instantly left her sister's arm and stepped up to him. He took

both her hands in his, and looked long and wildly in her face,

scanning, one by one, the pallid forehead the sunken eye
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the hollow cheek the bloodless lip.
"
Alice," said he again,

in a voice more hollow,
"
you are ill, very ill

;
I knew it not

till now, and I I
"
he could say no more, but pressing her

close to his bosom, he sobbed aloud.

"My father!" said Alice,
" do not weep ;

I am not ill not

so very ill I feel no pain."
" Tis of the heart, my Alice," said the earl, as soon as he

could speak,
" and no medicine can erase its troubled thoughts

no physician can heal its wounds."

Alice fixed a wild, strange stare upon her father's face, as if

her brain did not quite comprehend his words
;
the blood in-

stantly ran to her cheeks ;
her eyes looked bright, and for a few

moments she looked better in health and more beautiful than

ever, but it was transient and evanescent, as the glowing tints

a fitful sunbeam paints upon the snow-wreath, which returns

at once to its native whiteness when the bright light is with-

drawn. The blood retreated instantly ;
the light of beauty was

gone, and nothing remained upon those features but a beauty

resembling the sculptured marble, lovely in features and ex-

quisite in form, but wanting the light of health to make

perfection.

The earl, however, persisted in the resolution he had formed,

and a few days afterwards, the Castle of Neidpath received

another inmate, in the person of Dame Esther Mac Alpine.

If age might be reckoned by years, she was old
;
but if by

strength, she could hardly be said to have passed the prime of

life. Though she had numbered sixty summers, she was still

hale and hearty, and would have matched in strength and acti-

vity many whose years had not reached hers in number by

nearly a score. She was well skilled in charms, and amulets,

and spells and by all that knew her, she was reputed a wise

woman, though many hesitated not to affirm that she was

leagued with dark and fiendish powers, and that if justice had

its course, the stake would have another victim.
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But, happily for Dame Esther, the rage against witches had

subsided
;
and though, when anything went wrong, many scru-

pled not to affirm that it was through the conjurations of this

old woman, still she followed her occupation of weaving des-

tinies, telling fortunes, and curing diseases by charms and

spells, without the least interruption.

Her great fame, however, consisted in her love-charms, and

she had at one time or other been an inmate of most of the

castles of the nobility near Peebles many were the marriages

which had been performed by her means, and many more

broken off, when young and artless girls dared form an at-

tachment which their parents disapproved.

Such was the woman whom the Earl of March appointed as

the physician to his daughter, in the hopes that it would hap-

pen to him as it had to many other fathers, and that his

daughter would be cured of her romantic love.

Dame Esther was, in reality, a wise woman
;
she knew the

secrets of the female heart she could follow passion and

feeling in all their ramifications and windings and she brought
other powers to bear than the charmed stone or the bitter

draught made out of herbs gathered in the dark hours of mid-

night. These were her ostensible means of cure; but the

powers of oratory the persuasion, the hint, the secret whisper,

the half-suppressed laugh at the folly, the raising of jealous

thoughts, the silent contemptuous sneer with which the world

would regard the action, these had a more powerful effect

than all her arts of magic, for the distillation of jealousy was

more powerful than the henbane, and half-raised doubts, and

well-timed suspicions, these warded off more love than ever did

the charmed amulet or the most famed spell.

She was well prepared to encounter scorn and opposition

she knew that she should have to encounter them, and came

well armed for the conquest ;
and there was not a spirit, how-

ever high or haughty, she had not brought down and sub-
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dued. And now in the Lady Alice she expected to meet with

the same opposition she had always seen in the damsels she

had cured. But in this she was deceived. Alice was informed

by her father that Esther had come to attempt her cure, and

she was as passive as a child in the old woman's brands. Charm

and spell had no effect upon her, potion and magic draught

equally failed. No remonstrance, no insinuation or secret

hint which the old woman threw out, had any power. The

poison of jealousy failed to work, and Alice still remained

as deeply and firmly in love.

But still her health visibly declined : walking became so

fatiguing, that she seldom left her chamber
;
and even then,

it was only to enter an adjoining room which was used as the

work-room, the library, the no matter what, to which

the sisters retired, when either sought out complete solitude,

to sigh, to weep, to hope or remember, to joy or grieve, as

life and the things of life troubled or pleased them.

In furtherance of her objects, Dame Esther had well versed

herself in legendary lore. She could tell tales of disastrous

loves loves which had been consummated against the wish

and will of parents. She could tell of omens which had been

granted, sights which had been witnessed, evils which had

been predicted to discourage the lovers: but all had been

unheeded! all granted, witnessed, predicted to no purpose,

save to embitter after life by the knowledge that they might

all have been avoided, had a due regard been paid to the

warning.

Such tales as these it was that Esther poured into the ears

of the hapless Alice. The old woman would follow her into

the library, and seating herself by her side, would take the

hand of the love-sick girl within her own, and then recount the

history of some unhappy maiden, whose heart had been gained

by a romantic lover such as had won the heart of Alice.

The room was well chosen for such an object.; the sun's rays
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penetrated with a sombre glow throw the lattice, which was

partly hidden by thick ivy. The hangings and furniture all

wore an antiquated and worm-eaten appearance ;
and grim and

gaunt suits of mail hung against the wall, interspersed with

swords, and lances, and battle-axes, of ponderous size, giving

a stern and somewhat sad appearance to the room. And in

the midst of these memorials of bygone years, and the worm

that lives on wood, Dame Esther told her tales of blighted af-

fections and unhappy loves.

At first Alice listened to the old woman's tales with pleasure :

she felt interested in the fate of maidens who, like herself,

had been struck down by the keen shafts of love. But when

Esther sought to infuse jealous thoughts and doubts into her

mind, she commanded her at once to be silent. Her very soul

seemed to take fire, and she repelled the thought with scorn.

Here the old woman's skill was completely baffled. Charms

and insidious speeches were equally unsuccessful
;

all the arts

which had proved efficacious on other occasions, were of no

avail
; and, after trying all the means in her power, Esther

was compelled to give up the task as hopeless.

The tales, however, when spoken without the biting in-

ference which Esther generally contrived to draw from them,

somewhat raised the spirit of Alice. She loved to listen to

tales of fairy to deeds of gallant knights and high-born

damsels to the love-songs of the Troubadours and to the

accounts of distressed damsels; but when the old woman

turned upon her, then Alice became all ice and apathy, and

she listened to the words as though she heard them not or if

heard, did not understand.

The month thus wore away, but Alice was no better. All

that time she had gradually wasted, and her face now wore the

hue of death; her eyes were of an unnatural, unearthly

brightness ;
but her cheeks were sallow and sunken, and the

bloodless lip was now exchanged for livid purple.
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The earl could endure it no longer.
"
Alice," he exclaimed

to her one day,
"
you are dying ;

I know you are dying for the

love of the young Laird of Tushielaw. I will no longer op-

pose your union only live, promise me that you will try

to recover, and I will try to make life no hardship. Oh ! pro-

mise me that, or my brain will go distracted. I shall be

haunted everywhere by the spectral form of my murdered

daughter. The very winds as they rush through the world

will be burthened with the tale. Oh ! promise me to live, and

I will set out for your lover this day this hour."
" My father ! my father !" said Alice, "life and death are in

God's hands. I will pray, and he will hear me
;

I feel I

know I am sure that I shall live."

The earl folded his daughter in his arms, and kissed her

pallid forehead, and then rushing wildly from the room before

his daughter could arrange her fluttered thoughts, he was far

up the glen on his way to the Teviot.

From that hour from that moment, the Lady Alice did

really amend in health
;
she became more cheerful her step

was more buoyant, and her face and features began to assume

a more healthy appearance. Her father was overwhelmed with

joy at the change, and he trusted, that now, when fear

and hope had given place to certainty, care, rest, and the

presence of him she loved, would save her life, and snatch

her, the young, the beautiful, the innocent, from the dark and

silent grave.

At length, the day came which was to witness the return of

her lover. On the morning of that day, Scott was expected to

pass through the town of Peebles, on his way to Neidpath, to

meet the object of his love, and who, he feared, had been

separated from him for ever.

On that day Alice was up with the dawn. She had spent

the hours of sleep in dreaming of her lover, instead of a balmy
and refreshing slumber

;
and this gave so wild and unnatural a
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look to her marble-like face, that her sister dreaded lest the

approaching interview would prove too much for her strength.

Alice herself had no fear but that her lover would not

come
;

or that, having arrived, he would be disgusted by the

traces of sickness, and would see no more in her pallid and

sallow look the Alice of his love.

She would now braid her hair before a mirror then arrange

and re-arrange her dress then, struck by a sudden thought,

she would pause in consternation, and let the flowers and

jewels fall from her hands.

Her sister did all in her power to calm and cheer the love-

sick maid, conscious that her happiness, nay, even her life,

depended upon this interesting day. But Alice could not

remain idle for a moment: she flitted about from place to

place, like a spirit who had been driven from her home. Her

eye never rested upon any object for more than a moment,

and her hand grew weary before the task she attempted to

perform was half finished. She would take her lute, and com-

mence a lively air
; then, changing her mind suddenly, would

alter it to a mournful strain as solemn as a death-dirge.

Her restlessness increased as the day wore on, and she at

length declared that she would go to Peebles, and meet her

lover there
;
and her sister, catching with eagerness at the

girlish whim, in the hopes that the drive might amuse the

mind of the invalid, ordered the carriage at once.

When, at length, they arrrived at the castellated mansion

of the Earl of March, in the street of Peebles, the two sisters

took their stand at the balcony, which commanded a consider-

able extent of view along the street.

"Wearied with her short drive, Alice leaned upon the rails,

and gazed intently into the distance, though none whom she

knew were visible. On a sudden her eyes kindled they

seemed to emit flashes of fire she threw back her hair from

her ears, and listened attentively.
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" He comes, he comes !" she cried, at length, to her sister.

" Hush ! hark ! Do you not hear the ring of the horse's

hoofs, as they strike fire from the ground ?"

"
It is nothing, Alice," said her sister;

"
or, if it be, nothing

but the sound of the wind as it sweeps through the trees. You

are fevered you had better retire to the room."

" I will not go," replied Alice
;

"
it is his gallop I would

know it from an army of horses. Hush ! hark ! there ! Do

you not hear? and do you call that the sound of the wind ?"

And now, indeed, the tramp of horses was audible. " I do

certainly hear it now, Alice," said her sister.

" I knew it," said Alice
;

" he comes on on very fast.

Tis he himself. He comes, he comes ! But, oh ! if he should

spurn this wasted form!" Tears gushed from her eyes, and her

whole frame trembled with emotion.

Young Scott pressed steadily forward. His heart his

whole soul was in Neidpath Castle, and his eye only rested

casually upon the elder of the ladies, as he passed the balcony.

Perhaps some secret sympathy some shade of likeness

some recollection, made him bestow a more earnest glance than

was due to a stranger. His thoughts, his longings, his hopes,

were all in Neidpath Castle
;
and in the wan and wasted coun-

tenance which he had looked upon just now, he could not re-

cognise the Alice of his love. He did not could not tell that

she had come to Peebles to meet him. He turned away his

head, without having slackened his pace. He passed on.

The eifect upon Alice was as might have been expected.
She neither shrieked nor swooned

;
she looked upon the retiring

horseman a long, fixed, burning look, and then sunk down
insensible. The single thread which bound her to life had

been snapped the sole tie which bound soul and body toge-

ther was broken. The young girl was dead !



MELROSE ABBEY.

THIS celebrated Abbey is in the immediate vicinity of the

town of Melrose, pleasantly situate upon the southern bank

of the Tweed, at the base of the Eidon Hills.

From the symmetry of its parts, the grandeur of its columns,

and the beauty of its stone, Melrose Abbey is one of the most

superb structures which piety or superstition ever reared in

this country. It was founded by David I. in 1136, by whom
it was magnificently endowed, dedicated to the Virgin Mary,
and conferred upon monks of the Cistertian order.

This ancient monastery, which was built in the form of a

cross, suffered severely at different periods. The English

army, in its retreat under Edward II., plundered and despoiled

it in 1322, in the reign of Robert Bruce
; who, four years after-

wards, gave 2,000 sterling for repairing and beautifying it.

In 1384, it was burnt by the English, under Richard II; in

1545, by Evers and Laytoun; and again, in the same year,

by the Earl of Hertford, whilst Queen Mary was an infant.

It was sadly defaced at the period of the reformation, when

churches and monasteries were pillaged and ransacked, and all

that was held sacred by the old creed, was deemed impious and

idolatrous by the new; and lastly, it was bombarded by Crom-

well, from the Gattonside Hills.

The remains of this magnificent edifice afford the finest

specimen of Gothic architecture and sculpture which Scotland

can boast. They are 258 feet in length from east to west,

1 37 in breadth, and 943 in circumference. The centre tower,
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the spire of which is gone, is 84 feet high. The east window

is admirable, on account of its elegant form and the richness

of its ornaments. The south window also claims notice for

its height and curious workmanship. The principal buttresses

terminate in Gothic pinnacles of the finest tabernacle work.

The windows, as well as the buttresses ranged along the sides,

are ornamented with figures admirably carved, and with richly

sculptured niches, the statues in which, were demolished so

lately as 1649.

With respect to the interior, the roof of the chancel, of

which a part is still remaining, was supported by clustered pil-

lars, the pedestals and capitals being elegantly ornamented

with wreaths of flowers and foliage, and the roof itself with

sculptured figures and beautifully embossed work. On the

west side of the chancel is a statue of St. Peter, with the in-

signia of his apostolic office
;
near to this is a statue of St.

Paul, with a sword in his hand : in the middle stood the stee-

ple, a piece of noble architecture, of which nearly a quarter

remains. On the south side is a spiral staircase, also exceed-

ingly beautiful. In that part of the church where public

worship was performed until 1810, are two rows of pews, so

exquisitely ornamented, that the sculpture may be compared
to the figuring of the richest lace. Indeed, this celebrated

abbey is so rich in its imagery, niches, and all sorts of carving,

that it seems throughout the work of the chisel, and all so

exquisitely done, as to seem more like the work of nature

than that of man.

Sir W. Scott has rendered this abbey familiar to all. It is

here, that Magdalen and Roland Graeme are brought, after

the zeal of Knox has marred its beauty and spoilt it of

all its grandeur. They stand within its hallowed walls in

the midst of broken images and demolished shrines
;
lances

and swords mingled with the images of saints
; fragments
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of warriors and maidens, which once lay recumbant, or knelt in

the attitude of prayer, above the spot where the mortal relics

reposed all mingled in one confused heap.

The description, too, in the "
Lay of the last Minstrel," un-

derstood not poetically, but literally, gives a closer and better

idea of the place, than can be found elsewhere in the plainest

prose.

This abbey is equally famous as the resting place of cele-

brated warriors. Under the east window, in former days, the

high altar stood, beneath which Alexander II. was buried.

Here also, was deposited the heart of the great Robert Bruce

his body having been buried in the Abbey of Dumferline.

Several of the great family of Douglas, after they became

Lords of Liddesdale, were buried in this abbey. Among
whom were William Douglas, called for his valour the " flower

of chivalry ;" William, the first Earl of Douglas ;
and James,

the second Earl, who fell in the battle of the renowned
"
Chevy Chace." The tombs of the two latter, occupying two

crypts, are near the high altar.

The tomb of Waldevus, the second abbot, is still seen; of

whom, it is recorded, that when his tomb was opened by In-

gerior, Bishop of Glasgow, he lay as fresh and uncorrupted,

as if he had only died the day before.

The abbots of Melrose enjoyed such extraordinary power,

that James V., in his murderous expedition to the borders,

is said by some to have assumed the title of their baron baillie,

in order to shelter himself under their warrant from a respon-

sibility which he dreaded to undertake in his mere office of

king.

The situation of the abbey, indeed, was such that it was

continually exposed to the ravages of the wild moss troopers,

and the English borderers, who were not likely to be withheld

from so rich a prize, by regard either for the beauty of the

edifice, or the sanctity of the priests ;
from men such as these,
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however, little else could be expected. But, it is with sur-

prise and indignation, that one hears that an act of the Scot-

tish council doomed this splendid monument of Scotland to

utter destruction, and that the celebrated Knox added to the

zeal of the furious fanatics, by^his impetuous harangues, incul-

cating that the " sure way to banish the rooks was to pull

down their nests."

One cannot look upon a structure like this with indifference.

Imagination will be at work, conjuring up pictures of the past.

Since it first was reared what changes have been ! Where are

those who built so beautiful an edifice ? Where are its first

inmates ? Search the earth we shall not find them
;
ask of

the sea, but it will not tell. The artisans, by whose aid

stone was laid upon stone, and the austere monks, for whose

reception it was built, lie hidden none know where. Where
now the matin and the vesper bell, which day by day, rang a

morning and an evening hymn: and told to all around how
fast time fled, though he glided softly by, and the rustling of

his pinions was not heard ?

In looking upon such a structure as this, there seems to

come a voice from every stone, telling that all things are fleet-

ing; that time mars every beauty, and withers every grace,

and that man's fame is as transient as his life.
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IT has well been observed that man is a religious creature,

and that if a true religion is not given for his guide, he will

form a false one for himself. There is not, and there never

has been, a nation of Atheists. Deity, in some shape or form,

has always been acknowledged, even amongst the most rude

and barbarous of the tribes into which the human family is

divided.

There is a something in the heart of mankind whether it

be engraven on the conscience, or handed down from sire to

son, and from age to age, it matters not which compels them

to acknowledge the existence of a great though invisible being ;

who, at once, the creator and lord over this magnified crea-

tion so rich, so vast, so fair, so wonderful, exacts the tribute

of praise and adoration from the creatures he has formed.

Such, perhaps, was the first creed professed in the greater

portion of the countries of the globe ;
but as time wore on,

superstition threw her sable mantle over all, and the air was

peopled with deities
; every thing which ministered ,to the

comforts and happiness of mortals was converted into a be-

nignant God : and everything which brought trouble and

calamity, was regarded as a wrathful and avenging being who

delighted in bloodshed and war.

The sun was necessarily the first deity coming from depths

none knew how vast, and, as if possessed of supreme power,

banishing darkness from his empire ; marching onwards through

heaven's high dome, majestic and alone. Remote, unknown,

hidden by its very brightness, and covered with light as with a
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veil, which, at once shut out himself from gaze, whilst it

made all else lovely and beautiful. In this stupendous and

glorious orb, the poor wanderers of the earth saw the visible

deity, at whose presence all nature rejoiced, for hill and valley

looked bright at his coming ;
and forest and field grew rich

in the light; whilst the animated creation man, beast, bird,

insect, all shook off drowsy sleep, to fulfil the ends for which

they had been called into being. Then the moon, as she

walked in her brightness, and poured her silvery shinings over

the landscape. She, whom they saw exerting an influence over

the sea so that at her bidding its tides rose upon the earth,

or retreated into their hidden caves, became an object of

adoration. Next, the glorious troop of stars, which every

night they saw marshalled in the heavens, and glistening down

upon the earth, like the eyes of spirits, into whose guardian-

ship it had been committed during the hours of darkness;

these too had homage paid them, as though indeed they were

the spirits imagination painted. Then the comets, whose way-
ward march contrasted strangely with the harmony and order,

which all else in heaven displayed, these portended war and

disaster, and the great spirit whose emissaries they were sup-

posed to be, had prayers and supplications offered to him, in

order, that he might hold back the disasters he had threatened

to let loose. The bright and vivid gleams ofthe lightning, were

regarded as flames of fire flashed from the eyes of the offended

deity. The hoarse roar of the pealing thunder, the voice of

spirit calling to spirit, to come and aid in the work of des-

truction. The sound of the passing wind was the voice of the

invisible God : in the storm, as the moaning over the desola-

tion which would be wrought ;
in the calm, the syllablings of

peace and love. The meandering river, spreading beauty and

fertility through the land, was the visible body of the invisible

spirit. And the tall mountain whose snow-clapt summit seemed

the pillar on which the heavens rested, became at length a God
itself.
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From thence mankind went to the created things, and

exalted these to deities such as ministered to their sustenance

or their comfort, being counted propitious beings ; those, on

the other hand, which brought destruction and injury, being

regarded as fiendish and malignant spirits.

Every class and tribe of mankind thus had its Gods, all re-

sembling one another in their attributes, and only differing

the one from the other, in the same degree, as the habits of

one country differed from those of another.

Such, though modified to suit the tastes and habits of dif-

ferent lands, was the religion over nearly the entire globe,

before the bright rays of the Christian revelation showed to

humanity how dark was the path in which they had been

walking how thick was the gloom superstition had spread

around them.

But even after the introduction of a pure and simple creed,

had put to flight all these chimeras of ignorance and fear, and

the countless train by which they were followed
;
the heart was

unwilling to part altogether even with fictions to which it had

been endeared by habit; and for a very long while the old

faiths and the old rites of paganism mingled with Christianity

itself. These, however, after a lapse of time were forgotten,

and Christianity wherever professed was professed in its purity.

Then the Romish Church grew into power, and in her blind-

ness and intolerance, she shut out from the people all means

of knowledge then was it that strange superstitions and a

belief of phantoms and witches crept once more into people's

hearts : every nation forming fancies and follies according to

their peculiar habits and dispositions then, wherever nature

was wild and wonderful, there superstition was at its height ;

every speck and space was peopled with imaginary beings,

who, although not divine, yet had vast power over the actions

and affairs of mortals. These, like the nature of the clime,

were wrathful and vengeful, always ready to hurt rather than
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assist. It was not likely, for example, that the lonely Gael,

in the midst of his mountains and ravines, with the noise of the

storm and the waterfall always in his ear, and with clouds of

dark vapour whistling and trembling round his head, would

indulge in gentle and agreeable visions. He was not likely,

as his more southern neighbours did, to people his haunts with

fairies, and naiads, and sylphs his wild imagination could

picture a God of the tempest, but not a deity who presided

over the calm. He could hear the voice of an angry spirit in

the hoarse sound of the hurricane, but failed to find one in the

balmy zephyrs of summer.

The superstitions of Scotland are generally supposed to be

divided into those peculiar to the Highlands and those peculiar

to the Lowlands; but, perhaps, this is owing more to the

difference in the habits of the people and the soil they inhabit.

Before the Lowlanders became " eaters of wheaten bread," as

they were contemptuously called by the Highland Scots, the

superstitions of the whole country were in all probability

much alike, for, in reality, the physical aspects of the two

districts did not differ so widely as to produce any very

remarkable modifications. With the customs and manners of

the people, however, the popular faith insensibly changed its

character receiving a new colouring from the new circum-

stances in which it grew.

In Scotland, as elsewhere, there were persons who had

attained by superior knowledge to a certain sovereignty over

the powers of the air, so that they could raise storms at plea-

sure, or cause apparitions and phantoms of real things and

substances to appear and do their bidding. Thus when it was

necessary to terrify an enemy, either by the sight of an army
or a wild beast, these objects though not actually making their

appearance, answered the purpose as well by seeming to

do so. There were those also, who, far from seeking any com-

munication with infernal spirits, shunned and dreaded them,
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yet were obliged by an unhappy fate to see, and, in some

cases, even were endowed with the unsought privilege of

commanding them. Such persons were generally born on

some day of high festivity ;
Christmas and Candlemas days,

Good Fridays and Hallowmas days, being those, on which those

so unhappily gifted, first opened their eyes upon the light.

The case of Mary Avenel, in the "
Monastery," will readily

occur to the mind.

Next, though altogether different, is the faculty of second-

sight ;
this is exclusively concerned with men and their for-

tunes, and is, perhaps, nothing more than a dream, inde-

pendently of the circumstance of sleep.

The interpretation of dreams is reduced as much to what

may be called a science, as that of second-sight ;
but we are so

habitually accustomed to their phenomena, that they attract

little attention. When an event does happen resembling

that which we saw when in our sleep, instead of reflecting

that many hundred dreams had preceded it without being

followed by anything remarkable, and that busied as we are

in our slumbers with the passing events of life, it is not

wonderful that some coincidence had not sooner taken place,

we immediately set down the vision as a supernatural predic-

tion.

I am well aware that this statement lies open to many objec-

tions, which those who think otherwise will instantly suggest ;

but on the whole I do not see that any proof has been offered

which will invalidate this statement. Dreams for the most

part happen when the mind is discomposed, when the hand

of trouble or sorrow presses hard upon a man, or when the

foul and fevered breath of sickness has been breathed upon

him. What then more likely but that persons should dream,

when the disquieted mind is haunted with phantoms and

shadows of the events of life with which it has been busied ?

Q
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Much of the above statement will hold good of second-

sight. This is really a dream, taking place during the hours

we are awake, and it so perfectly corresponds with the habits

of the Highlanders that the system of their superstition would

be incomplete without it. Elsewhere when we see a friend

fall into a state of abstraction, and observe its usual accom-

paniments of eyes fixed and distended, yet taking no cogni-

zance of the objects before them, the circumstance provokes

only mirth and jocular remarks. But it is very different in

the Highlands, where the solitary mountaineer is accustomed

to hear the voices of the dead in the midnight storm, and to

see in the dispersing mists the form of the noontide hag

striding over the hills. This hardy, though almost lonely

Scot, looks upon his comrade, who is generally a retired and

melancholy man, with curiosity and awe
;
and an instinctive

dread rises in the mind of the beholder. The seer too is

not slow in persuading himself of the importance of that which

is considered so important by others. His fits of abstraction

become constant, his reveries become habitual, and he acquires

the faculty of seeing and describing with minuteness the vi-

sions which are presented to his gaze. In the confined range
of incidents to which the small and lonely community is

accessible, such as the arrival of a stranger, sickness, death,

marriage, a chief slain in battle or returning victorious, it is

more probable that the prediction should be fulfilled, than

that it should be falsified. The most experienced seers never

pretended that all their visions turned to any purpose ; and

perhaps if we were to make accurate allowance for the vastly

greater number of events about which the imagination of a

denizen of the plains is busied, and the vastly greater scarcity

therefore of coincidences, we should find the dreams of the

Lowlanders to be quite as prophetic as the second-sight of the

mountaineers.
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Among the superstitious observances in the Highlands, the

annual sacrifice of the Baaltein, Bel Teitt, or First of May, is

worth recalling to the reader's memory.
On the first of May the inhabitants of the village meet at

some appointed spot, each person bringing with him whiskey

and a cake of oatmeal, for no one must appear empty-handed.

They begin by digging a square trench in the ground, leaving

an altar of turf in the middle, on which a wood fire is speedily

kindled. A large vessel is then placed upon the fire, into

which the devotees, standing round, fling their offerings of

eggs, butter, oatmeal and milk, and when this beverage is

properly concocted, a libation is poured out to the invisible

spirits who are supposed by them to rule the destinies of the

world.

The company then produce their votive cakes, on which

there are nine knobs dedicated to the beings, both natural and

supernatural, whom they have come to propitiate. Turning
their faces towards the fire, they break off their knobs one by

one, and, throwing them over their shoulders, dedicate them

formally to birds and beasts of prey, that they, or rather the

beings whose agents they are, might spare their flocks and

herds, and fruit and grain.

Another custom, of singular origin, lingered amongst the

Scots. In many parishes in that country there was suffered

to exist a certain portion of land called " theGudeman's Croft"

which was never ploughed or cultivated, but suffered to

remain a wild and desolate waste. Though it was not ex-

pressly avowed, yet no one doubted that the "Gudeman's

Croft
"
was set apart for some evil being ;

in fact, that it was

the portion of the arch-fiend himself, whom our ancestors

distinguished by that name, which, while it was generally

understood, could not, it was supposed, be offensive to the

stern inhabitant of the regions of despair. For the like rea-

son, the mounds called Sith Bhruaith were respected ;
and it
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was deemed unlawful and dangerous to cut wood, dig earth

and stones, and otherwise disturb them.

The following customs, nearly akin to if not actual super-

stitious observances, still linger in the north of Scotland, and

belong to this class. The bride, when she enters the house

of her husband, is lifted over the threshold, and to step over

it, voluntarily, is reckoned a bad omen. This custom began in

Rome, where it was observed to commemorate the abduction

of the Sabine women. In like manner the Scottish, even of

the better class, avoid contracting marriage in May, which

balmy month, rich with the perfume of fruit and flower, and

merry with the songs of myriads of birds, might in other

respects appear particularly favourable for that purpose. And
the long train of disasters which followed the marriage of

Mary Stuart with the profligate and infamous Earl of Both-

well, was regarded as a consequent, naturally to be expected,

on account of the marriage being consummated within the

interdicted month.

I cannot quit the subject of popular belief without noticing

the singular superstitions that are common throughout all

Scotland regarding the dead. The spirit, even after it has

resigned its mortal abode, does not altogether depart from the

place till the corpse is buried. It hovers round the death-

room, unwilling to quit familiar scenes, favourite occupations,

and cherished friends
;
and then, if properly summoned, it may

once more be compelled to re-enter its mortal tenement, and

again relume the eye and unstop the ear, and unloose the

tongue, so that questions relative to the disease which brought
the death-stroke to the departed will be readily answered.

During the same interval the numerous disembodied beings
who take a frightful interest in the fate of the souls of men
are permitted to enter the scene. They crowd in phantom
and spectral forms the room in which the dead lies, flitting to

and fro, dim and visionary, eager to convey the ejected spirit
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of the mortal to the home in which it is destined to dwell

during the endless term of eternity.

The door, it may be added, must either be wide open, or

wholly closed, for what reason I cannot tell. If left ajar, the

next person who enters the room will probably see the corpse

sitting erect.

We now come to the beings themselves who are supposed

to haunt the land of our northern neighbours. In general,

particularly in the Highland districts, they are of a stern and

gloomy character, amounting frequently to the dreadful,

appearing in forms of terror rather than of beauty, and with

threats rather than invitations: if perchance they have a

phantom of beauty flitting to and fro amongst them, her

kisses are sure to be poison, and the flash of her eye destroy-

ing lightning. Such are the " Green Women," who appear to

the hunter when reposing in some lonely bothy or hut, after

the fatigues of the chase. They appear in the fulness of

woman's beauty, and render beauty more bewitching by

wreathing smiles around it : like the Syrens of earlier days,

they entice to death.

But, as we said before, the spectres and phantoms in Scot-

land are in general of a very opposite character. There is the

"
Slain-dearg

"
(Red-hand) who haunts the forests of Glen-

more and Rothiemurchus, armed cap-a-pie, like an ancient

warrior, and having a bloody hand. Those who have the ill

luck to cross his path must consent to encounter him in fight,

and they do not survive the combat long. Another is the

"
Glas-lich," or Noontide Hag, who strides through the wild

district of Knoidart in the form of an emaciated gigantic

female figure.

The symbols and rites of Christianity always had a great

power over these spirits, who were in most cases put to flight

by merely making the sign of the cross. As an instance of

this, the reader will readily remember the combat between
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Marmion and the spectre, in which the spirit, who having

unhorsed the knight was about to despatch him, was deprived

of power, upon a prayer being offered up to St. George by the

fallen man.

The spectres of the Scots sometimes warn, as well as

destroy, of which the apparition which appeared to James the

Fourth is an example.

The king was at church in his favourite town of Linlithgow,

when a man upwards of fifty years of age, with a great pike

staff in his hand, came in at the door and desired to speak with

him. Though the king was at that moment engaged in prayer,

the man advanced up to him without ceremony, and leaning

down upon the desk, at which James was seated, thus ad-

dressed him :
" Sir king, my mother hath sent me to you,

desiring you not to pass at this time where you are purposed ;

for if thou dost, thou wilt not fare well in thy journey, nor

any that passeth with thee." Struck with this singular mes-

sage, James paused a moment ere he could answer it, but

when he raised his head the man was gone ; many had seen

him enter, but how he had departed none could tell
;
he had

vanished from their sight like a flash of lightning, which sheds

a momentary brightness but leaves not a trace of itself behind.

Of the same nature is the midnight summons, which was

heard at Edinburgh, when the fated king had fully resolved

upon that expedition which cost him his life and Scotland the

loss of nearly all her nobles. The silence of the night was

broken by a voice reciting a lengthened catalogue of the

names of individuals, earl, lord, and baron, who were sum-

moned to appear before the infernal throne within the space

of forty days. All those who were included in the list soon

after fell at the battle of Flodden Field, excepting one man,

who, hearing the unearthly summons as he stood in his bal-

cony at night, offered up a prayer for protection to the throne

of heaven.
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Akin to these are the warnings continually received by

individuals, or families, of approaching death. These are

given in the scream of the Ben-chie, the riding round the

house of a phantom horseman, the beating of invisible drums,

the appearance of conflicting armies in the sky, or the nume-

rous other forms in which the presage of fate was communi-

cated.

We now, in the last place, come to Scotch fairies these too

were a set of revengeful elves, unlike the fairies of other lands,

who delighted only in fun and frolic, whose sole occupation

seemed to be to disturb as much as possible the peace of mor-

tals, whom they deprived of life or kept bound in potent

spells in their own abodes in Elfland.

The fairy pranks in the "
Monastery" must be familiar to

all. The wild and desolate spot of Glendearg (an engraving

of which accompanies this article) was a fit place for them to

sport in. The whole country around has a wild, desolate, and

chaotic appearance. The scene is in the dale of the Allan,

near Melrose, and includes the identical spot where the sub-

prior was overtaken by Christie of the Clinthill. The adven-

ture of Father Philip and the weeping lady occurred, accord-

ing to tradition, at Gattonside, on the opposite side of the

Tweed; and the hero was not a monk, but a worthy man

spurring across the ford of Melrose, to beseech the aid of a
" wise woman" on behalf of his wife. He found a female sit-

ting on the bank of the stream, and acted precisely as is related

of Father Philip, and no doubt from the same holy motive.

When almost halfway over, with the lady seated behind him,

he became alarmed by the firm and deliberate grasp she appeared

to have taken of his belt. He began to dread something he

did not well know what, but unbuckling the thong to which

his companion seemed to have taken such a fancy, he held the

ends in his hands and left the affair to Providence. His pre-

sence of mind, if not his piety, saved him from destruction
;
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for no sooner had they gained the deepest part of the stream,

than the false fiend threw herself from the horse, not how-

ever with the rider, but only with his belt : and a succession

of eldritch screams told her disappointment, as she whirled

down the stream and disappeared.

Such is a true specimen of a Scottish fairy's cruelty.

Though the worthy man was so happy as to frustrate her

malevolent intention, Father Philip, however, in the tale

came not so easily off. His companion succeeded in com-

pletely ducking him in the stream, the current of which

carried him down so far that he was nearly torn to pieces by
the wheel of a mill. While just before dismounting the unfor-

tunate monk, his elfin companion with unparalleled effrontery

wished him "
good luck to his fishing, when, like poor Polo-

nius, he was just about going to supper, not however " where

he eats, but where he is eaten."
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JOURNEYING from Glasgow to Lenark, the traveller leaves

the din of manufactures, and the bustle of commerce, and

enters upon the land of beauty and fertility ;
a spot crowded

with the curious and wonderful of olden times, and haunted

by the shades of departed years, called the " Middle Ward of

Clydesdale," or the " Fruit Lands."

Just before entering the village of Uddingston stands

Bothwell Castle, one of the most magnificent ruins of Scot-

land
;
mention has before been made of this castle, we shall

now describe it:

It is not easy to form a conception of the effect of this

building, raising its stern and hoary head in the midst of a

scene chiefly remarkable for its quiet beauty. The structure

itself, and all that surround it, have an air of princely gran-

deur. The river, which is still broad and deep, and confined

within lofty banks, covered with natural wood, makes a fine

sweep round the ruins. The exterior of this castle is of po-

lished red free-stone. It covers an area of 234 feet in length,

and 99 feet in breadth
;
the roofs of the apartments are ex-

ceedingly lofty. The stair of one of the high towers is still

almost entire to the top, a fearful height above the river. An
old well, in one of the towers, sunk deep into the rock, was

discovered some years ago. The walls, now covered with ivy,

are sixty feet high, and of the enormous breadth of fifteen

feet.

The origin of this building is uncertain. We know, how-

ever, that in the time of Edward the First, of England, it was

R
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a considerable fortress. This monarch made a grant of it to

Aymer de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, his governor of Scot-

land. It afterwards fell into the hands of the Scottish party,

and was used as a prison for those captured at the battle of

Bannockburn. Robert Bruce granted this castle to Andrew

Moray, lord Bothwell, who had married Christian, the sister

of that monarch; next it devolved to Archibald, Earl of

Douglas, upon his espousing the heiress of that marriage.

After the forfeiture of the Douglasses it was successively

acquired and forfeited by the Crichtons, and by John Ramsay,
a favourite of James the Third. By his successor it was con-

ferred upon Patrick Hepburn, who was created Earl of Both-

well, and who was mortally wounded at the battle of Flodden.

It continued to be held by this family till the forfeiture of the

infamous and notorious James Bothwell, the husband of

Queen Mary, when it once more returned to the crown.

James the Sixth granted it to Francis Stewart, son of John,

Abbot of Kelso, the natural son of James the Fifth, who

having also incurred forfeiture, his estates were granted to

the lairds of Buccleuch and Roxburgh, from whom the Mar-

quis of Hamilton acquired the superiority of this estate. But

the castle had been previously conveyed to the Earl of Angus,
and thus it reverted to the noble family of Douglas.

About two miles from the castle the Clyde is spanned by
the celebrated Bothwell Bridge, the scene of the memorable

engagement in 1679, between the troops of Charles the Se-

cond, commanded by the Duke of Monmouth, and the Cove-

nanters. The present bridge is the one on which the battle

was fought. The rout of the Covenanters was complete.

But the leniency displayed by the Duke of Monmouth, dis-

pleased Dalziel and Claverhouse, his colleagues in command.

Crossing this bridge, and proceeding onwards, we come to

Hamilton Palace, which is a large, heavy, massive pile of

building, and stands near the confluence of the Avon and the
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Clyde, in the midst of a rich and beautiful landscape. It is

said to contain the finest picture gallery in Scotland. The

grand piece by Rubens, of " Daniel in the Lions's Den," is

greatly praised by connoisseurs, a detailed description of it is

given by Gilpin, who calls it, the "
Glory of Hamilton."

Amongst this collection there is a portrait of Mary Stuart,

said to have been sent, together with a ring, to the represen-

tative of the faithful Hamiltons, just before her execution.

Leaving Hamilton, and continuing on in a south-easterly

direction, we arrive at the ruins of Cadzow Castle, the origi-

nal seat of the Hamiltons, which was destroyed by the orders

of the Regent Murray, after the battle of Langside. Here

some of the greatest oaks in Scotland, remnants of the forests

which once covered Clydesdale, are still to be seen. The
famous race of wild white cattle, the ancient tenants of the

forest, were expelled from the estate in 1760, but have since

been restored to the duke's park, where forty or fifty are to

be seen roaming under the wide spreading oaks. On the

opposite side stands Chatelherault, a summer-house of the

Hamilton family, so called from the estate and dukedom of

that name in France, which they formerly enjoyed.

We are now within that district of the valley of the Clyde,
which has justly been denominated the "Orchard of Scot-

land," from the profusion of fruit trees to be seen in all direc-

tions, growing in many parts along the sides of the road, with

a luxuriancy that reminds one of more southern climes. Along
the banks of the river, flowing over a pebbly bed, the ground

gently ascends on both sides, exhibiting pleasing slopes, alter-

nating with glens and valleys. The whole surface presents a

happy mixture of orchards, and coppice in some parts, and in

others of waving corn fields and belts of forest trees. Thus

proceeding for a distance of nine miles further, we come at

length to the spot to which it has been the object of this

tour to conduct, namely, to CRAIGNETHAN CASTLE.
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Whatever spot the great Romancer has chosen to fix

upon, as the place in which the images of his fertile brain

performed their parts, that spot has hecome hallowed ground ;

haunted by their presence and filled with their actions. One

visits these places with a feeling very different from that

which arises in the mind on other occasions. It is not that he

has chosen the most romantic spots, where nature of itself

would command admiration so wild and wonderful is all

around: it is not that these places are storied with real

events, which of themselves would arrest attention
;
it is not

that the buildings of themselves are so curious and costly,

so massive and gigantic, that they seem to have out braved,

and all but conquered, time itself: that vast power, which after

marring, and withering all the beauty of earth, shall at last

prove its own destroyer and consume itself. No ! it is not any,

nor all of these things combined, which makes the localities

which Scott has chosen, so interesting and attractive. The

mere association of hill and valley, mountain and ravine,

forest and field, could never weave such a charm. Towering

walls, curiously spanned arches, graceful columns, lofty

domes, will never bind by such a spell. These spots derive

all their attractiveness from the romance which " The author

of Waverley," has thrown around them.

Under this denomination may be classed Craignethan

Castle, otherwise Draffcn or Draphaen. This castle is situate

on the banks of the Clyde, near its junction with the Nethan
;

it stands on a vast rock, overhanging the last named river, and

now the property of Lord Douglas. It was formerly a place
of great strength, and for a long time one of the strong-holds

of the Hamiltons, although now I believe the property of

Lord Douglas, and it bears every mark of having been a for-

tress of very great importance. I can find no description of it,

however, fuller than that, given by Scott himself, which I

accordingly subjoin :
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"
They were, at this moment, at an arched gateway, battle-

mented and flanked with turrets, one whereof was totally

ruinous, excepting the lower story, which served as a cow-

house to the peasant, whose family inhabited the turret that

remained entire. The gate had been broken down by Monk's

soldiers, during the civil war, and had never been replaced ;

therefore presenting no obstacle to Bothwell and his party.

The avenue was very steep and narrow, and causewayed with

large round stones, ascended the side of the precipitous bank,

in an oblique and ziz-zag course, now showing, now hiding a

view of the tower, and its exterior bulwarks, which seemed to

rise almost perpendicularly above their heads."

From the foregoing the reader will at once perceive, that

Craignethan castle is the Tillietudlem of " Old Mortality."

The description of it, however, is not of its palmy days, but

after the fierce fang of war had rent and riven it. But it is

now in its ruinous and dismantled state, that it is so attractive ;

and why ? The wizards wand has been waved over it, and

endued it with a brightness, and a radiance, which it knew

not in the days of its power and its pride.

It has acquired much celebrity, from the circumstance of

Mary, Queen of Scots, having rested here for a few days, after

her escape from Lochleven Castle. For every day, of that ill-

fated woman's reign, is crowded with incident
; every action

of her life is fraught with strange and affecting circumstances,

and yet for all that, though the tales of her calamities have

brought unbidden tears from many eyes, yet where one person

knows that that hapless queen found an asylum here, during

the last few happy days of her eventful life, hundreds know

that here Edith Bellenden lived; here she loved here the

strange vicissitudes, which befell her, happened here she

hoped, despaired, joyed, sorrowed, wept and smiled.

Perhaps of all the characters, which the pen of Scott has

drawn, that of Amy Robsart is the most affecting; others
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have greater trials to encounter, others have to endure more

acute privation ;
as for the most part Amy was ignorant of the

foul plots prepared for her destruction, she knew not all her

wretchedness ; and, when under the most trying circumstances,

hope was always at hand to cheer and stimulate
;
and though

hope be a wan and watery ray, ever fleeting and deluding, so

that those who seek to catch it are as vainly employed as the

man who endeavoured to discover the point at which the

rainbow touched the earth, yet when the bright ray of hope
finds its passage into the heart, it chases away the dark clouds

of despondency. And this bright ray of hope was always

present to poor Amy Robsart. It was hope, indeed, which

caused her death. She heard the well known whistle, sweeter

to her ears than the syren strains of music, for it had hitherto

been the herald of happy hours and pleasure without alloy.

And now in her lone chamber, worn down with anxiety and

care, and weariness, she hears the sound once more she feels

new energy ;
life seems breaking with fresh charms upon her

;

trouble and sorrow fly before that sound. He is come, and

vexation of spirit tarries not in his presence. He her hus-

band
;
for whom she has denied her kindred and disowned her

name for whom she has almost brought down a father's grey
hairs with sorrow to the grave for whom she has given up all

her joys and pleasures, and by whom, though she knew it not,

all the evil she has had to endure has been allowed to in-

flict her. He is come to release her from the hands of her ene-

mies, by whom she is surrounded. He is come to speak of

love and happiness ;
that whistle proclaims it. She starts

her eye is bright ;
her cheek is flushed her heart beats wildly

and audibly. She hopes ;
and hoping, rushes forward to meet

"What? Not her husband; not love not happiness but

death
;

a cruel painful death.

It is then, when this fell tragedy is enacted, that the mind,

hitherto wrought up to the highest pitch of excitement, burst
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its chains, and melts into tears of pity. The flutter of the

white dress, and the movement of the snowy arm, dimly seen

in the darkness and depth ; these, ah these, bring not indig-

nation, not a wish to revenge the dreadful and cruel deed, but

tears of pity for the gentle, loving, and lovely Amy Robsart.

It is this very gentleness and amiableness, in the character

of Amy Robsart, which makes her so much the object of pity.

She was not found to be exposed against the "jarring winds."

Others of Scott's characters, as we before said, had to endure

fiercer calamities
;
but nature had prepared them for the

endurance
; they had firm resolves and high resolutions, and

unflinching courage ; they were, if we may use the expression,

formed in a sterner mould, and had more of the iron mingled
in their composition. Such, for instance, is Rebecca, in

" Ivanhoe."

Rebecca was literally born to trouble; but, at the same

time, she was constitutionally fitted to grapple with it. She

could look with a calm eye upon death, in whatever form or

aspect it was to be met with. Whether it was that she was

to be dashed to atoms, in a headlong fall, from lofty battle-

ments, or scorched and shrivelled and consumed at the stake.

But the temper and temperament of Amy Robsart were the

very reverse; she would have shrunk aghast at the idea of

bodily infliction, much less death
;
she was all gentleness, as

Rebecca was all firmness
;
the one would have wept over a

favourite bird, which cruelty might have injured; the other

would have sought means of cure
;
and these failing, means of

redress.

We have somewhat digressed from the subject, but as we

shall have occasion, hereafter, to treat of more than one of

Sir Walter Scott's characters, this will serve as a preface to

them all. To return to Edith Bellenden :

The character of Edith Bellenden is exactly mid-way
between the two characters above mentioned. While, on the
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one hand, she lacks the exquisite gentleness of Amy Robsart,

so on the other, she comes not up to the Jewess in fortitude

and perseverance. Her character is what would be called an

every-day one, having more of naturalness in it. Thus, at the

time, when her lover's life hangs upon a thread, she acts pre-

cisely as women would act; she sits in breathless anxiety,

afraid to manifest concern, lest her love should be betrayed ;

and still feeling shame within herself for remaining an idle

spectator, when, perhaps, a word from her might decide the

issues of life and death.

Rebecca, similarly situated, would at once have appeared

as her lover's champion, whilst Amy would have wrung her

hands in bitter anguish and striven to thaw the icy heart of

Claverhouse by the Sowings of her tears.

But though so quiet, there is a depth of feeling manifested

by Edith, which exalts her into a heroine
;
her fervent and

lasting love for Henry Morton, is a proof that affection, with

her, was no thing of a day, which would blow beautifully,

when the object, which called it into being, was at her side, but

which faded as soon as that object was removed. Her love

lasted during long years of absence. She heard not of her

lover
; all, save herself, believed him dead

;
still her affection

for him was not diminished
;
when in an unlocked for hour

he was restored to her as if the grave had been compelled to

disgorge its prey, and corruption not allowed to mar and disfi-

gure; and years of happiness succeeded since that love,

which could thus last during absence, was not capable of

waning away when the lover had become her husband.

The reader will at once recognize the engraving, which

ends this chapter. It illustrates the scene, in which the castle

is attempted to be taken by surprise ;
where Cuddie Head-

ing, and his companions, are climbing up the steep, in order

to enter Tilliteudlem at the unguarded opening, and to be

put to flight by the scalding brose from his sweetheart.
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The frontispiece to this volume also presents another view
;

representing the identical apartment in which His Most Sa-

cred Majesty, Charles the Second, condescended to take his

dejune. The chair still stands, which having once received

the impression of the royal person, is sanctified from all

meaner uses; and the lady of the mansion, lady Margaret

Bellenden, looks like a woman who is not likely to forget the

circumstance of having had royalty itself as her guest for once.

In the recess, on the left-hand, are the old major and Gra-

hame of Claverhouse
;
the former of whom is soliciting for the

life of Henry Morton, and using all his oratory to avert the

stern command, which the general has issued, ordering that in

a few moments his life should be forfeited. Whilst in the fore

ground is Edith herself, watching with intense eagerness the

result of the conference a conference, which affecting her

lover, concerns herself so nearly.

At length she hears that all the entreaties of her uncle

have been unavailing ;
his arguments had no weight with the

cool general; the stern resolve is unchanged the fiat has

gone forth the decree cannot be reversed. Her lover, and

him she loves, must die. What, without her making an effort

to save him ? Without a word from her being uttered to effect

his liberation ? Painful as the struggle is, she must attempt it
;

opposed to her feelings of quietness and unobtrusiveness, as

the endeavour may be, yet she cannot think of them for .a

moment
;
and she makes the effort to procure the liberation

of her lover, though it costs her the mastering of her conflict-

ing feelings, in doing that she most shrinks from performing.

Then it is that Edith's character begins to be developed.

She possessed patience in endurance, but wanted that firm-

ness of purpose which is so necessary to constitute a heroine.

The knowledge, however, of the danger of him she loved
;

secretly, indeed, but not on that account less fervently, rouses

her to action; and she begs a rival suitor, who has great
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influence with Claverhouse, to intercede for a life which, if

forfeited, would make room for his own love.

The vignette, at the commencement of this volume, gives

another interior view of this interesting building ; being the

gallery where Tarn Halliday, guarding the unfortunate Henry
Morton, is bribed by Jenny Dennison, with a smile and a

crown, to give her and her young mistress entrance to the

prison.
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IT was evening, nearly at the end of Summer, in the year

1650. The setting sun was fast descending behind the hills

of Lammermoor, and leaving no traces of his glory, save the

blood-red sky which hung over the earth at his disappearance.

His last beams revealed conflicting armies, drawn up in mar-

tial array. On the heights of Lammermoor was the army of

Scotland, so entrenched with hills, and hemmed round with

fastnesses and wilds, that their situation was well nigh im-

pregnable. On the plains, near the Castle of Dunbar, was

encamped the army of England, headed by and under the com-

mand of General Cromwell.

The invasion into Scotland, by the English general, had

been undertaken in order to frustrate the designs of his ene-

mies, who had recalled Charles Stuart from exile and placed

him upon the throne of that kingdom, at least nominally so.

" There will be no work to-day," said Cromwell, to two or

three commanding officers, who accompanied him in a circuit

round his men, "our necessities press hard upon us, and if

we cannot bring on a battle we must retreat. But the Lord

will not let the counsels of the wicked prosper. He will

smite those who rise up against us."

The army of the Englishwas drawn up in battle array ; and,

when the last ray of the sun tinted the heights before them,

as if but one heart actuated all their movements, every man

sank upon his knees.

Wild and ranting prayers were read, by the commanders,

to their different corps; which finished, Cromwell himself
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advanced into the centre of the host, and, in a wild strain of

enthusiasm, thus harrangued them :
" A new thing has hap-

pened unto us, fellow soldiers, under the Lord's banner.

Conquest has hitherto attended our arms
;
but now we must

retreat from this land of Scotland, because of the lack of pro-

visions. But be of good cheer; for though the Lord seems,

for the present, to have hidden from us the light of his coun-

tenance, yet he will not give us into the hands of them that

hate us
;
but yet will give us victory over those children of

perdition and heirs of wrath. Therefore, beloved, wax ye

strong as aforetimes
;
and know, that this seeming disaster is

only a trial of your faith, and not an occasion of your falling.

Are we not the elect of heaven ? And think ye that He, who

would not give the children's bread to dogs, will give the

children into the hands of the blasphemers of his word ? Then

abide firm till the day of battle
;
for when the conflict comes,

the victory will be ours."

This speech was well calculated to keep up, to their original

ferment, the spirits of his troops ;
who were full of the most

overweening spiritual arrogance, and who reckoned the rest of

the human family besides themselves, as certain of endless

perdition.

There was, however, no shout
;
no burst of triumph, when

the general finished his speech ;
the whole army only put on

a more demure look; and put their hair further over their

eyes, in order to increase their appearance of sanctity. A
general, observing this appearance in his army, would have

expected a mutiny ;
but Cromwell knew well the dispositions

of his soldiers
;
and he could easily discern, in the solemn

silence, and the sternly bent brow, a resolve to fight till the life's

blood had ceased to flow in their veins, in the assurance that

conquest would now, as on former occasions, be the result of

the conflict.

The army of the Scots conducted themselves in a very dif-
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ferent manner. Their general had but little power over them
;

and though a religious frenzy had seized them, as well as the

English, it had not stimulated them to the like zeal and con-

tempt for danger. Their fanaticism did not lead them to brave

death in all its terrors, from the consciousness that an appointed
time had been allotted for them to remain on earth, and that

they would be called away from its busy, bustling scenes at

the appointed moment, whether they shunned or rushed madly
into danger.

The whole army of the Scottish were covenanters, who
felt assured of the protection of heaven against the sectarian

and heretical band of English ; they considered themselves as

the saints of heaven
;
and they boldly declared that the Lord

should not be their God if he did not deliver Agag, as they
called Cromwell, into their hands.

Thus actuated, they murmured against the prudent counsels

of their commander; who, distrustful of the discipline and

courage of his own troops, when brought into conflict with the

English, who trusted implicitly to their general, and who were

flushed and emboldened by former victories, prudently chose

an inaccessible position on the heights, and calmly waited for

the retreat of the enemy ere he began to act upon the of-

fensive.

From regiment to regiment did the preachers of the cove-

nant proceed, declaring to the soldiery, that the prudent
conduct of Lesley was the result of pusillanimity, and not of

wisdom; and assuring them that God would deliver the

English into their hands, as he did the Midianites into the

hands of Gideon, and the idolatrous in all times into the

power of the faithful.

" Let them come on with their hosts," exclaimed these men,
"
they come with but sword and shield, and spear, while we

advance with the Word of the Lord, which, sharper than the
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two-edged sword of the ungodly, shall thin their ranks and

mow them down as the corn before the reaper.

Thus, with these different feelings, did these two armies

retire to rest
;
and night, with its calmness and its quiet, shut

out the world from their view. To night they sleep a rough

couch it may be on which they repose ;
but they rest serenely

and quietly. Dreams of the morrow, perhaps, flit to and fro
;

and the din and clash of armour may be present to their ima-

gination ;
the tumult of the conflict the groan the cry of

pain the shout of victory may be ringing in their ears
; and,

with a bitter sigh, they perhaps think of the morrow.

To-morrow ! that sound must be to a sleeping soldiery, on

the eve of an engagement, as the sound of the death-knell.

High-mettled and courageous as a man may be, he cannot

think upon a forthcoming engagement, without some sort of

dread. That night his pulse beats freely his eye is bright

and his cheek is ruddy. To-morrow, and that pulse may have

ended all its curious ebbs and flows
;
the eye may be glazed by

death; and the cheek pale, and cold as the ground upon
which it is pressed. To-night he can plan, and scheme, and

project ;
to-morrow over, and not a thought shall pass across

his brain not a feeling warm his heart. To-night he may
think of his home of the wife of his bosom of the children

of his love of the friends of his youth of the companions of

his manhood. To-morrow, and all the bands of love will be

severed all the ties of relationship cut asunder all the feel-

ings of friendship cold and lifeless.

These, and such as these, may have been the thoughts which

flitted through the minds of most of the warriors, as they re-

tired to that sleep, which to many, very many, would be the

last, until they slept that dark and fearful sleep of death,

which neither honour fires nor love stirs
;
nor all, nor any of

the feelings of passion and kindness, can stir one jot.
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The morrow at length dawned
;
the English had lost none

of their courage none of that indomable resolution, which

on the previous evening had possessed their minds.

The Scots, on the other hand, had not let the assurance, that

they should discomfit the army of the enemy, die during the

night ;
and accordingly, had not, in the least degree, relaxed in

their importunities, and even murmurs, against their com-

mander
; declaring that the golden opportunity was being lost

for conquering their hereditary foes.

The prudent Lesly, however, determined to keep his posi-

tion, which was so well fenced about, and guarded by nature
;

and it was not until his soldiers actually threatened to rush

from their strong-hold and attack the English, en masse, that

he consented to lead them to the conflict.

The whole of the Scotch army was instantly in motion
; all

the soldiers were eager to begin the engagement ;
and they

advanced forward in a wild tumultuous manner. No sooner

did the English general perceive the enemy's camp in motion

than he exclaimed,
" The Lord has delivered them into our

hands. On soldiers, on ! Make to yourselves captives by your
bow and by your spear. Cursed is he that doth the Lord's

work negligently." In the instant he drew up his men in the

order of battle, and prepared for the coming onset.

Down came the Scotch from their mountain wilds, like the

mighty rushings of wild billows, which have broken down their

barrier, nothing opposes their fierce advance into the plain.

At length there is a shock as though two mighty oceans,

driven by adverse winds, warred against each other; and,

meeting mid-way, each sought to sweep its rude and boister-

ous surges over the other's head.

Calm and unmoved the English waited for the attack of the

wild Highlanders; they stood in close and firm ranks, and

looked upon the coming blow as calm, as quiet, as unmoveable,

as the solid rock upon the wild billows of the stormy sea.
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They come : then is the hoarse roar of the musketry the

clash of sword striking against sword
;
the ring, the din, the

tumult, the trample of a battle. But the firm and solid

English ranks soon threw the disordered and unruly High-

landers into confusion. The Scotch retreat; forced back

beaten, as the wild and foaming billow rebounds with the

force of its own violent stroke, when, having struck the frown-

ing rock, it finds it immoveable to its fiercest sweep.

The Scotch, however, continue pouring down they still

come on, again and again fresh men arrive every moment;

they hasten into the thickest of the fight, where death sweeps
down with a fearful rapidity. The groan the shriek the

wild cry of pain the cheering cry to "come on," now are

echoed, as though the very air was troubled at the sound the

battle made.

Still the English columns remain unbroken the gaps, death

makes, are instantly filled up ;
and as firm a front is presented

to the enemy as when the conflict began. The wild im-

petuosity of the Scotch began to subside. Death had made

fearful havoc amongst them, and now finding that all hopes of

victory had vanished, they turned and fled. A few, however,

of the bravest, who scorned flight and preferred death to

dishonour, remained firm
;
these forming a body of themselves,

were soon surrounded by their victorious enemy. They fought,

however, as heroes should fight; hand to hand, sword to

sword, and never flinched or swerved, though encompassed
with foes whom they knew would, from their greater numbers

prove victorious. They fought till the last man among them

was cut down, and the prostrate corpses of themselves and

their foes formed a rampart around, and a monument of

their valour. No sooner did Cromwell perceive that the

victory was his own, than he assembled his troops, who had

begun to pursue the flying enemy, and addressed them thus :

" The Lord hath as aforetime delivered Israel from the
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Philistines. But our victory is incomplete, if the captain of

the host be not given over to us. In the camp of the malig-

nants is Charles Stuart, the son of the last man ; he follows

the pernicious counsels of his father, and the idolatry of his

mother, and has lifted up his hand against the Lord's anointed.

Therefore, because sin is great within him, shall we seek to

capture him, that we may stone him with stones till he die.

Lest, like Achan, he bring discomfiture to our arms and evil

to our counsels
; therefore, forward in the pursuit."

Like blood-hounds slipped from the leash, the troops of

Cromwell rushed forward; the recent encounter seemed to

have brought nothing of fatigue, and they cheered on one

another with the cry,
" Cursed is he that doth the Lord's

work negligently."

In this, however, the English were deceived. Charles had

been withdrawn from the camp, at the moment of the engage-

ment, and he was now fast on his way to the frontiers. From

the distance which he stood, during the engagement, he could

see that his army was totally routed, and he sought safety in

flight ;
determined to hide himself, until the danger was past,

in the wilds and glens in the hills of Lammermoor.

The soldiers of Cromwell, however, pressed forward after

the fugitives, whom they captured to the number of 4,000 ;

they beset every avenue, and beat about in every direction

after the royal fugitive ;
but Charles still eluded their pursuit.

The young prince had descended down a deep ravine, in

the hopes of finding concealment. One side of which was so

precipitous that descent was impossible; and the other so

overgrown with brushwood that, even then, it was with the

utmost hazard of his life Charles proceeded. Now and then,

indeed, the prince discovered traces of footsteps ; but, in the

entanglement of the wood, these were soon lost sight of.

The causes, however, of the peril to himself, Charles well

knew would prove eminently serviceable in shielding him from
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the enemy, as few would venture down that perilous descent

unless pretty certain that it sheltered him they were eager to

capture.

After proceeding downwards to some depth, now support-

ing himself, by catching hold of some of the brambles, then

preventing himself from falling, by grasping firmly a narrow

ledge of projecting rock, Charles discovered a small cavity or

hole, in the solid earth. This, it was instantly suggested to his

mind, would prove a safe and secure asylum, and he set at

once to ascertain the dimensions of his retreat. With his

body bent forward, his finger could just reach the opposite

extremity ;
the right-hand side appeared to him of equal di-

mensions, but he found it quite impossible to ascertain how

far it extended on the left.

Into this cave, however, he determined to enter
;
so creep-

ing in headformost, he turned himself round when inside, and

thus curled round, he lay like a dog in his kennel. Then

putting a brace of pistols by his side, he determined to wait

the issue of events, resolved to defend himself to the last

extremity before he suffered his enemies to capture him. He
had not long remained in this position before he heard the

murmuring sound of human voices, in the ravines below him,

from whom they proceeded he could not tell. He feared

to look out of his hiding-place lest he should be discovered
;

and there, in the greatest agony and suspense, he remained the

whole of the day. Sometimes the murmuring sound of the

voices died away ; again it was renewed in louder tones
;
and

Charles could only suppose that the soldiers, who had set out

in pursuit of the fugitives had tracked him hither, though
now quite uncertain whither to turn.

In the meantime the soldiers of Cromwell had pursued their

flying enemy in all directions, eager to capture the fugitive

prince, whom they believed had taken a personal share in the

encounter
; till, wearied with their chase, they returned, to-
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wards the evening, again to their camp ;
and before night-

fall, were fast on their way to Edinburgh, which Cromwell

intended to surprise.

As soon as it was dark, Charles ventured out of his hiding-

place ;
his limbs were cramped with the uncomfortable position

in which they had been placed, and he was faint and weak

with hunger. On looking down the ravine Charles could see

the glimmerings of a light, and hear several voices in earnest

conversation. He now felt certain that they could not be the

soldiers of the enemy ;
and he resolved upon descending, and

craving food and lodging for the night.

The light served in some degree to guide his footsteps, and

after several times nearly losing his life, in the perilous des-

cent, he at length succeeded in reaching the bottom.

He then found that, in a hollow cave, a sort of hut had been

constructed; advancing cautiously up Charles perceived,

through a narrow chink, several men seated round a peat fire,

in the midst of a deep carousal. Their fierce and ruffianly

looks, all bearded and black, were rendered still more hideous

by the red glare the fire threw upon them
;
and Charles was

half resolved to turn back again and trust to providence,

rather than put any confidence in these men.

He was turning to depart, when he accidently made a slight

noise. In an instant the whole of the party were on the alert
;

the door of the hut was thrown open, and Charles found

himself in the hands of these rude men, who disarmed him in

an instant.

They then conducted him to the interior
; and, drawing their

dirks, seemed about to sacrifice the unhappy fugitive to their

fury, without a moment's warning.

Though Charles inwardly shuddered at the fearful pass, to

which he was brought, he possessed composure sufficient to

make him endeavour to escape with his life. He mustered up
his courage ; and, assuming a dignity wliich so well became liim,
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and which on great and trying occasions he so well knew how

to put on, said,
" Will you murder in cold blood a harm-

less man
; who, having lost his way in these mountain wilds,

accidentally discovered this abode, and has come to beg a

morsel of bread, and a bed of straw ?"

" If that be your errand, friend," said the fiercest of the

gang,
"
you have sought the wrong bourne ;

we take, but give

not. Our trade is robbery, but we murder a spy."

"And do you take me for a spy?" said Charles, with a

dignity which would have befitted the King of England, when

surrounded with all the pomp and splendour of royalty ;

" do

you think me capable of skulking hither for the purpose of

betraying you ?"

" We know not," said the first speaker,
" and we care not

the grave never blabs
;
the dead never tell tales

;
there is no

assurance of safety like that."

"Then to your foul work, fellows," said Charles, "and

know you kill a king !"

The men looked at one another with surprise. The native

majesty shone conspicuously from the prince, as he stood

erect and firm before the armed assassins.

" I am Charles Stuart," said the prince, perceiving the im-

pression his words had made
;

" I have asked for a scanty

portion of food, and a bed of the commonest description, and

this you have refused give me a little earth to cover my weary
bones when you have murdered me."

The men instantly withdrew for a few moments, and con-

versing apart, left the prince in a state of suspense and

anxiety.

Presently they returned, and the one who had before been

spokesman, thus addressed Charles :

" Thou sayest that thou art Charles Stuart, what if we
should deliver you over to your enemies ? Dost thou not know
that a price has been put upon your head, and that we should
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receive a princely reward. Look around
;
and canst thou

doubt what trade it is we follow ? We know no laws have

fellowship with none
;
our hand is raised against every man,

and all are armed against us."

" I have heard a tale of a stricken stag, when chased and

wounded by the hunters, taking refuge from its pursuers in

the den of a lion. The generous beast, in place of at once

slaying and devouring the helpless creature, allowed it to find

an asylum there, and then, when the pursuit was over, letting

it go unscathed again back to its woody haunts. I am that

that helpless stag this is the lion's den
;

will ye not be as

merciful as the lion? I am now indeed a fugitive and in

poverty; but the day may come when my rights shall once

more be restored to me
;
then come, and the reward promised

for my head shall be increased four-fold, and that given for

your recompence." The prince then, drew a ring, of great

value, from his finger, and presented it to the ruffians.
" Take

this," said he,
" from me now

;
when fortune has played her

cruel tricks upon me, and taken me from the throne, to be

thrown about as chance may direct
;
when the diadem shall

encircle my brow, I will redeem it at a price a prince need not

blush to offer."

The man again whispered apart with his companions, and

presently returning, assured Charles, that if he would pledge

his princely word that whatever crimes they had, or might

commit, should be forgiven ;
and that he would, when king,

bestow upon them a rich reward, they would join heart and

hand in an attempt to place him once more in the midst of his

friends.

"
Hist," said one of the others,

"
if Jeanie, yonder, should

have heard all that has been spoken, she will instantly betray

us to the remainder of the gang; and our lives would be

forfeited, for having brokon one of the fundamental laws of
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our fraternity, and made an agreement without our captain's

sanction."

" Where is that woman ?" said another,
" She sleeps inside,

I think," returned the first,
" after the fatigue of last night."

The speaker instantly seized a knife
; and, lighting a torch,

proceeded to a sort of inner-room, which was only divided

from the other by a screen of canvass.

There, as the woman whom they had spoken of, lay ex-

tended upon a bed of straw and heather, and apparently sunk

into a profound slumber, the man held the torch before her

face, but her eyes blinked not in the least degree ;
the light

had no effect upon them
; and, satisfied that her sleep was

real, the man returned. " She sleeps," said he,
" but speak

low, lest you awake her."

Charles, who had watched the proceedings, said, in an under

tone to the man,
" And what would you have done, had you

found her awake."

The man answered not
; but, passing the knife before his

own throat, conveyed to the prince the meaning of his design.

There was, at the same time, a callousness and unfeelingness

about the action, which, while it made Charles shudder at the

thought, plainly revealed into what hands he had fallen
;
and

that they would, with the utmost unconcern deprive him of

his existence, if any good were to be gained by his death.

"
Where," said Charles,

" are the rest of the troop, and

how long will it be before they return ?"

"
They are gathering spoils from the battle-field, and will be

here anon ;" replied the man.

As he spoke, a rustling was heard in the ravine above.

"
They come ! They come ! I am lost," said the prince,

" un-

less you can afford me a hiding-place ;
and then, when all is

quiet, suffer me to escape."
"
Here," said the man,

" take up your weapons, and follow
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me ;" and he immediately drew back the screen and entered

the inner apartment. To his great surprise he found that

the woman, whom he had left sleeping, had departed.

"Jeannie has betrayed us," continued he, turning to his

companions,
" let us join in offering our services to this fugi-

tive prince." Then addressing Charles, he said,
" Will you

put your confidence in a band of outlaws, for whom the

gibbet has long been prepared ?"

"Yes," said Charles, "if you will promise to be faithful,

I will trust you implicitly."
" There is my hand upon it," said the man, extending his

palm, as hard as horn, and giving Charles's thin and delicate

hand a squeeze, like a vice would have done,
"

I have spilt blood,

have robbed, have murdered, but I never broke my word. If

you will trust us, follow me
;
but you will see sights which

will make your blood curdle."

The man again spoke a few words to his companions apart,

then, after he had joined the prince once more, he said to them,
" we will wait for you at the very place the Scots were

encamped this morning."

The man then lifted up a trap-door, which had been so

artfully contrived, that not the least appearance was to be

found in the floor, whilst his companions barricaded the outer

door, as securely as the short space of time would allow them.

The trample of footsteps was distinctly audible, when Charles

prepared for his descent into the mysterious cavern. His

companion, having lit a torch, proceeded first, and descended

down a ladder, which had been placed there for the purposes

of ingress and egress.

No sooner, however, did he reach the bottom than the

prince became completely horror stricken, He found that he

was standing upon a human corpse the blood was still oozing

and curdling from several deep and ghastly wounds ;
a broken

sword was firmly clenched in his hand, and his features con-
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vulsed and distorted, and his eyes starting fearfully from his

head. Around this corpse others were lying carelessly strewed ;

some still fresh and uncorrupted ;
others putrid and decaying ;

and these again, were mingled with sculls, and hands, and

bones of the humanlbody.

At a sight so fearful and appalling, and, at the same time,

conveying so terrible an account of the lives and characters of

his associates, Charles was completely overcome he stood like

one stupefied and bewildered, and unless his companion had

urged him forward would have remained transfixed upon the

spot.

Aroused from his trance, Charles followed his conductor

through a long and narrow passage, which was only illuminated

by the red glare of the torch he carried. The height soon

became so much diminished that at length, they were obliged

to creep upon their hands and knees, and, finally, to crawl upon
the ground like serpents.

At length, after persuing this toilsome mode of proceeding,

they reached the open air
;
and both, starting upon their feet,

proceeded as fast as the worn down and fainting state of

Charles would permit.

In the meantime the rest of the gang had arrived at the

hut. Jeanie, as the woman was called, had only feigned

sleep. She had heard every word which had been spoken ;

and though it had cost her the utmost trial to prevent her fic-

titious sleep from being discovered, when the torch's bright

gleam was held before her face, yet as soon as the man had

withdrawn, she determined to frustrate their design of libera-

ting the prince ;
well aware of how rich a booty his being

delivered up to his enemies might bring to their coffers, of

which she was the keeper, she was resolved that Charles should

not be smuggled away in the manner the robbers had pro-

posed.

Escaping from a different door, for the hut was full of
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secret means of egress and ingress, she hastened up to the top

of the glen, and, on a rising mound, instantly kindled a firo

of peat, which was used as a signal, and instantly brought
back the robbers from their most distant forage. The moment
the blaze began to illuminate the heavens, they returned

homewards
;
and but a very short time sufficed to bring these

hardy mountaineers, who knew every rock and bramble, to

the spot, which had taken Charles, who frequently lost him-

self in the wilds and entanglements, some hours to reach.

Jeanie instantly related all the conversation she had over-

heard
;
revealed the rank of the captive and the plot their ac-

complices had formed to set him free, without the knowledge
of the rest of the gang, and thus secure the booty for them-

selves.

Maddened to fury, these men instantly resolved to take the

prince from the hands of their comrades, and visit the intended

crime of desertion with death.

They soon descended down to their hut by the well-known

passes, but greatly to their surprise they found every entrance

barricaded.

To force them open, was but the work of a few minutes.

They entered immediately, and directly perceived the means

by which the fugitives had fled.

With axes and mattocks they burst open the trap-door, and

leaped down (for the ladder had been removed) after their fly-

ing comrades.

Charles and his companion had considerably the start, and

they hurried as fast as possible to the appointed rendezvous.

The rest of the fugitives were quickly following them
;
and

their former companions, though now their enemies, were not

far in the rear.

The second party had, however, no sooner emerged from

the dark passage, than a fiendish thought crossed the mind of

one of them. He instantly communicated his purpose to his

u
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companions, by whom it was warmly seconded
;
and then at

once they set about putting their intention into execution.

The hole, through which they emerged into the open air,

was, as we have said, so small that a person was obliged to

creep out like a serpent.

On either side one of the outlaws stationed himself; and,

drawing a dirk, calmly awaited the coming of his captors.

At length they heard the groan-like panting which the

creepers made, in drawing breath, as they continued their way

through the narrow passage ; and, with their dirks in readi-

ness, they waited their appearance. Soon the dark and

thickly-matted hair of the first was visible; his head, his

body; down descended the dirks in an instant; driven deeply,

down to the hilt
;
and they came out again at the breast of the

murdered man. They had pierced through his heart; and

without a cry, only one convulsive shudder, he breathed

out his last breath.

The body was drawn out and hurled down into the ravine

below
; by rock and crag, and bramble, it was dashed and torn

till at length it found a resting-place in the wild stream

which ran beneath. Another another another and another

followed, and were served in the same manner. Another, and

the last succeeded
;
and when his body was thrown down, the

assassins set up a loud and hellish shout of triumph, and then

hastened to the spot which had been appointed, as the place at

which the prince was to tarry for them.

Charles having sworn a most solemn oath, that, whenever it

lay in his power, he would richly recompense these men, they

pointed out to him the road by which he might regain his

friends, without the possibility of being met by any of his

enemies
;
and then they returned to their hut, satisfied that

they should now meet with no interruption.

To Jeanie, however, a more cruel fate was reserved. In-

censed at having been betrayed by her means, the robbers
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resolved to be revenged. No sooner did they return, than

they seized the hapless women, who little expected ever to see

them again. Wild was the shriek she uttered, piercing the

cry of despair she raised, when she saw their dark forms enter-

ing through the door
;
she would have fled/ but she had not

strength ; something riveted her to the spot ;
and she thus fell at

once into the hands of the men, who determined to wreak their

vengeance, by making her suffer the keen pangs of hunger
and the fiercer of pain. They bound her, hand and foot, hard,

very hard, so that the cords cut deeply into her flesh. In

vain she cried with pain ;
in vain she entreated for mercy.

They but jested at her sufferings, and sported at the sound of

her frantic lamentations; they taunted her they upbraided

her, for attempting to betray them
;
and declared, that the

punishment she now suffered was richly earned by her mali-

cious intentions.
" Had her plan succeeded, this had been our

lot," said one; "she should not complain of suffering that

which she was ready to make us undergo."
" Her eye could bear the light," said another

;

" I wonder

whether her flesh can bear the flame."

So saying, he seized the helpless woman by the arm and

held her hand over a lighted torch till the skin shrivelled up,

and the veins and sinews cracked and spurted blood. In vain

she uttered the wildest and most frantic cries they were un-

heeded, till at length, overcome with pain, she fainted.

They then unbound her limbs, and lowering her down into

the vault beneath, left her there to die of hunger, (as before

she could recover, they stopped up the mouth through which

egress might be obtained). For days she lingered on, filling the

place of her confinement with her wails and moans
;
at length

she became weaker and weaker, and laid herself down by the

corpses at her feet; but, upon the robbers opening the cave

once more, they found that the pains of hunger had been so
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acute, that she had eaten of the carrion by the side of which

she was lying.

Years afterwards, when Charles Stuart was seated on the

throne of his ancestors, an old man demanded an audience

with the monarch.

Bowed but not crippled with age, the old man still retained

much of the fire of youth. The king was surrounded by all

his nobility, at his palace at Whitehall, when the stranger de-

manded an audience. Undaunted by the glitter of rank and

wealth by which he was surrounded, the stranger advanced up
to the king, and in a firm, bold voice, said,

" I am one of the

outlaws of Lammermoor, who shielded you in the hour of

need, and am come to demand the reward you promised."

His suit was not in vain : in that instance, the merry mon-

arch redeemed his pledge.
"
But," said the king, as he gave

the gold,
" not for the empire of the world would I again live

over the few hours I passed in the OUTLAW'S HUT."



THE AUTHOR OF WAVERLEY.

SIR WALTER SCOTT was born on the 15th of August,

1771, and died on the 21st of August, 1832, in the sixty-

second year of his age. He was the eldest son of Walter

Scott, Esq., Writer to the Signet in Edinburgh. His mother

was the daughter of David Rutherford, Esq., an able and

popular practitioner of the legal profession. She was the au-

thoress of some poems, and acquainted with Burns, Blacklock,

an(l Allen Ramsay. Scott was educated at the High School

/ of Edinburgh, but even in his boyish days he displayed a love

of romance and fable, which, in riper years, have made his

name immortal
;
and many, very many hours, which should

have been spent in study, were passed by Scott and his com-

panions in relating deeds of fairy and chivalry. This par-

tiality for legendary lore is said first to have been instilled

into the youthful mind of Scott by a maternal aunt, with

whom he resided a great deal in his earlier days.

It had always been the ardent desire of Scott to have

entered into the army ;
his youthful aspirings seemed to make

him wish to emulate in deeds of chivalry those high and

palmy deeds his fancy painted to belong to heroes. This

wish, however, was rendered impossible to be fulfilled, on

account of a slight lameness with which he was afflicted.

He was accordingly educated for, and afterwards served his

time to the profession of the law.

In July, 1792, he was called to the Scottish bar, and through

the influence of the head of the Scott family, the Duke of

Buccleugh, he was nominated Sheriff Depute of Stirlingshire ;
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and in March, 1806, obtained the place of one of the principal

clerks of Session in Scotland. In 1798, he married Miss

Carpenter, by whom he had several children. The Fox ad-

ministration confirmed an intended appointment of their pre-

decessors in the person of Mr. Scott, without reference to his
'

politics, which were Tory, by appointing him to the valuable

situation of clerk of the Sessions. This appointment had

been intended by Mr. Pitt, but he went out of office before

it could be ratified.

The first productions of Mr. Scott were two ballads from

the German,
" The Chase," and " William and Mary," pub-

lished anonymously.
" Goetz of Berlenchingen," a tragedy,

from the German, also appeared in 1799
;
and about the same

time, he contributed two ballads,
" The Eve of St. John," and

"
Glenfinless," to Lewis's " Tales of Wonder." His next work

was " The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border," in 1802, which

first established his poetic fame. " Sir Tristem" was published

in 1804; this was followed next year by "The Lay of the

Last Minstrel ;" afterwards succeeded by
"
Marmion,"in 1808

;

"The Lady of the Lake," in 1810, the most popular of his

poetical productions ;

" The Vision of Don Roderick," in 181 1
;

"Rokeby," in 1812;
" The Lord of the Isles," in 1814; and

"
Waterloo," soon after.

These are the principal poetical works of Scott. In addi-

tion to these, Sir Walter published
" The Border Antiquities

of England and Scotland," and also edited the works of

Dryden,
" Somers's Tracts,"

" Sadler's State Papers,"
" Miss

Seward's Works," and those of Dean Swift. He, besides,

conducted " The Edinburgh Annual Register."

Of the Waverley novels, it is needless to speak ; they are

their own witnesses of the depth of the talent and the bril-

liancy of the imagination of him who gave them birth. It

would take longer to speak of the beauties and wonders con-

tained in those volumes, than it did to write the volumes
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themselves : there is a something to be dwelt upon in every

sentence
;
a meaning in every speech, in every action of the

characters
;
that if the expression be allowed, fold after fold

might be withdrawn, and every covering which was withdrawn

should reveal more of splendid imagery and moving pathos, and

human thought and feeling.

Taken all in all, Sir Walter Scott stands no way inferior to

any of the illustrious geniuses the world has produced. We
say this in the highest acceptation of the term, in greatness of

intellectual capacity ;
and the more that the matter is sifted

this statement will appear to be true.

There are some minds, which, accommodating themselves to

circumstances, appear only great to their contemporaries, and

whose reputations reign in proportion to the distance of time.

We recede from these, but with the sons of true genius the

reverse holds true. If ever, therefore, a human being could

be classed among the latter, Sir Walter Scott must deserve

that distinction; generation after generation shall still give

him fresh plaudits, and their burst of applause shall be but

fresh laurels woven around his brow, fresh harvests of fame

gathered into his garner.

No writer that ever lived has possessed in his life-time the

extent of popularity enjoyed by Scott. His works have been

translated into all the languages of Europe ;
are to be found

in all quarters of the globe ;
and will cease to delight its inha-

bitants only when the world on which we dwell shall be

dissolved, for they are based on the grand principles of human

nature.

"Walter Scott," says the elegant M. A. Thierry, "ro-

mancer as he is, has given to the historical scenes in which his

imaginary persons figure, a higher reality than the historian.

He never presents the history of a revolution without de-

scribing the things which render it inevitable, and which in all

cases would produce the same effects."
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"
While, perhaps, only seeking the means of touching the

imagination most vividly, by contrasts in manners and charac-

ters, he has gone into the very sources of historical truth. He
has exhibited the fixed point round which have circled, so to

speak, all the great revolutions ever attempted or accomplished
in Scotland; for we find the mountaineers opposed to the

inhabitants of the plains, in the wars of the dynasties, in which

one pretender strives against another
;
in the wars of aristo-

cracy, where the nobles strive against the king ;
in the wars of

religion, when Catholicism is at issue with reform
;
in a word,

in the revolts, so plainly planned for breaking the bond of

union between England and Scotland, under a single govern-

ment. This kind of historical unity, which is not visible to

the same degree in any other country, entering into details

apparently quite distinct from each other, has produced in

great part the vivid interest attached for the first time to

tales of love embodied amidst scenes of ancient history."

Scotland is glorious in the annals of patriotism. She was

the birth-place of Wallace and Bruce men who hazarded

their lives to set her free from the galling bonds of tyranny.

She is yet more glorious as the birth-place of Scott
;
hence-

forth, Scotland cannot be a neglected or despised land. Her

hills and her valleys, her mountains and her ravines, her lakes

and her forests, all have been bent into the service of the

romancer, who hath endued them with a charm, and thrown a

richness around them, which other lands, though blessed with

richer soil and sunnier skies do not enjoy. Her history, the

manners and customs of her children, are all consecratedby his

immortal pages. Thousands, from foreign lands, visit her

shores, to tread the localities which the Wizard hath endued

with a spirit and a spell of witchcraft. Inns have been erected

for the accommodation of travellers, where, before his day,

from the end of one year to the end of another, the foot of

the stranger never trod. Roads have been opened for com-
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munication between districts which had formerly only the

mountain path or the sheep track. Thus by opening a

communication between the Highlands and the Lowlands,

he has done much to remove the jealousies with which the

one class regarded the other. By bringing foreigners into

Scotland, he has opened a way for social communion with

other lands, and tightened the bands of friendship and this is

being a true patriot.

The wand with which he has woven this enchantment was

more delicate than that of Prospero ;
the forms with which he

peopled the scenes, were oftentimes more fairy-like and aerial

than that of the " delicate Ariel," and yet he seemed to possess

no means adequate to effect so wondrous a change. Neither

wealth, nor power, nor rank, was at his command to work

the strange transformation. A student in his quiet study

a lone and solitary man at a spot oftentimes very far

removed from the places he has immortalized, this is the

being who has woven such a magic spell, that pilgrims from

beyond the Atlantic men born in a land which the foot of

an ancient Scot never trod upon, and the ear of a Scot never

heard of, come to visit these places as though they were saintly

shrines, and offer their incense of praise to him who caused

them to possess such powers of attraction.

In fact, the benefits which Sir Walter Scott has and will

confer (although he is laid in the silent grave, and the place

which knew him knows him no more) are incalculable. Never

more while the world lasts can Scotland be an unrenowned

land. In the political scale, she may rise or she may fall
;
in

the pages of Scott she will remain a glorious people and a

favoured spot for ever. Cervantes has done much for Spain,

and Shakspeare for England, but not a tithe of what

Scott has done for Scotland. In the writings of the two first-

mentioned authors, we find many localities in their different

x
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countries sanctified by their genius, but that of Scott pervades

every portion of his native land.

And it is a pleasing, and yet a marvellous thought, to reflect

that this charm will never wear away. Whilst time lasts, the

spell will remain as potent, as powerful as ever.

It is written as with a pen of iron, and stamped upon the

marble. If there be anything which can exalt humanity in

the scale of greatness, it is this that a man may exert

influence even when dead; that even when his tongue is

silenced and his pulse is stilled, he may still be acting upon
thousands who never heard the sound of his voice : this is a

monument more imperishable than brass and more solid than

marble. And such a monument as this Sir Walter Scott has

reared for himself.

A delighted people may erect a costly cenotaph, and cause

the marble to assume a living attitude, and bend tearfully over

the ashes of genius ;
but this is as unsolid as the waters, com-

pared with the monument which genius rears for itself in its

imperishable writings; these, burning with brightness and

liveried in beauty, shall last till this world of ours shall have

been dissolved,
"
and, like the baseless fabric of a vision, leave

not a wreck behind."



STIRLING.

THE town of Stirling is built on a ridge of rocks, rising from

east to west, and terminated by a lofty precipice, on which the

castle stands. The same description applies to this town as

to Edinburgh, and yet the character of the two is very dif-

ferent. The hills and precipices around Edinburgh form part

of the magnificent picture of which the city is the principal

object, and while they obstruct the view, elevate its beauty

almost to the sublime.

Stirling, on the contrary, raising its lofty head from a plain

of immense extent, and said once to have been the bed of the

Frith of Forth, is almost isolated. The view from the Castle-

hill extends on a clear day to the capital itself, while on the

other points of the compass it is only bounded by the Ochill

and Campsie hills, and the gigantic lake of Ben Lomond.

The most conspicuous object in the town is its castle, the

history of which is lost in the darkness of antiquity ; but, in

all ages, the town and Castle of Stirling have been of the first

importance in Scottish history. The fords and bridges in its

neighbourhood afforded the easiest and most direct communi-

cation between the northern and southern parts of Scotland
;

and hence, in all the wars between the two kingdoms, and

also in all the civil commotions, the possession of Stirling

Castle was always regarded as of the utmost importance. It is

taken notice of in Buchanan's History, so early as the ninth

century, when the Scots having subdued the Picts, and being

desirous of obliterating every memorial of that nation, rased it

to the ground. It was rebuilt by the Northumbrians upon

obtaining from Donald V., whom they had made prisoner, a
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cession of all the territory south of the Forth. With them

it remained for twenty years, but was, along with the ceded

territory, restored to the Scots, upon their engaging to assist

the Northumbrians against the Danes. In the tenth century

this castle was the rendezvous of the Scottish army under

Kenneth III., which defeated the Danes at the battle of Lun-

carty. About the middle of the twelfth century, it became

a place of royal residence, and long continued to be the fa-

vourite habitation of the Scottish monarchs. In 1174, Stirling

Castle was one of the four fortresses delivered up to the

English as a token of vassalage, which was the ransom paid

for the liberation of William the Lion, whom they had made

prisoner ;
but it was restored, along with the others, by Rich-

ard I., who considered that they had been unjustly retained.

In 1299, it was in the hands of Edward I., but surrendered

to the Scots in the same year. The following year it was re-

taken by the English, after a most gallant defence by Sir

William Oliphant, the governor. In 1803, the Scots, under

the command of Sir John Soulis, again made themselves

masters of it, when Oliphant again resumed the command
;

and in the next year it sustained a second siege. It was bat-

tered most furiously by artillery, which cast stones of two

hundred pounds weight against the walls and made vast

breaches, but it was not until the garrison was reduced to a

very few that the brave Oliphant submitted. In the reign of

Edward II., it was besieged by Robert Bruce, and fell into

his hands, as one of the fruits of the battle of Bannockburn.

During the wars of Edward III., it was successfully taken

and re-taken. About the year 1550, during the regency of

Mary of Loraine, a strong battery called the French Battery
was erected. In 1651, the castle was besieged and taken by
General Monk. In the reign of Queen Anne, the castle was

icpaired and enlarged, and a flanking battery, called " Queen

Anne's," was erected on the south side. The last siege it
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endured was in 1746, when General Blakeney made a gallant

defence, and baffled all the attempts of the rebel army to

reduce it.

To this historical account of the castle we may add, that it

is one of the four Scottish forts which, by the articles of the

Union, are to be upheld and constantly garrisoned ; Edinburgh,

Dumbarton, and Blackness being the other three. This stipu-

lation was made to soothe the national pride of the Scotch
;

but the strict observance of it was found to be of vast advan-

tage to the established government, at the periods of the

rebellions which burst out in 1715 and 1745, to place the

exiled family of the Stuarts upon the throne of these realms.

Stirling Castle having been, as already observed, a favourite

residence of the Scottish monarchs, contains many remains of

royal magnificence. Within the out-works of the fortification

is the palace of James the Fifth, a large square building orna-

mented on three sides with pillars resting on grotesque figures,

jutting from the wall, and each surmounted with a fanciful

statue. This place is now converted into barracks. Two rooms,

called the " Queen's" and the " Nursery," are shown, the roofs of

which are of wood, divided into squares and other forms, well

carved. Connected with this castle is a large hall, 120 feet

long, built for the meetings of Parliament by James the Third,

who had a strong passion for the Fine Arts, particularly

architecture. This hall once had a fine gallery, and was richly

ornamented
;
but it has been stripped to the bare walls, and

converted into a riding-room. Adjoining to the Parliament

House is the chapel royal, erected originally by the same

monarch, and rebuilt by James the Fourth. It was accounted

the richest collegiate church in the kingdom. It has suffered

woful desecration, being now used as a store-room and

armoury.

It was within this fortress that the youthful monarch,

James the Second, treacherously murdered William Earl of
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Douglas, whom he had trepanned within the walls by a safe-

conduct. This nobleman had formed a rebellious association,

with others of the nobility, from which the king implored him

to withdraw, and upon his refusing, the incensed monarch

stabbed him to the heart. The room in which this bloody

deed was perpetrated is still called
"
Douglas's Room." In

revenge, the friends of the murdered earl instantly burnt the

town. This fortress is also remarkable for having been the

birth-place of James the Fourth. His son, James the Fifth,

was crowned here
;
and here also his daughter, the unfortu-

Mary, underwent the same ceremony, which was conducted

with great pomp and solemnity in presence of the three

estates of Parliament. James the Sixth passed almost the

whole of his minority here, under the tuition of the celebrated

Buchanan.

By some writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Stir-

ling Castle has been called Snowdoun, derived, it has been sup-

posed, from some romantic legend which connected Stirling with

King Arthur
;
and which received countenance from a mound

of earth within the adjacent park, hereafter to be noticed,

which, so early as the days of Barbour, was known by the name

of the " Round Table."

South-west of the castle lies a large park, surrounded by a

wall, called the "
King's Park," where deer were kept and hunt-

ed. This field, together with other portions of ground in the

vicinity, forms a small jurisdiction called the "
Constabulary

of the Castle." At the east end lay the gardens, the ground

occupied by which is now little better than a swamp, though

vestiges of the walks and parterres, and stumps of fruit trees,

are still visible.

In this quarter is a mound of earth, called " The Knot," with

earthen benches round, where the court is said to have held

fetes. This probably is the round table mentioned by Bar-

bour
;
and if so, it was here that James IV. used to amuse him-
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self with the pastime of the "
Knights of the Round Table,"

of which he was so excessively fond. Around the gardens are

the vestiges of a canal. In the Castle-hill is a hollow called
" The Valley," comprehending about an acre, where tilts and

tournaments were exhibited
;
and adjoining to it, on the south,

is a small craggy pyramidical mound called " the Ladies' Hill,"

on which the ladies were seated, to observe and applaud the

valour of the combatants. North-west of the castle is a steep

path leading up to the town, called "
Ballengiech." James V.,

whose amorous adventures are recorded in song, and whose

love of justice procured for him the appellation of "
King of

the Commons," frequently travelled through the country in dis-

guise, and when questioned as to who he was, always replied,
" The Gudeman of Ballengiech."

Opposite to the castle, on the north, lies Gouling Hill
;
on

the northern extremity of which, near the bridge, is a small

mount named "Hurly-hacket," from its having been the scene

of a courtly amusement, which consisted in sliding upon a seat

from top to bottom of a smooth bank. This mount was the

"Heading Hill" where Murdock, Duke of Albany, the king's

uncle, and formerly Regent the aged Earl of Lennox, his

father-in-law, and his two sons, were sacrificed to the venge-

ance or stern justice of James I. in 1425
;
and where, after-

wards, Sir Robert Graham, and several of his associates, were

brought to the block, after undergoing the most inhuman

torments, for their concern in the shocking murder of that

monarch.

The last execution of great note which took place at Stir-

ling was that of Hamilton, Archbishop of St. Andrew's, the

primate of Scotland an able, but unprincipled man, who was

tried and hanged for his accession to the murder of the Regent

Murray, by Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh.

Before dismissing the subject of Stirling Castle, we present

our readers with a view of the court of guard. The moment
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chosen by the artist is when Ellen enters, conducted by the

i harper Allen. (Vide
"
Lady of the Lake.")

We have not, however, yet said anything of the town of

Stirling itself. It contains a population of upwards of 7,000

souls. It has some public buildings deserving notice. The

Greyfriars' Church, erected by James the Fifth, is a very

handsome building, in the best style of Gothic architecture,

and is now divided into two Presbyterian churches.

It was in this place that the Earl of Arran, governor of the

kingdom during Queen Mary's minority, publicly renounced

reformed religion, in 1543. It was also here that James VI.

was crowned. In the adjoining church-yard General Monk
erected his batteries against the castle

;
and the tower and

roof of the church have many marks of bullets fired by the

garrison in their defence. Several shells were also fired at this

church from the castle in 1746, when the rebels celebrated

their victory at Falkirk, by ringing the bells, and firing small

arms from the steeple.

To the north of the church stands a ruinous building called

" Marr's Works," erected by the Regent Marr, in the mino-

rity of James the Sixth. It was built from the ruins of the

celebrated Abbey of Cambuskenneth, upon the north bank of

the Forth.

There are three hospitals in Stirling, one of which was

founded by Spittal (whose name it bears) tailor to James the

Fourth. In the Council-house is a vessel, called a "Jug,"

appropriated by law to be the standard of dry measure for

Scotland.



THE CHARACTERS OF ROSE BRADWARDINE
AND FLORA MAC IVOR.

IT is very possible, if not probable, that in writing a novel,

among the multitudinous characters, the author generally
forms one after his own heart, through whom he can speak the

sentiments and opinions which he himself holds.

This, perhaps, holds good of Waverley ;
he was Scott's hero

in the tale of that name -and, in very many instances, perhaps

spoke the sentiments Scott entertained. Thus, for example,

in the chapter in which Waverley is comparing the character

of his two loves, making a due allowance for a lover's par-

tialities, and a lover's perplexities, the opinions therein ex-

pressed are those which Scott himself entertained. The com-

parison is extremely favourable to Rose. Waverley begins

the chapter, by lamenting that he had neglected her simple,

natural, and affecting attachment, and suffered all his affections

to be engrossed by Flora, "who," he says to himself, "will

never love mortal man, unless old Warwick, the king-maker,

should rise from the dead." Though, as old Warwick fought

on both sides of the then contending parties, one does not

well see how he would be able to command the love of a lady

who is devoted to one side, and who would have followed that

party through fire and water.

The contrast which in the evening Waverley draws, is

greatly on the side of Rose.

I.
" Her manner on the whole is most engaging."

II.
" She has a more correct ear than Flora."

III. " That her taste was far the most finished, in that she

Y
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preferred Shakspeare to the music drawn from a flute and

a violin."

IV. " That she had more feeling, in that she wept whilst

Flora merely applauded the play of Romeo and Juliet."

Such is the contrast which Waverley drew. We shall now

see how far it was just or unjust.
" Rose Bradwardine," at the time of introduction to the

readers of Waverley,
" was but seventeen

;
a very pretty girl

of the Scotch cast of beauty that is, with a profusion of hair

of paley gold, and a skin like the snow of her own mountains in

whiteness ; yet she had not a pallid or pensive cast of coun-

tenance: her features, as well as her temper, had a lively

expression ;
her complexion, though not florid, was so pure as

to seem transparent, and the slightest emotion sent her whole

blood at once to her face and neck
;
her form, though under

the common size, was remarkably elegant ;
and her motions

light, easy, and unembarrassed."
" The face and form of Flora Mac Ivor were very different.

She had jetty hair, which fell in ringlets down her neck
;
her

eyes, her eye-lashes, and eye-brows were also dark
;
her fea-

tures were of a soft regularity aCnd of the utmost feminine

delicacy ;
the expression of her eyes was a mild and gentle

pensiveness, and her looks seemed to pity those who were

struggling for superiority ;
her voice was soft and sweet, though

when urging a favourite topic, it possessed the tones which

impress awe and conviction, as well as those of persuasive in-

sinuation. Her character was formed
;
unlike Rose, she had had

struggles to contend with, which had given to it a firmness and

fixedness
;
and besides, her age was several years in advance of

that of her friend. In the forms and features of these two,

we exactly find this disposition expressed : the one, gay, art-

less, lively the other, firm, resolved, though not less amiable
;

the one was a child of feeling the other, of duty.

The first specimen of the character of Rose, however, is-
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anything but favourable, conveying rather the character of

vanity and prudery than of artlessness and amiableness, and

given in contradiction to the previous assertion of " motion

light, easy and unembarrassed."
"
Rose," says the author,

"
tripped off demurely enough,

till she turned the first corner," (this is, by the way, after the

first meeting with Waverley in the garden, at which time her

manner hovered between bashfulness and courtesy,) "and then

ran with the speed of a fairy, that she might gain leisure, after

discharging her father's commission, to put her own dress in

order, and produce all her little finery ;
an occupation for

which the approaching dinner-hour left but limited time."

This, if the author has drawn her character correctly, cer-

tainly savours of affectation and vanity a desire of being-

noticed, for the glitter of gems, and the adornments of dress,

which true refinement of feeling never requires.

The first interview with Flora was very different. She was, it

is true,
"
already dressed ;" but she welcomed the friend of

her brother with kindness, and readily acquiesced in comply-

ing with his wishes, in reciting or repeating Gaelic songs.

And though, perhaps, it may be thought that in choosing the

romantic spot, with its rock and its fountain, she was actuated

by personal vanity in that she, as well as her song, might be

displayed to greater advantage to their guest, she had the

sense and good feeling to lead him to suppose that it was en-

tirely for the sake of the Highland poetry he had asked her to

sing.
" The seat of the Celtic Muse," said she, in a beautiful

strain of poetry,
"

is in the midst of the secret and solitary

hill, and her voice is the murmur of the mountain stream. He
who wooes her must love the barren rock more than the fertile

valley, and the solitude of the desert better than the festivity

of the hall."

It was in that same conversation in which these words were

spoken, that the character of Rose Bradwardine was thus feel-
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ingly drawn by the amiable Flora. " That man," said she,

" will find an inestimable treasure in the affections of Rose

Bradwardine who shall be so fortunate as to become their

object. Her very soul is in her home, and in the discharge

of all those quiet virtues of which home is the centre. Her

husband will be to her what her father is now the object of

all her care, solicitude, and affection. She will see nothing,

and connect herself with nothing, but by him and through

him. If he is a man of sense and virtue, she will sympathise

in his sorrows, divert his fatigue, and share his pleasures. If

she becomes the property of a churlish or negligent husband,

she will suit his taste also, but she will not long survive his

unkindness."

Such was truly the character of Rose Bradwardine gentle,

amiable, inoffensive, quiet, and mild, even to a fault
;
so that

if disaster and danger had come upon her, she would have

submitted to the rigours they imposed, without a murmur or

complaint ; though she would have had no courage to ward off,

or foresight to elude, the threatening danger. She was, in

truth, a creature fitted for home
;
she would have attended

the bed of sickness, ministered comfort under bereave-

ment, solaced under the varied ills to which human life is

exposed, and asked for no return but a grateful smile from

those she attended in token of acknowledgment. For herself,

she could have endured the extreme of wretchedness without

repining ;
in silence and in secret only would she become a

prey to despondency, and her heart yield to its own tender-

ness, and dissolve itself into tears.

But Flora Mac Ivor was a heroine ; circumstances had given

to her a fine and a bold determination, without diminishing

aught of woman's gentleness. Circumstances had given to her

a character of heroism, which centring in Charles Edward,
made her so ardently desire that he should be the acknow-

ledged king of these realms. It matters not whether her
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judgment was correct or not; she thought it correct. She

acted not upon notions of personal aggrandizement or per-

sonal power. She upheld the prince's cause because believing

it the rightful, and no sordid motives mingled with her en-

thusiasm. She had been well contented to have resigned her

own life, could it have purchased the restoration to the throne

of the exiled Stuarts; and even the wish for posthumous

fame, which cheers to so many and vast undertakings, did not

stimulate her. She would not have cared that her name

should have been blotted out from the " book ofremembrance,"

and not even remain in the "tale that is told." She was con-

tented that her actions should bring their own reward, merely

from the circumstance of their being good. She panted not

for fame, for triumph, for aggrandizement ;
and herein her

character shines far more than that of Rose Bradwardine, in

that it is far more difficult to perform actions which reason or

conscience holds good and just, merely on account of their

goodness and their justice, and without reference to exterior

circumstances of pride and applause, than it is do kind actions

when our nature prompts us to gentleness, or to bear sorrow

in solitude when the mind craves retirement.

But let it not be thought that we are speaking at all against

the gentleness and kindness of disposition displayed by Rose

Bradwardine far from that. Her kindness to Waverley dur-

ing illness her solicitude for his welfare, and, at the same

time, her anxiety to conceal who his benefactor was, show that

in the midst of blandness and mildness, she had disinterested-

ness of purpose, which gives to good deeds all their richness

and magic.

Though they bore a semblance in this respect, the character

of these two ladies was the very opposite.

Rose would have shone in the quiet Flora in the storm
;

Rose would have wandered over verdant plains, where the deer

browse in quiet, and the stream murmurs gently along Flora
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would have been at home on the wild mountain, where the

eagle builds liis nest and asserts his lordship,
" and where the

foaming stream pours down its torrent in wildness and fierce-

ness. The disposition of the one was formed for the mild and

the beautiful
;
that ofthe other, for the grand and the sublime.

Rose was a friend who would joy with the joy, and sorrow

with the sorrow, of any she might know. Flora was a friend

who would warn and counsel
; who, in times of prosperity,

would teach that, after all, this world's goods are of "
little

worth ;" and, in times of adversity, would bid to be of good

cheer, for adversity, if it brings trouble, also reveals the work-

ings of the heart, and tells the stuff of which it is composed.
Her heroism, as we have said, was the call of duty ;

but even

to assist the cause she had nearest and dearest to her heart,

she would in no way be guilty of trick or evasion
;
she would

enlist none under the banners of Charles Stuart, who did not

with their eyes open heartily embrace the cause, and with

their hearts resolve to fight what she considered " the good

fight."

Thus, when, in a moment of pique and irritability, because

his soul rose indignantly at the thought of his commission

being withdrawn, Waverley resolved in an instant to join the

banners of the Stuarts
" Miss Mac Ivor, I perceive," said he, somewhat bit-

terly,
" thinks the knight unworthy of her encouragement and

favour."

" Not so, Mr. Waverley," she replied with great sweetness.
" Why should I refuse my brother's valued friend a boon which
I am distributing to his whole clan ?" (i. e. the white favours

which were worn by the partisans of Charles Stuart.) "Most

willingly would I enlist every man of honour in the cause to

which my brother has devoted himself; but Fergus has taken

his measures with his eyes open. His life has been devoted to

the cause from the cradle with him the call is sacred, were
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it even a summons to the tomb. But how can I wish you,

Mr. Waverley so new to the world so far from every friend

who might advise and ought to influence you in a moment too

of sudden pique and indignation, how can I wish you to

plunge yourself into so desperate and dangerous an enter-

prise ?"

And what can we say of a character like this, who could

thus, even in the cause which she held so dear a cause in

which all her hopes, all her affections nay, even the thread

which bound her to life, seemed centred reject a volunteer in

the service because she did not consider, that in a moment of

irritability, the promptings of a spirit of revenge were sufficient

causes for embarking in a desperate undertaking ? What can

we say ? what, but, like Waverley,
"
Incomparable Flora !"

and declare that if there be fault at all, it is only that " she is

too sensible, too reasonable ?" On one point only did her sound

and solid judgment seem at fault, and in this her enthusiastic

loyalty blinded her eyes and perverted her reason. But this,

as she acknowledged, had been a feeling planted in her very in-

fancy, which "grew with her growth and strengthened with her

strength ;" and though she could
p^rove

a friendly monitress to

others judge their feelings, strengthen their failings, advise

as to the regulation of their conduct yet for herself she

seemed to have no feelings in common with other mortals
;
or

rather, this enthusiasm so engrossed her soul, that it left no

room for others to play. With Rose Bardwardine the case

was very different home, and the things of home, alone occu-

pied her thoughts. Unaccustomed to control, her feelings,

her thoughts, were under no restraint
;
so that, when inclina-

tion or feeling prompted her to the performance of good

actions, she set at once to the performance of them. Thus the

tending Waverley when sick in the cottage of Donald Bean

Lean, was but the action of a kind and gentle heart a dove
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would have shared as much sympathy and kindness had she

had such a favourite.

Rose Bradwardine's actions were those of the heart art-

less unaffected; Flora's, those of the head, the result of

thought and judgment. Thus in her rejection of the suit of

Waverley for her hand, her sentiments were well worthy of

herself. She felt that she was not she could not be the wo-

man who would make him happy. She knew the wife his

heart desired, and she also knew what it was by which her

affections were engrossed; and, therefore, was it with a sense

of deep feeling that she made the following declaration, which

gave so much pain to Scott's hero.

" I could esteem you, Mr. Waverley," said she,
" as much,

perhaps more than any man I have ever seen, but I cannot love

you as you ought to be loved. Oh ! do not, for your own sake,

desire so hazardous an experiment. The woman you marry

ought to have affections and opinions moulded upon yours.

Her studies ought to be your studies
;
her wishes, her feelings,

her hopes, her fears, should all mingle with yours. She should

enhance your pleasures, share your sorrows, and cheer your

melancholy."

Such was the generous and noble feeling she entertained

and expressed, and thus at once crushed all Waverley's hopes.

She wished not to give him pain, wished not to hurt his feel-

ings, but she felt that it was better he should have one draught

of the bitter cup than to have to drain it to the dregs through

many years.

And herein the character of Flora is displayed in a most

amiable light. There is something very noble and disinter-

ested in this part of her conduct which shows more finely than

her lofty heroism. There were no exterior circumstances to

give a brilliancy to the former, but in silence and secret she

had to brood over the disinterested action. There were none
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to cheer none to applaud the self-denying spirit she had

shown
;
on the contrary, she must have felt that even he for

whose future welfare she had behaved thus nobly and gene-

rously, not fully appreciating the motives from whence such

actions flowed, must have regarded those actions themselves

in an unfavourable point of view
;
and then, from the actions,

lost much of the good feeling, not to say affection, for the per-

former of them. But, satisfied of the rectitude, and the

real, though hidden generosity of her purpose, Flora still

persisted in following the line of conduct she had marked out.

But events turned out which carried her generosity to a yet

higher pitch. She not only rejected the addresses of Waverley

herself, but did all in her power to make him turn his affection

to a rival
;
and this was carrying her disinterestedness to a

height of heroism rarely equalled, but never surpassed.

It might have been with feelings of comparative calmness

that she had rejected her lover
;
but to give that lover into the

arms of another this is, indeed, a trial of feeling which is

seldom put to the test.

" She maintained" (to speak in the words of Scott)
" with

rigour the rule she had laid down of treating him with in-

difference, without either affecting to avoid him, or to shun

intercourse with him. Every word, every look, was strictly

regulated to accord with her system, and neither the dejection

of Waverley, nor the anger which Fergus scarcely sup-

pressed, could extend Flora's attention to Edward, beyond
that which the most ordinary politeness demanded."

" Flora Mac Ivor called Rose her pupil, and was attentive

to assist her in her studies, and to fashion both her taste and

understanding. It might have been remarked by a close

observer, that in Waverley's presence she was much more

desirous to exhibit her friend's excellences than her own
;

but I must request of the reader to suppose that this kind and

disinterested purpose was concealed by the most cautious deli-

z
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cacy, studiously shunning 'the most distant approach to affecta-

tion. So that it was as unlike the usual exhibition of one

pretty woman affecting to pioneer another, as the friendship of

David and Jonathan might be to the intimacy of two Bond

Street loungers. The fact is, that though the effect was felt,

the cause could hardly be observed. Each of these ladies,

like two excellent actresses, were perfect in their parts, and

performed them to the delight of the audience; and such

being the case, it was almost impossible to discover that the

elder constantly ceded to her friend that which was most suit-

able to her talents."

Such was the state of things when, at the evening party,

Waverley formed those opinions so unfavourable to his former

mistress, and so partial to Rose Bradwardine. He did not go
into the depth of Flora's thoughts ;

he did not know the secret

springs which actuated her feelings. He had no idea that in

reality she was doing, what in her opinion was far more for his

future happiness, than if she had given up the hand he had so

fervently sought.

It was a true character which Flora had drawn of bothWa-

verley and Rose Bradwardine. The feelings of Rose were, as

we have seen, entirely domestic, and education had served to

strengthen those home feelings. The character of Waverley
Flora read thus :

" I will tell you where he will be at home and in his place
in the quiet circle of domestic happiness, lettered indolence

and elegant enjoyments of Waverley-Honour. And he will

refit the old library in the most exquisite Gothic taste, and

garnish its shelves with the rarest and most valuable volumes
;

and he will draw plans and landscapes, and write verses, and

rear temples, and dig grottoes ;
and he will stand on a clear

summer's night in the colonnade before the hall, and gaze on

the deer as they stray in the moonlight, or lie shadowed by the

boughs of the huge old fantastic oaks; and he will repeat
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verses to his beautiful wife, who will hang upon his arm, and

he will be a happy man."

She felt, indeed, that the gentle and amiable Rose was a fit

partner for a man of such quiet and domestic habits
;
but her-

self, whose notions were high and chivalrous, whose thoughts

were all centred on an event to which the rush, the ring, the

tumult of war, must bring success she felt that there would

be a clash and clang of their opinions, as though they had em-

braced opposite parties, and met in martial strife.

And though she declared, with her high notions of honour,

that were the indissoluble knot tied, she would behave with

all the dutiful submission which should characterise a wife

that her opposition should never give pain to his heart, or a

thorn to his pillow, yet that it required similarity of taste, of

disposition, of feeling, to constitute perfect happiness in mar-

ried life.

The pen of the Romancer carries the character of Rose

Bradwardine no further; but that of Flora is given under

another aspect, and an aspect the most trying, namely, in

adversity. Those who are great in prosperity, deserve enno-

bling; but those who shine under adversity, should have a

monument as lasting as time reared to their memory, that all

succeeding ages may learn to emulate their bright examples.

The expedition upon which Flora had so set her heart,

proved alike ruinous to him for whom it had been undertaken,

and to those who had conducted it.

Charles Stuart was now an exile wandering in the wilds and

fastnesses of Scotland, oftentimes hungry and weary ;
and of

the* chiefs who had espoused his cause, some were hiding

themselves from the fury of their victors "in dens and in

caves ;" others had fallen in fight ;
and others again were in

the hands of their enemies, and were placed in " bonds and

captivity," and among the latter was Fergus Mac Ivor, the

brother of Flora. He had been arraigned for high treason,
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had but once said, Remain at home
;
reserve yourself, your

vassals, your life, for enterprises within the reach of man. But

O, Mr. Waverley, I spurred his fiery temper, and half of his

ruin at least lies with his sister.'

" The horrid idea which she had intimated, Edward endea-

voured to combat by every incoherent argument that occurred

to him. He recalled to her the principles on which both

thought it their duty to act, and in which they had been

educated.

" ' Do you think I have forgotten them ?' she said, looking

up, with eager quickness ;

*
I do not regret his attempt, be-

cause it was wrong ! O no ! on that point I am armed
;
but

because it was impossible it could end otherwise than thus.'

" * Yet it did not always seem so desperate and hazardous

as it was ;
and it would have been chosen by the bold spirit of

Fergus, whether you had approved it or no
; your counsels

only served to give unity and consistence to his conduct
;
to

dignify, but not to precipitate, his resolution.' Flora had soon

ceased to listen to Edward, and was again intent upon her

needle-work.
" 'Do you remember,' she said, looking up with a ghastly

smile,
'

you once found me making Fergus's bride favours, and

now I am sewing his bridal garment. Our friends here,' she

continued, with suppressed emotion, 'are to give hallowed

earth in their chapel to the bloody relics of the last Vich Ian

Vohr. But they will not all rest together ;
no his head !

I shall not have the last miserable consolation of kissing the

cold lips of my dear, dear Fergus !'

" * The unfortunate Flora here, after one or two hysterical

sobs, fainted in her chair. The lady, who had been attending
in the anteroom, now entered hastily, and begged Edward to

leave the room, but not the house.
" ' When he was recalled, after the space of nearly half an

hour, he found that, by a strong effort, Miss Mac Ivor had
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greatly composed herself. It was then he ventured to urge

Miss Bradwardine's claim, to be considered as an adopted sis-

ter, and empowered to assist her plans for the future.

" ' I have had a letter from my dear Rose,' she replied,
* to

the same purpose. Sorrow is selfish and engrossing, or I would

have written to express, that, even in my own despair, I felt

a gleam of pleasure at learning her happy prospects, and

at hearing that the good old Baron has escaped the general

wreck. Give this to my dearest Rose
;

it is her poor Flora's

only ornament of value, and was the gift of a princess.' She

put into his hands a case, containing the chain of diamonds

with which she used to decorate her hair. ' To me it is in fu-

ture useless. The kindness of my friends has secured me a

retreat in the convent of the Scottish Benedictine nuns in

Paris. To-morrow if indeed I can survive to-morrow I set

forward on my journey with this venerable sister. And now,

Mr. Waverley, adieu ! May you be as happy with Rose as

your amiable dispositions deserve
;
and think sometimes on

the friends you have lost. Do not attempt to see me again ;

it would be mistaken kindness.'
"

And even under these trying circumstances, the character of

Flora lost none of its lustre
;
on the contrary, the affliction she

suffered, served to ^jye^'lt a more glowing and glorious

brilliancy. .,

For herself; it had been little to die
;
as when the defeat of

Charles ruined the cause on which all her thoughts were

fixed, earth had nothing of pleasure to bestow nothing

worth living for to offer. But she could not think upon her

brother, doomed to a bitter and cruel death, in the full blush

and bloom of manhood, without shedding bitter tears of an-

guish and sorrow.

But, though nature would thus assert the mastery, the

firmness of her principles brought comfort and relief, and, like

the sun's bright gleam when the storm is raging, brought
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brightness in the midst of gloom. A principle of philosophy,

well nigh bordering on stoicism, supported her under the try-

ing circumstances into which misfortune had brought her, and

her last words, her last actions, were worthy of one whose

generosity was such, that she could give up to a rival a lover

of her own, and reject that love-suit herself, because she

thought he would have more of happiness, when wedded to

that rival, than if it were herself he had espoused.



ARMS AND MILITARY HABITS OF
THE SCOTCH.

THE arms used at different epochs by this warlike people,

would of themselves be a fertile subject of inquiry ;
but in a

work like this, there is only room for such brief notices as

may convey to the reader some idea of the military habits of

our northern neighbours.

The principal weapons of the Caledonians were swords and

targets ;
the former, long, unwieldy, and blunt at the point ;

and the latter, so small as to form a very imperfect defence for

the wearer in close combat. They appear, however, not to

have fought in a compact mass, such as is denominated an

army ;
for they are described as being accustomed to elude

with great dexterity the missiles of the Romans, discharging

at the same time a shower of their own. They probably ven-

tured as rarely as possible to attack the mail-clad legions of

the " Mistress of the World," contenting themselves with the

irregular warfare of mountaineers
;
but occasional exceptions

were made to this rule, and the great fight between Agricola

and Galgacus presents a curious and magnificent spectacle of

an army of savages set down in pitched battle against nearly

an equal numerical force of trained soldiers. The Caledonians

were, of course, beaten, and Tacitus describes the loss of the

Romans as being inconsiderable
; yet Agricola abandoned

instantly his northern expedition, and returned to his entrench-

ments at Ardoch.

In addition to swords and targets, these hardy warriors used

also spears and javelins, and bows and arrows, the arrows

being headed with flint or bone.

A A
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Archery thus is very ancient in Scotland, although the art

was never carried to any great degree of perfection. But this

ought not to appear so surprising as it is generally thought.

The mountainous nature of the country, as well as their own

fiery temperament, led the Scots to depend more upon a

sudden charge of men, than a distant flight of arrows. The

bowmen in the English army were regular soldiers of the

plains they marched in a compact body, and fired their

deadly shafts in a simultaneous shower. They alone of all the

nations which the Scots fought against ever really conquered ;

and in the wars on the Continent the prowess of the Scots was

always allowed; but so extraordinary an aversion seems to

have been held by them towards the bow, that they never

seriously attempted to learn the use of this weapon, nor even

adopted the obvious expedient of counteracting its effect in

battle. It was the doing this, which gave to Bruce the battle

of Bannockburn. He, like a prudent general, provided a

body of horse to break the ranks of the English archers.

Several of the Scottish princes, especially those who had an

opportunity of seeing the practice of archery in England,

did all in their power to encourage it at home
;
but the natural

aversion against the method of warfare was so great, that nei-

ther statute nor ridicule had any effect.

From an anecdote told by Pitscottie, of the reign of James

V., it would appear at first sight that the Scots were the bet-

ter archers
;
the Scottish party being represented as worsting

the English at a trial of skill proposed by the queen-mother.
The proposal was, however, made as a mark of favour to the

English, because she was the King of England's sister
;
which

shows that the superiority of her countrymen was generally

allowed. The success of the Scots, therefore, may be attri-

buted to accident or perhaps to the partiality of the histo-

rian
;
for Pitscottie gives us to understand that this trial was

resorted to as a sure means of the English regaining their
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character, which had been sorely damaged in every other kind

of encounter. The queen wagered a tun of wine and a hun-

dred crowns, and the king her son having accepted the bet,

the match was shot and won at St. Andrew's by six Scots

against the English. Perhaps, however, they were the only

half-dozen men in Scotland who knew so well the use of tliis

weapon.

Long after the use of bows and arrows had been abandoned

in the low country having been superseded by that of mus-

kets and bullets it was still preserved in the Highlands. In

the reign of Charles II. the Laird of Mackintosh marched to

Lochaber at the head of a body of fifteen hundred men, com-

posed of his own clan and that of Macpherson, to fight Lo-

chiel, who met him with nine hundred Camerons and three

hundred Macgregors. The number of bowmen on both sides

was three hundred.

Later, we find bows and arrows used at the battle of Aul-

dern, according to Hogg. In the reign of William III., the

grenadiers ofthe Highland regiments, when recruiting, carried

these ancient weapons in their hands
;
and in Hume's His-

tory of the Rebellion, we meet with the curious spectacle of

a clergyman marching up to the altar to perform divine service

with a bow in his hand, and arrows stuck in a silken sash tied

round his waist. The Highland bows were made of yew, and

compared with the English were short and feeble.

The Scots, notwithstanding their general admission that

every English archer bore under his girdle the lives of twenty-

four Scotchmen, preferred trusting themselves in battle to

their spears and axes. The spear was appointed by Act of

Parliament, in 1471, to be eighteen feet six inches in length;

and a body of men armed with this weapon, and standing in

compact array, as was their custom, although presenting a

broad mark to the archers, stood unmoved even against an

attack of cavalry. Their military discipline is thus described
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by Patten, who was joined in commission with Cecil during

Cromwell's expedition into Scotland in 1 547 :

" Hackbutters have they few or none, and appoint their fight

most commonly on foot. They come to the field well fur-

nished all with jack and scull, dagger and buckler, and swords

all broad and thin, of exceedingly good temper, and univer-

sally so made to slice, that as I never saw none so good, so I

think it hard to devise the better. Hereto, every man his

pike and a great kircher, wrapped twice or thrice about his

neck, not for cold, but for cutting.
" In their array towards joining with the enemy, they cling

and thrust so near in the fore rank, shoulder and shoulder to-

gether, with their pikes in both their hands straight afore

them, and their followers in that order so hard at their backs,

laying their pikes over their foregoers' shoulders, that if they do

assail undiscovered, no force can well withstand them. Stand-

ing at defence, they thrust shoulders likewise so nigh together,

the fore rank well nigh to kneeling stoop low before, their

fellows behind holding their pikes with both hands, and there-

with in the left their bucklers
;
the one end of their pikes

against the right foot; and the other, against the enemy
breast high; their followers crossing their pike points with

them forward, and thus each with other, so nigh as space and

place will suffer, through the whole ward so thick, that as

easily shall a bare finger pierce through the skin of an angry

hedgehog, as any encounter the front of their pikes."

The mace was also sometimes used, with cross-bows for the

discharge of missiles. The burgesses were armed like the

yeomen ;
but their body armour was directed to be of a bright

metal, and their head-gear to consist of a bright steel cap
without crest or visor.

Fire-arms were known in Scotland from the time of David

Bruce, and a statute of James II. proves that in his reign

they had begun to be used in the field. Culverins appeared
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at the battle of Flodden under James IV., and his successor

rendered general over Scotland the use of a rude artillery.

The clergy were required to furnish guns according to their

temporal lands
;
even ladies paid a sum in proportion to their

income for the same purpose. The barons instructed their

vassals in the use of these important engines, and in every

parish a captain was chosen by the magistrates and the king's

commissioners to exercise the people.

But for a long time after the Highlanders had utterly

thrown aside their bows and arrows, they entertained a deep-
rooted aversion to the bayonet. It was like introducing a

new system of warfare, against which the old habits and old

customs, and perhaps old prejudices, rose up at once. They
had never been accustomed to be thus cooped up while the

battle-peal was sounding and summoning the chivalrous to

high and palmy deeds. They were in the habit of advancing
under the enemy's fire with the quick and elastic mountain

step, till within musket-length, and then discharging their

pieces into the mass, every shot of course bringing down its

man, and instantly throwing them away, drew their claymores

with one hand, and caught their target and dirk with the other.

The next moment they were down on their left knee beneath

the enemy's bayonets, which they wrenched aside with their

targets, and before the smoke of their volley had dissipated,

they were within the lines, making deadly havoc in the closely-

knitted ranks of their enemies. If repulsed by the steadiness

of the front rank, or the deadly fire of the rear, the High-
landers either fled or suffered themselves to be cut off to a

man. But if they succeeded in forcing a passage through the

bristling front of bayonets, which they were frequently ena-

bled to do by the aid of their target, the victory was their

own. With their sword in one hand and their dirk in the

other their feelings kindled to the highest pitch of excite-

ment, and their Highland blood rushing madly through their
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veins with the excitement of the strife they hewed and

stabbed at the same moment right and left, and in all proba-

bility completed the dismay of the enemy by their wild and

singular cries. At an earlier period a very singular use was

made of these men, as appears from Defoe's Memoirs of a

Chevalier, in 1642.
" I observed that those parties had always some foot with

them; and yet if the horse galloped or pushed on ever so

forward, the foot was as forward as they, which was an extra-

ordinary advantage. Gustavus Adolphus, that king of soldiers,

was the first that ever I observed who found the advantage of

mixing small bodies of musqueteers among his horse
;
and had

he had such nimble fellows as these, he could have proved

them above all the rest of his men. These were those they

called Highlanders. They would run on foot with their arms

and all their accoutrements, and keep very good order too,

and yet keep pace with the horses, let them go at what rate

they would. When I saw the foot thus interlined among the

horse, together with the way of ordering their flying parties,

it presently occurred to my mind that here was some of our

old Scots come home out of Germany, that had the ordering

of matters
;
and if so, I knew that we were no match for them."

" I confess the soldiers made a very uncouth figure, espe-

cially the Highlanders : the oddness and barbarity of their

arms seemed to have in it something remarkable. They were

generally tall swinging fellows; their swords were extrava-

gantly, and I think insignificantly, broad, and they carried

great wooden targets large enough to cover the upper part of

their bodies. Their dress was as antique as the rest : a cap
on their heads called by them a bonnet, long hanging sleeves

behind, and their doublet, breeches, and stockings of a stuff

they call plaid, striped across red and yellow, with short cloaks

of the same. There were three or four thousand of these in

the Scots army, armed only with swords and targets ; and in
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their belts some of them had a pistol, but no muskets at that

time amongst them."

A somewhat strange predilection was always entertained

for foreign service by the Scotch, while at the same time they

entertained a deep reverence for their own bonnie " north

countrie ;" and there is hardly a country in the world hardly

a mountain, however wild hardly a valley, however lonely

and retired, which does not bear some impress of the foot of

the wandering Scot : for if there arose anything of trouble,

the hardy mountaineer immediately buckled on his sword and

went abroad, after the custom of his country. It was in the

armies of France, however, that they most signalised them-

selves; and in such esteem was their valour and hardihood

held by the monarchs of that country, that they received

many honours and distinguishing favours.

" The French," says Claude Seysil, in his History of

Charles XII. " have so ancient a friendship and alliance with

the Scots, that of four hundred men appropriated for the king's

life guards, there are an hundred of the said nation who are

nearest to his person, and in the night keep the keys of the

apartment where he sleeps. There are, moreover, an hundred

complete lancers and two hundred yeomen of the said nation,

besides several that are dispersed through the companies.

And for so long a time as they have served in France, never

hath there been one of them found that hath committed or

done any fault against the kings or their state, and they can

make use of them as of their own subjects."

The account given by Froissart of the incursions of the

Scotch into England contrasts strangely with the foregoing:
" Their knights and esquires," says he,

" are well mounted on

great coursers
;
the common sort and the country people ride

little horses. They take no carriages with them, by reason of

the urievenness of the ground among the hills of Northum-

berland, through which their road lies
;
neither do they make
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provisions of bread and wine, for such is their abstemiousness,

that in war they are wont, for a considerable space of time,

contentedly to eat flesh half dressed, without bread, and to

drink river-water without wine. Neither have they any use

for kettles and cauldrons : for after they have flead the cattle

which they take, they have their own mode of dressing them.

They are sure of finding abundance of cattle in the country

through which they mean to go, and therefore they make no

farther provision. Every man carries about the saddle of his

horse a great flat plate, and he trusses behind him a wallet

full of meal, the purpose of which is this : after a Scottish

soldier has eaten flesh so long that he begins to loathe it, he

throws this plate into the fire, then moistens a little of his

meal in water, and when the plate is once heated he lays his

paste upon it and makes a little cake, which he eats to com-

fort his stomach."

It was this wild and daring spirit which rendered the Scotch

such excellent soldiers
;
and when in foreign lands, where the

necessary discipline checked the rude and desultory mode of

warfare which they carried on at home, but at the same

time left their free and ardent spirit unshackled, the fierce-

ness and fury of their attack was almost irresistible. And all

the nations on the Continent were as eager to enlist the adven-

turous Scotch in their service, as the Scotch were desirous to

leave their wild and mountain home, and wander forth into

foreign lands.

Thus, at the end of the civil war in 1573, a crowd of both

officers and men, disgusted at the prospect of a peace, passed
over into the Low Countries, and in the service of the States

extended greatly the military reputation of their country.

But France more especially was sure to become the rendez-

vous of the Scottish gentlemen on the occasion of any disgust

at home, for there many of them had received their education,

and where they were sure of a friendly welcome. Honours
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and privileges of all kinds were showered upon tham. Some
were elevated to the highest rank of the peerage ;

some were

made high constables, some marshals of France; some were

advanced to the government of distant provinces ;
in the law

and in the church, they rose to the very highest dignities.

And as if this was not enough to show the closeness of the

connexion intended tobe carried on between the two countries,

the whole nation was naturalised in France by one deed.

They were exempted from all taxes levied upon foreigners,

and the goods of Scottish merchants were admitted into the

kingdom duty free.

The following account of the battle of Leipsic, fought by
Gustavus Adolphus, furnishes a specimen of the intrepidity

and bravery of the Scotch :

" When the battle had continued for some time," says an

eye-witness, "the Saxon troops, auxiliaries of the Swedes,

had been driven from the field and other corps much pressed j

in short, all that wing was shattered and in an ill condition.

At this juncture came the king, and having seen what havoc

the enemy had made of Callenbach's troops, he came riding

along the front of our three brigades, and himself led us on to

the charge ;
when the Scots advanced, seconded by some regi-

ments of horse, which the king had also sent to the charge,

the bloodiest fight began that ever man beheld, for the Scots

brigade giving fire, three ranks at a time, over one another's

heads, poured in their shot so thick that the enemy were cut

down like grass before a scythe, and following into the thickest

of their front they made a most dreadful slaughter yet there

was no flying. Tilly's men might be killed, but no man

turned his back, nor would give an inch of ground, but as they

were wheeled, or marched, or retreated by their officers
;
and

though they knew all was lost, would take no quarter, but

fought it out to the last the men being found dead next day,

in rank and file, as they were drawn up."

B B
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It is very rarely that a Scot returns permanently to his na-

tive land after having once obtained a footing elsewhere.

Involved in the labyrinth of business, or fastened down like

other men to the soil they inhabit by the chains of habit, or

the ties of human affections, they perhaps think little of the

land they have left behind them; new objects are engrossing

their thoughts new sympathies are formed new bonds of

association are cemented which destroy all the power and

potence of the old
;
or if perchance they do once more return

to their well-remembered haunts, it is only to meet with

disappointment, and they return without a sigh or a sad

thought, to draw their swords and drain their life's blood in a

land far from the home of their infancy.



SCENE AT ABBOTSFORD.

WHAT a thing is genius ! How much it exalts the possessor

in the eyes of his fellow-men ! There is something like awe

creeps upon men at tha sight of a man of talent and renown.

They seem to feel as though they were in the presence of a

superior being at whom they may gaze, but from whom a

broad line marks them off, so that they scarcely dare to speak.

Nor is this inward veneration paid only to the man himself
;

his works his words the place in which he has dwelt

nay, even his eccentricities have a sort of secret homage paid

them. Who is there that attaches not a reverence to the

sunny Avon, which mere sparkling waters could never com-

mand, simply because that there it was that the immortal

Shakspeare had his birth-place ?

There is, too, an eager longing, though very different from

idle curiosity, to know the private history of men eminent for

their talents and learning. We wish to know the secrets of

their hearts as it were, to discover how they passed their lei-

sure hours to know who were their friends to find out with

whom they joyed, with whom they sympathised, with whom

they laughed, with whom they wept ;
we wish to learn, more-

over, what were the manners and habits of these illustrious of

the earth whether bland and attractive, or harsh and repul-

sive
;
in short, we wish to discover what their feelings, hopes,

joys, and sorrows were
;
what gave them pleasure, and what

brought pain.

Among the subjects of admiration and attachment with Sir

Walter Scott were animals and antiquities ;
horses and dogs
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the late owner of the mansion, who, as Burns describes a

similar collection,

has a fourth of auld nick-nackets,

Rusty aim caps and jingling jackets,

Would haud the Lothians three in tackets

A twal'month good ;

And panitch pots and auld saut backets,

Before the Flood.'

The hawks are the gratuitous donation of Mr. Landseer,

whose imagination conferred them on a scene where he judged

they would be appropriate; as that of the artist liberally

added a flock of sheep to attend the shepherdess in the Vicar

of Wakefield's family picture.

The other dog represented in the picture is a deer-hound,

the property of the artist, and given to him by the Duke of

Athol.

It only remains to be added that the painting, which as a

piece of art has attracted much and deserved praise, was the

property of the Duke of Bedford, and presented by his Grace

to the Right Honourable "William Adam, Lord Chief Commis-

sioner of the Jury Court in Scotland, whose property it now

is. In the principal figure especially, it would be difficult to

point out a finer exemplification of age and its consequences

acting upon an animal of such beauty and strength. It would

afford excellent hints for a painting of Argus at the Gate of

Ulysses, which was probably an animal of the same appearance

and habits."



THE LAIRD'S JOCK.*

IT has often been remarked, how instantaneous in many

places is the change of character and accent perceived by
the traveller on entering the territory of Scotland from the

English side. This seems the more surprising, as the boundary
line between the two countries appears to have been fixed by

pure accident, with very little reference to the geography of

nature. On glancing at the map, one would think that Agri-

cola had hit upon the true division, when he erected a frontier

wall between the Friths of Forth and Clyde ;
but before doing

so he had to fight his way through the Caledonians, a proof

sufficient of at least the antiquity of the Scots' claim to a more

southern portion of the soil of Britain.

The second wall of the Romans extended from the Solway
Firth to the embouchure of the Tyne; thus abandoning to

the conquered a considerable portion of the conquest. And
when Antonine afterwards endeavoured to re-establish the

original line, the territory between the two walls continued a

field of battle, sometimes lost and sometimes won, till the fall

of the empire under Arcadius and Honorius. At this period

the Roman legions were recalled
;
and enriched as they were

with the choice of the British youth, they of course left the

country nearly defenceless. The wall of Adrian itself was no

longer a protection, and the Caledonians carried fire and

sword even to the banks of the Humber.

* The outline of this tale is derived from one of the same name, by Sir

Walter Scott.
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shared in his attachment with relics of former years, and his

house at Abbotsford frequently exhibited scenes similar to the

accompanying engraving. The large dog which forms the

principal figure in the group, is the portrait of a very fine

animal, of the rare species called the deer, or sometimes wolf

greyhound. The race was carefully preserved by the late

Mac Donnell, of Glengarry, whose zeal for preserving the

sports and manners of the ancient Highlanders will be long

remembered amidst his native mountains. In order to prevent

that degeneracy which always attends breeding animals in and

in, as it is expressed by agriculturists, Glengarry was in

the habit of crossing the breed of the Highland greyhound
with the bloodhound from Cuba, and the Spanish sheep-dog

renowned for its size, strength, and courage. Maida, which

was the name of the dog in question, was of this last breed ;

his sire being a dog from the Pyrenees, of the largest size,

and his dam a very fine Highland greyhound : while ia his

prime he was, perhaps, as perfect a beauty of his kind as ever

was seen
;
and from his size, aspect, and symmetry of form,

recalled to mind the noble dogs which Scneiders has repre-

sented in close conflict with the bear or wolf.

" After having been distinguished in several deer-chases,

Maida was, as an especial token of regard, presented by

Glengarry to Sir Walter Scott, with whom he lived many

years, and whom he seldom quitted. As Maida always

attended his master when travelling, he was, when in a strange

town, usually surrounded by a crowd of amateurs, whose

curiosity he indulged with great patience until it began to be

troublesome, when a single short bark gave warning that it

must be urged no further. Perhaps, however, the most re-

markable proof of his peculiar size was, that persons accus-

tomed to tracking, which is still common in Ettrick Forest,

used to mistake the marks of his feet for the traces of some

wild animal escaped from a caravan, not supposing it possi-
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ble that they could have been imprinted by the paws of a

dog.

The colour of this splendid specimen of the Ossianic dog
was black and white, regularly and beautifully marked ;

his

hair was rough and shaggy on the ridge of the neck, which he

could raise when excited like a lion's mane.

In his habits, Maida was attached and faithful, much under

his master's command, but an excellent watch-dog, and very

dangerous to suspected persons at suspicious hours; on all

other occasions he was gentle, both to men and animals, until

he became aged, when his temper was more capricious. The

picture from which this engraving was taken, was done when

he was in the last stage of canine old age, which probably was

the sooner brought on by hard exercise and fatigue ;
for it was

his delight to go out coursing with the ordinary greyhounds

of the low country ; and, notwithstanding his great size and

heavy weight, he could turn, and sometimes take a hare. He
was as sagacious as he was high-spirited and beautiful, and had

some odd habits peculiar to himself. One of the most whim-

sical was a peculiar aversion to artists of every description ;

his noble appearance had occasioned his being repeatedly

drawn or painted, until, not liking the constraint which at-

tended this operation, he never could endure to see a pencil

and paper produced without making an effort to escape, and

giving marked signs of displeasure if attempts were used to

compel him to remain.

When Mr. Landseer saw Maida, he was in the last stage of

weakness and debility, as the artist has admirably expressed in

his fading eye and attenuated limbs. He died about six

weeks afterwards, and lies buried at the gate which he long

watched.

The armour and military weapons, which are strewed round

the apartment, are characteristic of the antiquarian humour of
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the late owner of the mansion, who, as Burns describes a

similar collection,

has a fourth of auld nick-nackets,

Rusty aim caps and jingling jackets,

Would haud the Lothians three in tackets

A twal'month good;

And parritch pots and auld saut backets,

Before the Flood.'

The hawks are the gratuitous donation of Mr. Landseer,

whose imagination conferred them on a scene where he judged

they would be appropriate; as that of the artist liberally

added a flock of sheep to attend the shepherdess in the Vicar

of Wakefield's family picture.

The other dog represented in the picture is a deer-hound,

the property of the artist, and given to him by the Duke of

Athol.

It only remains to be added that the painting, which as a

piece of art has attracted much and deserved praise, was the

property of the Duke of Bedford, and presented by his Grace

to the Right Honourable "William Adam, Lord Chief Commis-

sioner of the Jury Court in Scotland, whose property it now

is. In the principal figure especially, it would be difficult to

point out a finer exemplification of age and its consequences

acting upon an animal of such beauty and strength. It would

afford excellent hints for a painting of Argus at the Gate of

Ulysses, which was probably an animal of the same appearance

and habits."



THE LAIRD'S JOCK.*

IT has often been remarked, how instantaneous in many

places is the change of character and accent perceived by
the traveller on entering the territory of Scotland from the

English side. This seems the more surprising, as the boundary
line between the two countries appears to have been fixed by

pure accident, with very little reference to the geography of

nature. On glancing at the map, one would think that Agri-

cola had hit upon the true division, when he erected a frontier

wall between the Friths of Forth and Clyde ;
but before doing

so he had to fight his way through the Caledonians, a proof

sufficient of at least the antiquity of the Scots' claim to a more

southern portion of the soil of Britain.

The second wall of the Romans extended from the Solway
Firth to the embouchure of the Tyne; thus abandoning to

the conquered a considerable portion of the conquest. And
when Antonine afterwards endeavoured to re-establish the

original line, the territory between the two walls continued a

field of battle, sometimes lost and sometimes won, till the fall

of the empire under Arcadius and Honorius. At this period

the Roman legions were recalled
;
and enriched as they were

with the choice of the British youth, they of course left the

country nearly defenceless. The wall of Adrian itself was no

longer a protection, and the Caledonians carried fire and

sword even to the banks of the Humber.

* The outline of this tale is derived from one of the same name, by Sir

Walter Scott.
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At length the appearance of the Saxons, and after them of

the Angles, changed the face of affairs. The Britons and Cale-

donians, who appear to have been born with the instinctive

hatred of the lion and the leopard, fought fiercely in the same

ranks against the strangers, whom each had st first been

happy to court
;
and after various vicissitudes of fortune, the

line of demarcation between the two portions of the island

was finally drawn from the Solway Firth to the embouchure

of the Tweed. This line being distinctly marked, although

only for a small space, by the course of the latter river, we

say in common parlance
" the two sides of the Tweed," to

designate Scotland and England.

It may be conceived that there was good reason why these

two sides, separated by even an imaginary line, should have

preserved entire their distinctive character for many centuries.

The borders, in fact, in whatever state the rest of the kingdom

might be, were at continual war. In all national quarrels

they necessarily led the van
;
but when peace was established,

they did not, like the rest of the army, return to repose.

Their deeds of prowess were to be revenged by their neigh-

bours, and thus a constant fermentation was kept up. Before

the union of the two crowns, their mutual incursions bore all

the features of war, and the power of the barons, more par-

ticularly on the Scottish side, surrounded as they were with

devoted adherents of the same name, and sheltered in an almost

inaccessible country, set at defiance the royal authority.
The military force of the kingdom at that time consisted

entirely of the barons and their retainers, and a militia fur-

nished by the boroughs. The idea of a standing army, so

fatal to aristocracy in other countries, was held in utter

abomination; and so late as the regency of Mary of Guise,
when it was proposed to organise a force of regular troops
for the defence of the borders, all Scotland took the alarm,

and a body of three hundred of the lesser barons waited upon
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the regent and delivered their remonstrance in a tone which

she could not withstand.

When James V. in 1529, determined to hold a flying court

of justice on the borders, he proceeded there with an army of

ten thousand men. So unaccustomed, however, were the

banditti to anything like law, that, in some instances, they

seem to have looked upon the arrival of the king as a friendly

visit. Piers Cockburn, of Sunderland, it is said, had pre-

pared a feast for the entertainment of his brother monarch ;

but, according to another tradition, he was found by the king

at dinner. A message saying that a gentleman requested to

speak with him was disregarded ;
and so was a second, couched

in more urgent terms. On the third message being delivered,

Cockburn, amazed at the audacious importunity, swore that he

would not move till he had finished his meal, were the visitor

the Laird of Ballengeich himself.

" It is the laird," said the messenger,
" who has sent these

three times."

At these words of ominous import the borderer rose up

stupefied and bewildered
;
he went out, when he was instantly

seized and hanged up before his own gate.

Adam Scott, of Tushielaw, met with the same fate. This

renowned freebooter, who was called the King of the Borders,

was executed on an elm used by himself as a gallows tree,

and still growing upon the ruins of his fortress, and exhibiting

numerous marks of the rope.

Johnnie Armstrong, however, was the most interesting vic-

tim on this occasion. He came out from his tower of Gil-

norckie, in Eskdale, attended by a train of knights, all gaily

and gallantly dressed and armed, and confident that they would

meet with nothing but favour from the king. James, however,

was rather irritated than otherwise by the nobleness of their

appearance, and ordered them all without ceremony to the

gallows tree. In vain Johnnie offered to maintain forty men

c c
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in the royal service, and to be ready at all times to bring to

the king's feet, alive or dead, within a given space, any Eng-
lishman of any rank he might designate all his terms were

rejected, and, at length, ashamed of having condescended to

supplication, the stout freebooter resigned himself to his fate,

remarking that had he suspected the result of that meeting,

he would have kept himself upon the borders, in spite of the

kings of both countries.

He was hanged, with his comrades, amounting to thirty-six,

upon the nearest trees, and their graves are still to be seen in

a churchyard near Carlenrig.

After the death of James V. the " border thieves" waxed

as strong as ever, and Queen Mary sent round another mur-

derous circuit to suppress them. The force necessary this

time to put into execution the decision of the court consisted

of the inhabitants of eleven counties
;
so strong and powerful

had these freebooters become in only a lapse of a few years.

It was in the latter part of the reign of Queen Elizabeth

of England, that the events of the story about to be recorded

took place.

The disquiet and trouble during the reign of Mary, Queen

of Scots, had caused the wild borderers to become as powerful

as ever ; which power was in no way diminished during the

minority of her son.

The scene of this story is laid in Liddesdale, a hilly and

pastoral district of Roxburghshire. The time, place, and

circumstances being premised, we proceed at once to introduce

the actors.

This spot was principally cultivated by the clan of the

Armstrongs, the chief of whom was the Laird of Manger-
ton. At the time of which we write, the estate of Mangerton,
with the power and dignity of chief, was possessed by John

Armstrong a man of great size, strength, and courage.

While his father was alive, he was distinguished from others
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of his clan by the epithet of the Laird's Jock, that is to say,

the Laird's son Jock, or Jack. This name he distinguished by
so many bold and desperate achievements, that he retained it

even after his father's death.

We have before said that in times of peace, deeds of

prowess were by the borderers to be revenged upon their

neighbours. A rude species of chivalry was in constant use,

and single combats were practised as a sort of amusemeht or

pastime, and the bold, and the fierce, and the daring of the

lands north and south of the Tweed, sent and received chal-

lenges to meet on neutral ground, that they might see which

country produced the better man.

At this species of single combat the Laird's Jock was un-

rivalled, and no champion of Cumberland, Westmoreland, or

Northumberland, could withstand the sweeping strokes of a

huge two-handed sword, which he wielded with comparative

ease and admirable dexterity, but which few others could lift.

With this weapon, and by means of his own strength and

address, the Laird's Jock maintained the reputation of the best

swordsman on the border side, and defeated or slew many who

ventured to dispute with him the formidable title.

But years pass on with the strong and brave as well as with

the feeble and timid. Time has nothing of respect for high-

mettled courage and gigantic stature, and herculean strength ;

it withers and decays the most strong and sinewy, as well as

the frailest and weakest. Age mars all it dims the fire of

the eye and sucks the bloom from the cheek, and cripples and

enfeebles the muscular limbs; and it makes the poison of

decay to run through the veins, where, in younger days, the

life-blood of strength and activity circulated freely. In pro-

cess of time the Laird's Jock began to feel his strength wax

feeble, and every succeeding year diminished the remains of

that which was powerful enough to have matched the prowess

of the fabled giants. He first grew incapable of wielding his
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ponderous weapon, then of participating in active exertion

even of the most ordinary kind, and, finally, completely bed-

ridden, entirely dependant for his comforts on the pious duties

of his only daughter, his perpetual attendant and companion.

Helen Armstrong was in the first bloom of womanhood

tall and finely proportioned ;
and there was a nobleness and

dignity about her, which well accorded with her finely-mo-

delled form. Her features were not beautiful, but they were

regular, mild, and attractive, uniting the fiery fierceness of

her father with the grace and beauty of female delicacy. Her

eyes were as dark as jet, but glistened and sparkled, as if lit

up with diamond flashes
;
and her hair, as sable as the raven's

wing, hung loosely over her shoulders, bound only with the

virgin snood in conformity with the established Scottish cus-

tom, which would never permit a woman's hair to be confined

until after marriage. But though her hair and eyes were thus

dark, her skin was far otherwise
;
the snow on her mountain

wilds might have rivalled, but could not surpass it in its purity,

and the rich stream of blood might, if she became the least

excited, be seen circling and winding beneath through her

light-blue veins.

Such was the gentle girl who, with all a daughter's affec-

tion and all a female's sensibility, watched the bedside of an

aged parent, solicitous to anticipate his every wish, eager to

procure all that he could desire almost before the old man had

breathed the thought.

Besides this dutiful child, the Laird's Jock had an only son,

upon whom devolved the perilous task of leading the clan to

battle, and of maintaining the renown which his sire had
earned

; upon him now devolved the task of fighting hand to

hand with the most formidable of his foes of seeking danger
in its thickest and most fearful haunts, and of maintaining the

renown of having in their clan the best swordsman in Liddes-

dale, which, since the Laird's Jock had become so feeble and
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incapacitated, was now disputed by the English on many occa-

sions. The remembrance of the martial deeds which the

Laird's Jock had performed was almost forgotten by the

Southrons, and the fear of the monstrous two-handed sword

which the Scottish champion used to wield was no longer as a

fearful thing before their eyes ;
and well knowing that their

ancient foe was like an aged lion confined to his lair, they

prepared to recover their lost reputation.

The young Armstrong was active, brave, and strong a

sapling which disgraced not the towering oak from whence it

sprang and he bid fair when he succeeded to his father's

warlike and fearful weapon to rival his great renown. He
had already brought home from dangerous adventures many
tokens of decided success

;
but the old chief conceived that

the time was not yet come for him to be entrusted with the

two-handed sword perhaps thinking that, like the mantle

of the prophet, it would give a portion of the spirit which

had stimulated him to the attack into the nerve and heart of

his son.

At length an English champion of the name of Foster had

the audacity to send a challenge to the best swordsman in

Liddesdale, offering to meet him on neutral ground, and de-

cide there to whom the claim of superiority belonged.

No sooner was this known, than the whole clan of the Arm-

strongs were as one man, and each offered himself to go and

fight against this Englisher, who after being so repeatedly

worsted, yet had the temerity and boldness to send a challenge

to his conquerors. But when the old laird heard of it, he

foamed and chafed with impatience. O for one more good

stroke," he exclaimed in a fit of fury, and threw his bony and

wasted arms wildly around,
" and this proud Southron should

know that he had better have chosen anything else than chal-

lenge the clan of the Armstrongs! But I lie here like a

chained lion, and cannot move. I feel my spirit as strong
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and my courage as high as in younger days ; but the weight

of years bears me down my limbs are stiff and inanimate, but

if I could but gain my feet, I know that I should fight as well

as ever. I must get up I will
; nothing no, not if a moun-

tain load were upon me shall prevent me. Assist me, Helen
;

I feel my pulse beat quicker my limbs grow more elastic at

the very thought ;
I know that I can fight out this one more

battle, and then shall I die in peace. Come, help me, Helen

girl help, and you will see your father once more walk and

strike as in his youthful days."
" My father," said Helen in a gentle tone,

"
you cannot

rise the attempt will be death. For nearly two years have

you remained thus
;
and it is but the false excitement of a

moment which makes you feel so strong ; it is a mere delusion

if you could gain your feet, it would be but for a moment

the next would see you stretched lifeless upon the ground ;

and, oh ! my father, to see you a corpse upon the cold, hard

ground, without a moment without a word without a bless-

ing for me, 'twould
"

Sobs checked the poor girl's ut-

terance, but the next instant tears came to her relief, and she

wept aloud.

The heart of the old chief somewhat relaxed its sternness,

and his features assumed their accustomed rigidness, which a

momentary excitement had chased away; but his thoughts

were divided between concern for his daughter, and an eager

panting to join once more in the fierce affray. These two

counter feelings clashed within him, and thus ran his words :

" Helen girl, don't cry ; come, come, dry away those tears

I will lie here, if you like, so long as you don't cry. But I

should like to have given one good stroke more too, just to

have grasped my trusty weapon, if but for the sake of old

acquaintance ! But I did not mean to pain you, girl ;
to watch

an old man's bedside is bad enough, without his being testy

and unkind. Those English are false-hearted loons they
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can crow now they think that sickness and age have disabled

their old enemy. But I won't talk about it, or think about it,

Helen love, since it vexes you so : and yet there the old sword

hangs idly, and it will become rusty for lack of use. Well,

let it bide
;
I said I would not speak about it, nor will I."

Thus the old man continued alternately striving to comfort

his daughter, and lamenting that he was no longer the strong

and the active man he was in former years.

No sooner, however, did young Armstrong hear of the chal-

lenge which had been sent, than, burning for chivalrous dis-

tinction, he at once determined to enter the lists against the

Englishman.
The heart of the disabled old man swelled with joy when he

heard that his son had accepted the challenge, and that the

time and place of meeting were fixed. He exulted in the

prospect of the conquest his son was to achieve, he triumphed
in the thought that the fame of his own glorious deeds would

still be kept alive, and in order to nerve his son to still bolder

exertions, he conferred upon him, as the champion of his clan

and province, the celebrated weapon which he had rendered so

formidable, and which till this day he had retained in his own

custody.

Young Armstrong himself looked forward to the day upon
which the duel was to be fought with satisfaction and pleasure.

A burning fire had long been kindled in his breast, and he

had often panted for an opportunity to render his name dis-

tinguished by some act of heroism some daring, desperate

feat not like the wild foray in which the success was shared

by many, but some single-handed encounter, in which the

triumph and success would be all his own.

It was, however, with far other than pleasurable feelings

that his sister regarded the forthcoming strife, and before her

brother had sent an answer to the challenge she earnestly

dissuaded him from undertaking so fearful an encounter. But
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young Armstrong answered her but coldly :

" Would you
have me to disgrace my father's name ?" he said ;

" would

you have me degrade my own ?" My father acquired great

glory, and now his race is run. The maintaining that renown

devolves upon me, and I will not flinch from the trial. The

young eagle strives to wing its circling flight to the lofty

heights to which its sire has soared, and so must I."

From the day that the challenge was accepted to the day

upon which the duel was to be fought, the old laird did nothing

but talk about it ;
it was ever present to his mind, equally so

in his dreams as during those hours in which sleep closes up
its downy wings, and forbears to fan the couch.

At length the day arrived. The Laird's Jock was all anxiety

and impatience ;
with the first peep of dawn he awoke from a

restless slumber, and chid the time for loitering so long, and thus

delaying the hour in which the combat was to take place. At

length the time approached, when, as if seized with a sudden

fit of fury, the Laird's Jock, in spite of all his daughter's affec-

tionate remonstrances, determined to be a spectator of the

combat, though he had not left his bed for two years before.

His will was still law to his clan, who bore him on their

shoulders, wrapped in plaids and blankets, to the spot where

the fight was to take place, and seated him on a fragment of

rock, which is still called the Laird's Jock's Stone. There he

remained with his eyes rivetted upon the barrier within which

the champions were about to meet. By the side of the old man

stood his gentle and affectionate daughter, whose mild and

pensive look contrasted strangely with her father's wild and

fixed glare, as much as her snowy features did with his harsh

and age-worn face. Her anxiety was divided between soli-

citude for her father's health and the fate of her beloved bro-

ther, of whom she might be deprived by the fierce engage-
ment. The excitement, too, of such a moment might prove too

much for her father's wasted frame, and thus in one day she
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might have to mourn over her only two friends on earth the

clash and clang of meeting swords might be the death-knell to

both and now she wrapped the blankets closer round her

father, and then would steal a furtive glance around to see if

her brother had yet come forth to the encounter.

Ere the fight began, the whole of his clan crowded round the

old laird : the old men gazed on their chief, now seen for the

first time after so many months of absence, and sadly com-

pared his altered features and wasted frame with the paragon
of strength and manly beauty which they had once remem-

bered
;
and the young gazed on the large form and powerful

make of their ancient chief as though he were the descendant

of one of the giants of earlier days, who, having survived the

destruction of the Deluge, had left a posterity from whom the

Laird's Jock was descended.

The English on the other side of the hills looked upon the

aged chief with far different feelings. Well aware that in the

prime of his manhood none of their own most valorous cham-

pions had been able to withstand his fierce attacks, now that

they saw his withered limbs and attenuated form, they rejoiced

that age had impaired the strength and withered the arm of

their gigantic foe.

But the sound of the trumpets on both sides brought the

attention of all to the hills, surrounded as they were by num-

bers of both nations eager to witness the events of the day.

The combatants met fierce was the conflict. Young Arm-

strong rained down blows upon his adversary as quickly as the

lightning's flash, either one of which would have cleft his

opponent's head in twain, but by skill and agility Foster

evaded the death-dealing sweeps ;
now parrying the blow by

his sword then slipping quickly aside, and letting the blow

fall harmlessly down. Then he in his turn became the ag-

gressor, and Armstrong had to act upon the defensive. Long

and dubious was the strife
; from both the champions blood

D D
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flowed freely from many a deep and fearful gash, but at length

the advantage became on the side of Foster, who, though faint

with loss of blood and wearied with exertion, still dealt fearful

blows which Armstrong found more and more difficulty in elud-

ing. Foster perceived his advantage, and the growing weak-

ness of his enemy, and he continued his strokes with unabated

fury ;
first right, then left

;
then suddenly changing, he struck

a downward blow with all his power. It descended upon the

head of the Scotsman, who instantly fell prostrate upon the

ground. The next instant Foster placed his foot upon his

fallen antagonist, and seizing upon the redoubted sword, bran-

dished it over his head as a trophy of his conquest. The

English shouted in triumph ;
but the wild and despairing cry

of the aged champion, who saw his country dishonoured, and

his sword, long the terror of his enemies, in the possession of

an Englishman, was heard high above the acclamations of vic-

tory. He seemed for an instant animated by all his wonted

power, for he started from the rock on which he sat, and while

the garments with which he had been invested fell from his

wasted frame and showed the ruins of his strength, he

tossed his arms wildly to heaven and uttered a cry of indigna-

tion, horror, and despair, which, tradition says, was heard to

a preternatural distance, and resembled the cry of a dying lion

more than the sound of a human voice.

His friends received him in their arms as he sank utterly

exhausted by the effort, and bore him back to his castle in

mute sorrow. They laid him once more on that bed from

whence he had risen but so short a time before, and which

he was destined never to leave again alive. His passions

were excited to the highest pitch of despair, which his daugh-
ter vainly endeavoured to mitigate. This was impossible;

the old man's only tie to life was rent asunder, and his

heart had broken with it. Bitter and piteous were the lamen-

tations he poured out for the loss of his noble sword his eye
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would rest upon the place from whence it used to hang, and

in the most pathetic strain he would lament its absence. The

death of his son had no part in his sorrow
;

if he thought of

him at all, it was as the degenerate boy through whom the ho-

nour of his country had been lost, and he died in the course of

three days, without ever mentioning his name, though continu-

ally repining after his favourite sword.

They buried the old laird and his son together side by side

in the silent grave. The whole of the clan gathered together

and formed a band of mourners. It was a stern and solemn

sight to witness a line of hardy mountaineers thus following

the mortal remains of their chiefs, both of whom they had

been deprived of in one day. Every countenance wore a

stern and stoical rigidness, though not a tear fell from the eye-

lash of any. It was not affection which made them thus

mournful, but a deep concern for the loss of their chiefs, to

whom they owed and paid the reverence due to a father. In

the like solemn march they returned to their several homes,

when dust had been consigned to kindred dust and the dead

were buried from the sight of man, and in their thousand pur-

suits soon forgot, or if remembered, minded only as a strange

and fearful tale, the events of that day which deprived the clan

of the Armstrongs of their great renown and of their chiefs.

A far different effect, however, was worked upon the mind

of the hapless Helen, who by one fell stroke was deprived of

those relatives she held dearest on earth. She had to weep
over a father whose life was rent by a sudden stroke, which

might otherwise have lingered out for years. She had to

mourn for a brother whose days were thus suddenly shortened,

whose sands stopped running while the hour-glass was full.

For the three days her father lived after that fearful fight,

she quitted not his bedside night or day. The assiduity with

which she had ministered to his wants the watchfulness which

she had ever exercised towards him, was now increased four-
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fold
;
and though her heart was bursting with grief for the

loss of her brother, she never let a tear-drop glisten from her

eye in the presence of her father. But when sleep had shut up
his senses, then, when there was no eye upon her but that

wakeful One which never slumbers, grief would burst the bar-

riers of restraint, and a sudden gush of tears flow from the

sealed-up fountains of sorrow. Though if her fatherbut stirred,

the tear-drop was dashed from her eye, and she was bending

over his gaunt and grim form with all a daughter's fondness

and a guardian's care.

But when death took him also from her, her grief became

immoderate, and neither a strong mind, nor one fortified by

religion, could restrain her sorrow. For days she refused alike

food and comfort. But time, the great soother of trouble, at

length brought comfort, though from that hour to the day of

her death, which happened many years afterwards, she was

never seen to smile.

All the kind feelings of her soul seemed to have been com-

pletely seared
;
and she who a little while before would have

hastened wherever human suffering was to be relieved, now
shunned the face of humanity. Immured in solitude, she spent

the rest of her days in a state bordering on madness, another

victim to the dreadful crime of duelling.



GLASGOW.

GLASGOW is one of the most ancient towns of Scotland.

It does not derive its origin from the castle, but from its

church
;
a bishopric having been erected here so early as the

year 560 by St. Mungo. The saint established himself on a

ridge of land overlooking the Clyde, although not close to its

banks
;
and men gradually built around him those dwellings

which were to become a great and populous city. The cathe-

dral, begun by St. Mungo, was enlarged by his descendants
;

and the town, which began its greatness from this building,

received a manifold increase from the university, established

in 1540. Prior to this date, the population did not exceed

fifteen hundred, and the houses had hardly begun to descend

the ridge towards the Clyde. Afterwards they formed what

at the present day is called the High Street, extending down-

wards even to the Cross, from which they began to diverge to

the left along the line of the Gallowsgate an ill-boding name

now softened into Gallowgate.

William the Lion erected this city into a burgh of barony,

subject to the bishop; and in 1450, James II. erected it into a

royalty in favour of the bishop, who appointed nobles to the

office of bailie. The Duke of Lennox, in 1621, acquired an

absolute grant of this office, which was afterwards resigned to

the crown. In 1611, James VI. granted the city an ample

charter, by which it became a royal burgh.

The arms of Glasgow have long puzzled the heralds. The

bird, the tree, and the fish, may be meant for the symbols of air,

earth, and water ; but what connexion with these has the bell,
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or the ring in the fish's mouth ? This question is only partly

answered even by Macure ;
he omits the matter of the bell,

and deals with the ring as follows :

A lady, he informs us, was unfortunate enough to lose her

wedding ring, and her husband, who was jealous before, became

now almost mad the disappearance of this pledge of connu-

bial fidelity having confirmed his worst suspicions. He now

felt certain that his wife was disloyal, and the thought rankled

in his bosom as though a barbed arrow had been driven into

his heart and been there left to fester and rankle. The lady,

driven to her wit's end, applied to St. Mungo for his assistance,

declaring that if she could not recover the ring all her hopes

would be for ever blasted, and that though innocent she was

exposed to the fierce fury of her husband's jealousy, which,

now that it had reached that wild and fearful form of almost

madness, might deprive her of life. In her wild despair and

anguisht
she painted all the horrors of jealousy with a vivid-

ness and dread which made the saint become an attentive

listener to her piteous tale. She depicted her husband moving
to and fro through their house with the fierce and fiery eye,

the clenched hand, the burning cheek, the furrowed brow, in

all the fury and wildness of jealousy. She declared that even

her life was not safe, and that perhaps, when driven and goaded
on to a more than ordinary wildness, he might come with the

poison-bowl or the dagger, and with a strange and unearthly

brightness glancing from his rolling eyes, without remorse

or compunction compel her to drink the one, or stab her

to the heart with the other, and all the while think that

he was doing nothing of crime nothing of cruelty but, on

the contrary, suppose that Heaven would be pleased with his

conduct in that he had ridden the earth of one who did but

disgrace it.

The saint was much moved by the importunate entreaties of

the hapless lady, and instantly determined to relieve her from
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her wretched situation.
,
He happened at that time to be

walking by the side of the river, on the banks of which was a

fisherman throwing his line. St. Mungo begged of the man

the first fish he should catch. His request was, of course,

instantly complied with
;
at the next throw of the line he

succeeded in hooking one, which he instantly handed to the

saint, who, on opening its mouth, took the lost ring, and

restored it to .its rightful owner.

The following lines, of which Macure appends the transla-

tion, aiford perhaps a nearer approach to the meaning of the

arms used by this city :

" The salmon, which a fish is of the sea

The oak, which springs from earth, that lofty tree

The bird on it, which in the air doth flee,

O Glasgow ! do presage all things to thee.

So while the air, or sea, or fertile earth,

Do either give their nourishment or birth,

The bell that doth to public worship call

Says Heaven will give most lasting things to all
;

The ring, the token of the marriage is

Of things in heaven and earth both thee to bless."

The principal building in Glasgow is the Cathedral, sup-

posed to be the most entire specimen of Gothic ecclesiastical

architecture in Scotland. It stands upon a lofty eminence,

whence a view of the whole town is obtained
;
but from the

spire the spectacle is by far the finest in this part of Scotland.

To the east the whole vale of the Clyde is spread out before

the spectator. At some distance in this direction the towers

of Bothwell are seen rising out of seemingly interminable

groves, interspersed with towns and villas. On the west the

castles of Mearns and Cruickstone appear to the left
;
and

farther on, the splendid rock and fortress of Dumbarton to the

right. The view is closed in on all sides by hills and moun-

tains of varying magnitude and dimensions, which seem to shut

out the scene of the world beyond.
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" Situated in a populous and considerable town," says Scott,
"
this solemn and massive pile has the appearance of the most

sequestered solitude. High walls divide it from the buildings

on one side
;
on the other it is bounded by a ravine, through

the depth of which, and invisible to the eye, murmurs a wan-

dering rivulet, adding by its rushing noise to the imposing

solemnity of the scene. On the opposite side of the ravine

rises a steep bank, covered with fir-trees closely planted,

whose dusky shade extends itself over the cemetery with an

appropriate and gloomy effect
;
for though in reality extensive,

it is small in proportion to the number of respectable inhabit-

ants who are interred within it, and whose graves are almost

covered with tombstones. There is, therefore, no room for

the long rank grass which in ordinary cases partially clothes

the surface of those retreats 'where the wicked cease from

troubling, and the weary are at rest.' The broad flat monu-

mental stones are placed so close to each other, that the

precincts appear to be flagged with them, and though roofed

only by the heavens, resemble the floor of one of our English

churches, where the pavement is covered with sepulchral

inscriptions. The contents of these sad records of mortality

the vain sorrows which they preserve the stern lessons which

they teach of the nothingness of humanity the extent of the

ground which they so closely cover and their uniform and

melancholy tenor, reminded me of the roll of the prophet

which was ' written within and without
;
and there were writ-

ten therein lamentations, and mourning, and woe.'
"

The citizens of Glasgow have the credit of preserving their

magnificent cathedral from the " wretched ministers," as Pen-

nant calls them, who in 1708 obtained a warrant for its de-

struction. When several hundred workmen had assembled for

this infernal purpose, the crafts and incorporations of the city

crowded to the spot, and a tumult ensued, which threatened

to end in bloodshed. The brave citizens, however, having
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sworn that they would sacrifice upon the spot the first man
who put forth his hand against the building, the intending

destroyers were intimidated, and, at length, dispersed. The

provost of the time, although of course not openlyjoining with

the mob, was not the least efficient of the disaffected. " I am,"
said he,

" for destroying the cathedral
;
but let us not raze it

until we have built a new one."

The cathedral, after the Reformation, contained three dif-

ferent churches, as Gibson in his History of Glasgow says,

"from a principle of economy." The subterranean one is

thus minutely described by Macure :

" The Barony Kirk,

which is exactly under the Inner Kirk, in time of Popery
was only a burial-place, in which, it is said, St. Mungo, the

founder, is buried. It is of length one hundred and eight

foot, and seventy-two foot wide. It is supported with sixty

fine pillars, some of which are eighteen foot in circumference
;

the height of each pillar from the floor to the roof is eighteen

foot
;

it is illuminated with forty-one windows, and is accom-

modated with three lofts (galleries), and sixty-nine pews or

seats, each containing six, seven, or eight persons, for conve-

niency to hear service."

But perhaps the description furnished by Sir Walter Scott

himself may prove more interesting, though it has not the

accuracy of numbers to render it intelligible.
" Conceive one extensive range of low-browed, damp, and

twilight vaults, such as are used for sepulchres in other coun-

tries, and had long been dedicated to the same purpose in

this, a portion of which was seated with pens, and used as a

church. The portion of the vaults thus occupied, though

capable of containing a congregation of many hundreds, bore

small proportion to the darker and more extensive caverns

which yawned around, what may be termed, the inhabited

space. In these waste regions of oblivion, dusky banners and

tattered escutcheons indicated the graves of those who were

E
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once, doubtless, princes in Israel. Inscriptions which could

only be read by the painful antiquary in language as obsolete

as the act of devotional charity which they implored, invited

the passengers to pray for the souls of those whose bodies

rested beneath."

The annexed view is given at the moment when Francis

Osbaldiston hears the mysterious voice behind him in the

vaults. Notwithstanding the antiquity of the cathedral, we

are assured by Macure that its age was nothing compared

with that of the Blackfriars' Church, which was the most an-

cient building of the Gothic kind that could be seen in the

kingdom. This church was destroyed in a storm in the year

1666, and the present College Church, called at first the New

Kirk, was built on its site three years after.

There are several other buildings of taste and beauty in

Glasgow; but we have only space for the bare mention of

their names. They are as follows :

St. John's Church, St. George's Church, the Roman Catho-

lic Chapel, the College, the University Library, the Hunterian

Museum, the Town Hall, the Gaol, the Post-office, the The-

atre, the Royal Infirmary, and the Lunatic Asylum.
Pennant says that Glasgow is the best built of any second-

rate city he ever saw. Since his time, the improvements which

have been made continue to be so great, that one who has been

absent for a few years finds some difficulty in recognising the

town. If Glasgow was in the time of Pennant the first of the

second-rate cities, it must now at least be admitted into the

rank of the first-rate. The New Town is hardly inferior to

that of Edinburgh, and, taking it as a whole, there is certainly

no other commercial city in the empire superior to this in

appearance. If any one, more particularly in the early morn-

ing, will plant himself at a considerable distance to the west,

perhaps as far as Buchanan Street, and look towards the

Cross, where the view is terminated by spires and towers, he
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will, I have no hesitation in saying, witness an effect in street

architecture which is not excelled in Europe.

Upon the whole, however, Glasgow is far from being an

interesting city; and the various local historians, instead of

making the most of their comparative scanty materials, seem

to have vied with each other as to which should communicate

the least information. Mr. Denholm's book is beyond compa-
rison the best, but his space was too small to allow him to

introduce the minute local details of history and manners

which are looked for in a work of the kind. Mr. Cleland's

Annals are indispensable to the citizen, but of little value to

any one else. As for Macure's History, it is a highly curious

and interesting book
; though, unfortunately, the author does

not seem to have been over-stocked with genius, for the want of

which, Watts, in his Bibliotheca, treated him with a severity

at once unjust, and at the same time displaying a want of taste.

We can only briefly advert to the numerous manufactures

and extensive commerce of Glasgow. It is surrounded by vil-

lages dependant on its capital, and with which it is in some

measure connected. Port Glasgow and Greenock, situated on

the southern shore of the Firth of Clyde, and twenty miles be-

low Glasgow, may be considered the ports of the city ;
but since

the navigation of the river hats been improved, the harbour at

the Broomielaw, immediately below the new bridge, is crowded

with shipping. It deserves to be mentioned that the first boat

propelled by steam in Britain was employed on the Clyde,

which now may be said almost to swarm with steam-boats.

Two bridges, an ancient one of eight arches, and a modern

one of seven, designed by Mylne, cross the Clyde at Glasgow,

and open a communication with the shire of Renfrew
;
besides

these there is a neat wooden bridge.

Glasgow possesses many advantages for commerce and manu-

factures. Situated in the vicinity of extensive coal-fields, and

in a district abounding in minerals, it has ready access by the
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Clyde, and by the Great Canal connecting that river with the

Forth, to the Atlantic and German Oceans.

Of its staple manufactures, two of the principal are cotton

twist and the finer descriptions of cotton goods; in some

branches of the latter it is unrivalled. The skill of its manu-

factures and the enterprise of its merchants, aided by the

general intelligence of its inhabitants, have placed Glasgow in

a very high rank among the commercial cities of Europe. It

has always been one of the first cities of Scotland zealous

in promoting great and national objects. Wealth and pro-

sperity have been the consequences of its public spirit ;
and as

a proof of the rapid increase of its population, we may state

that in 1780 the city contained 42,800 souls
;
in 1821, accord-

ing to the government census, 1 54,000 : being an increase of

111,000 in the last forty years.

The great body of the lower, class are intelligent beyond the

same class in any other country, which may be attributed to

the general diffusion of education through the medium of the

parochial schools, certainly the greatest boon ever conferred

upon Scotland.

The immense commerce of Glasgow did not even receive its

commencement before the year 1668. It is said that a merchant,

named Walter Gibson, became in that year the founder of the

city's wealth by a speculation more extensive than had yet

been heard of. He cured, and exported to France, eighteen

hundred barrels of herrings, in return for which he received

brandy and salt. These he sold at home to immense profit,

which enabled him to purchase the vessel and two other ships

besides. He then launched into serious business, trading to

America as well as to various European ports, and thus gave

the impulse to that commerce which was one day to exalt Glas-

gow into the second trading city in the kingdom of Scotland.
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SCANDAL.

IF there be a detestable thing in human nature, it is that

secret wish to worm out the secrets of others which so many
manifest. The midnight thief who robs you of your wealth

does not half so mean and disgraceful an action as a person

who fishes out a secret. The former may have a thousand

excuses for his desperate deed : he may plead his necessities
;

hunger ! that bitter and biting thing, which strides along with

the grim and gaunt form, the hollow eye, the sunken cheek

this may have driven him to a deed his better nature shrunk

from
; but, at all events, the money which he thus gripes is

of value to him, administering in a thousand ways to his plea-

sures, if not to his necessities, and in apology for his crime he

might plead the strength oftemptation, and the impossibility 01

resisting the commission of an action which thus benefited him-

self. But what can be said of those busy, prying beings, whose

food and drink are the malicious pleasure of searching out the

secrets of others, and then relating them, with sundry shrugs

and malicious winks, to the hurt and detriment of the owners ?

Alas ! if they find satisfaction in such conduct, alas for the

dignity of human nature ! They may talk of the nobleness

and dignity of human-kind they may tell of the soarings of

their intellect, of the power of their reason, the vigour of

their imagination they may tell of their generosity, benevo-

lence, fortitude, philanthropy, amiableness, and blandness ;

but while scandal and backbiting are of such frequent occur-

rence, we can but say, that if humanity displays some traits of
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greatness and glory, it is also marred with foul and leprous

spots which deform them all.

Unhappily this failing nay, this vice of scandalising and

gossiping, is not confined to the lower classes or the igno-

rant the higher orders and the fashionable are alike open to

the charge ; and, indeed, with many, the sole business of

their lives seems to be the going to one house that they

may pick up private matters, and then proceed to another

to rehearse what they have previously acquired. And what

can there be so detestable as a character who is wholly in-

tent upon prying into others' affairs, and giving them to be

sent about by every malicious tongue ? To skulk like a mi-

serable wretch into the house of a friend purposely to worm

out private matters to doge the footsteps in order to spy out

everything which may be turned into a fault or a failing, and

then to emblazon them abroad through an unfeeling and un-

charitable world oh! tell us not of injury and injustice

equal to it. This is mere wanton sport, mere cruelty, for the

pleasure of seeing the victim writhe under the sting. Why,
murder is scarcely so enormous a crime. Murder has its pas-

sions, its hatred, its revenge ;
but this vice of scandalising

has not such feelings to gall it into action
;

it is pure, deli-

berate malice a wish to injure without an object a desire to

hurt and annoy, without a motive. And what is murder 2 It

is but, in a moment, to put an arrest upon the principle of vi-

tality, to stop in a moment the beatings of the pulse and the

throbbings of the heart, and then all is ended : and if that be

murder, scandal is scarcely less enormous. This, though it

leaves the pulse yet beating and the heart yet throbbing, at-

tacks in a more vital part. The scandaliser and the backbiter is,

in fact, a murderer, though his hand may never have grasped
a dagger or mixed the deadly poison. A sharper wound may
be inflicted by the tongue than by a dagger's point, and a

more fatal potion distilled from the venom of slander than
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from the black and death-dealing hellebore. To kill a man's

reputation, to sully his good name, to tarnish his honour is

not that almost worse than murder ? There is a keener pang
felt by a wounded spirit than by the fiercest blow. Add to

this the many friendships which have been blasted, the many
acts of kindness which have been ended, because scandal put
a false construction upon the action, and slander and gossiping
must be reckoned as crimes of the deepest dye ;

and the tat-

tler and the tale-bearer should be scouted and avoided as

though their presence brought some fearful disease, and every
word they uttered were the herald of death. It must be remem-

bered that the tattler has no interest in the tales he spreads

abroad that it matters not to him whether the things upon
which he passes such caustic and satirical remarks ever trans-

pired or not, and that he neither gains by the spreading nor

loses by the suppression of any of his mischievous tales.

In the tale of " The Antiquary," Sir Walter Scott has very

ably shown the petty species of scandal which is carried on

in a country village. We give it in his own words :

"We beg leave to transport the reader to the back parlour

of the postmaster's house at Fairport, where his wife, he him-

self being absent, was employed in assorting for delivery the

letters which had come by the Edinburgh post. This is very

often in country towns the period of the day when gossips find

it particularly agreeable to call on the man or woman of

letters, in order, from the outside of the epistles, and if they

are not belied, occasionally from the inside also, to amuse

themselves with gleaning information, or forming conjectures

about the correspondence and affairs of their neighbours.

Two females of this description were, at the time we mention,

assisting, or impeding, Mrs. Mailsetter in her official duty.
" ' Preserve us, sirs,' said the butcher's wife ;

' there's ten,

eleven twal letters to Tennant & Co. thae folk do mair

business than a' the rest o' the burgh.'
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"'Ay; but see, lass,' answered the baker's lady, 'there's

twa o' them faulded unco square, and sealed at the tae side

I doubt there will be protested bills in them.'

" ' Is there ony letters come yet for Jenny Caxon ? the

lieutenant 's been awa' three weeks.'-

" ' Just ane, on Tuesday was a week.'

" ' Was't a ship letter ?'

" ' In troth was't.'

" '
It wad be frae the lieutenant then I never thought he

wad hae lookit ower his shouther after her.'

" '

Odd, here's another,' quoth Mrs. Mailsetter. ' A ship

letter post-mark Sunderland.' All rushed to seize it.

'

Na, na, leddies,' said Mrs. Mailsetter,
' I hae had aneugh o'

that wark Ken ye that Mr. Mailsetter gat an unco rebuke

frae the secretary at Edinburgh, for a complaint that was

made about the letter of Aily Bisset's that you opened, Mrs.

Shortcake ?'

" ' Me opened !' answered the spouse of the chief baker of

Fairport ;

'

ye ken yoursel, madam, it just cam open o' free

will in my hand. What could I help it ? folk suld seal wi'

better wax.'
" ' Weel I wot that's true, too,' said Mrs. Mailsetter, who

kept a shop of small wares
;

' and we hae got some that I can

honestly recommend, if ye ken ony body wanting it. But the

short and the lang o't is, that we'll lose the place gin there's

ony mair complaints o' the kind.'

" '

Hout, lass ! the provost will take care o' that.'

" '

Na, na
;

I'll neither trust to provost nor bailie but I

wad aye be obliging and neighbourly, and I'm no again your

looking at the outside of a letter neither See, the seal

has an anchor on't he's done't wi' ane o' his buttons, I'm

thinking.'
" ' Show me ! show me !' quoth the wives of the chief but-

cher and chief baker, and threw themselves on the supposed
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love-letter, like the weird sisters in Macbeth upon the pilot's

thumb, with curiosity as eager and scarcely less malignant.

Mrs. Heukbaiie was a tall woman, she held the epistle up
between her eyes and the window. Mrs. Shortcake, a little

squat personage, strained and stood a-tiptoe to have her share

of the investigation.
" '

It's frae him, sure aneugh I can read Richard Taffril

on the corner, and it's written, like John Tamson's wallet, frae

end to end.'

" ' Haud it lower down, madam,' exclaimed Mrs. Shortcake,

in a tone above the prudential whisper which their occupation

required
' haud it lower down Div ye think naebody can

read hand o' writ but yoursel' ?'

"'Whisht, whisht, sirs, for God's sake!' said Mrs. Mail-

setter,
' there's somebody in the shop,' then aloud ' Look

to the customers, Baby.'
"
Baby answered from without in a shrill tone '

It's nae-

body but Jenny Caxon, ma'am, to see if there's ony letters to

her.'

" ' Tell her,' said the faithful postmistress, winking to her

compeers,
' to come back the morn at ten o'clock, and I'll

let her ken we havena had time to sort the mail letters yet

she's aye in sic a hurry, as if her letters were o' mair conse-

quence than the best merchant's o' the town.'

" Poor Jenny, a girl of uncommon beauty and modesty,

could only draw her cloak about her to hide the sigh of disap-

pointment, and return meekly home to endure for another

night the sickness of the heart occasioned by hope delayed.
" ' There's something about a needle and a pole,' said Mrs.

Shortcake, to whom her taller rival in gossiping had at length

yielded a peep at the subject of their curiosity.
" '

Now, that's downright shamefu',' said Mrs. Heukbane,
' to scorn the poor silly gait of a lassie, after he's keepit com-

F F
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pany wi' her sae lang, and had his will o' her, as I mak nae

doubt he has.'

" '
It's but ower muckle to be doubted,' echoed Mrs. Short-

cake
;

' to cast up to her that her father 's a barber, and has

a pole at his door, and that she's but a manty-maker hersel' !

Fy for shame !'

" '

Hout, tout, leddies,' cried Mrs. Mailsetter,
*

ye're clean

wrang It's a line out o' ane o' his sailor's sangs that I have

heard him sing, about being true like the needle to the pole.'
" '

Weel, weel, I wish it may be sae but it doesna look

weel for a lassie like her to keep up a correspondence wi' ane

o' the king's officers.'

"'I'm no denying that,' said Mrs. Mailsetter; 'but it's a

great advantage to the revenue of the post-office thae love-

letters See, here's five or six letters to Sir Arthur Wardour

maist o' them sealed wi' waefers and no wi' wax there will

be a downcome there, believe me.'

"'Ay; they will be business letters, and no frae ony o'

his grand friends, that seals wi' their coats of arms, as they ca'

them,' said Mrs. Heukbane
;

'

pride will hae a fa' he hasna

settled his account wi' my gudeman, the deacon, for this twal-

month he's but slink, I doubt.'

" * Nor wi' huz for sax months,' echoed Mrs. Shortcake
* He's but a brunt crust.'

" ' There's a letter,' interrupted the trusty postmistress,
' frae his son, the captain, I'm thinking the seal has the same

things wi' the Knockwinnock carriage. He'll be coming hame

to see what he can save out o' the fire.'

" The baronet thus dismissed, they took up the esquire
' Twa letters for Monkbarns they're frae some o' his learned

friends now See sae close as they're written down to the very

seal, and a' to save sending a double letter that's just like

Monkbarns himsel'. When he gets a frank, he fills it up exact
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to the weight of an mice, that a carvy-seed would sink the

scale but he's ne'er a grain abune it. Weel I wot I wad be

broken if I were to gie sic weight to the folk that come to buy
our pepper and brimstone and sweetmeats.'

" ' He's a shabby body the laird o' Monkbarns,' said Mrs.

Heukbane,
'
he'll make as muckle about buying a fore-quar-

ter o' lamb in August, as about a backsey o' beef. Let's taste

another drap o' the sinning (perhaps she meant cinnamon)

waters, Mrs. Mailsetter, my dear Ah! lasses, an' ye had

kend his brother as I did mony a time he wad slip in to see

me wi' a brace o' mid deukes in his pouch, when my first gude-

man was awa' at the Falkirk tryst Weel, weel we'se no

speak o' that e'enow.'

" ' I winna say ony ill o' this Monkbarns,' said Mrs. Short-

cake
;

' his brother ne'er brought me ony wild deukes, and this

is a douce honest man we serve the family wi' bread, and he

settles wi' huz ilka week only he was in an unco kippage

when we sent him a book instead o' the nick-sticks, whilk, he

said, were the true ancient way o' counting between tradesmen

and their customers
;
and sae they are, nae doubt.'

" ' But look here, lasses,' interrupted Mrs. Mailsetter,
' here's a sight for sair e'en ! What wad ye gie to ken what's

in the inside o' this letter? this is new corn I hae nae

seen the like o' this For William Lovel, Esquire, at Mrs.

Hadoway's, High Street, Fairport, by Edinburgh, N.B. This

is just the second letter he has had since he was here.'

" ' Lord's sake, let's see, lass ! Lord's sake, let's see ! that's

him that the hale town kens naething about and aweel-fa'ard

lad he is let's see, let's see.' Thus ejaculated the two worthy

representatives of mother Eve.
" '

Na, na, sirs,' exclaimed Mrs. Mailsetter ;

' haud awa'

bide aff, I tell ye this is nane o' your fourpenny cuts, that we

might make up the value to the post-office among oursels if

ony mischance befel it the postage is five-and-twenty shillings
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and here's an order frae the secretary to forward it to the"

young gentleman by express if he's no at hame. Na, na, sirs,

this manna be roughly guided.'
" ' But just let's look at the outside o't, woman.'
"
Nothing could be gathered from the outside, except re-

marks on the various properties which philosophers ascribe to

matter length, breadth, depth, and weight. The packet was

composed of strong thick paper, imperviable by the curious

eyes of the gossips, though they stared as if they would burst

from their sockets. The seal was a deep and strong impression

of arms which defied all tampering.
" '

Odd, lass,' said Mrs. Shortcake, weighing it in her hand,

and wishing, doubtless, that the too, too solid wax would melt

and dissolve itself,
* I wad like to ken what's in the inside o'

this, for that Lovel dings a' that ever set foot on the plainstanes

o' Fairport naebody kens what to make o' him.'
"

"Meanwhile the gossips, like the sibyls after consulting

their leaves, arranged and combined the information of the

evening, which flew next morning through an hundred chan-

nels, and in an hundred varieties, through the world of Fair-

port. Many, strange, and inconsistent, were the rumours to

which their communications and conjectures gava rise. Some

said Tennant and Co. were broken, and that all their bills had

come back protested others that they had got a great con-

tract from government, and letters from the principal merchants

at Glasgow, desiring to have shares upon a premium. One

report stated that Lieutenant TafFril had acknowledged a

private marriage with Jenny Caxon another that he had sent

her a letter, upbraiding her with the lowness of her birth and

education, and bidding her an eternal adieu. It was generally,

reported that Sir Arthur Wardour's affairs had fallen into

irretrievable confusion, and this rumour was only doubted by
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the wise, because the report was traced to Mrs. Mailsetter's

shop, a source more famous for the circulation of news than

for their accuracy. But all agreed that a packet from the

Secretary of State's office had arrived, directed for Mr. Lovel,

and had been forwarded by an orderly dragoon, despatched

from the head-quarters at Edinburgh, who had galloped through

Fairport without stopping, except just to inquire the way to

Monkbarns. The reason of such an extraordinary mission to

a very peaceful and retired fndividual, was variously explained.

Some said Lovel was an emigrant noble, summoned to head

an insurrection that had broken out in La Vendee others

that he was a spy others that he was a general officer, who

was visiting the coast privately others that he was a prince

of the blood, who was travelling incognito"

There is no telling the incalculable mischief which arises

from scandal. Many, very many have been ruined by the

tongue of a busy-body : that virulent member, like the hoof

of the horse of the conquering Attila, brings death whereso-

ever it alights.

We may perhaps be thought to be digressing from the sub-

ject which it has been the object of this work to illustrate
;

but since the pen of Scott has been employed in exhibiting in

its dark and deforming colours the vice of scandal, we may

perhaps be pardoned for somewhat digressing from the beaten

path which has been marked out for us to traverse, and shall

therefore introduce a tale which, though not illustrating Scot-

tish manners or forming a comment upon the works of the

loftiest genius her soil ever gave birth to, may furnish a

moral to many.

It happened once, no matter where or when suffice it to

say that it did happen, for our tale is, with the exception of

fictitious names both of individuals and places,
an over-true

one it happened once, in a certain village, there lived the widow
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of a naval officer. She was a lady not yet past the middle

of life. In her younger days she must have been eminently

beautiful, for there still remained on her fine and gentle coun-

tenance, though wasted with sorrow and worn with disease,

the traces of exquisitely-formed features, which, \vhen painted

with the ruddy glow of health, and radiant with the smiles of

youth, might have formed a study for a sculptor. But she

had seen sorrow, and this had nipped the roses and imprinted

wrinkles in their place.

With an only daughter she passed her days in retirement,

subsisting entirely upon the scanty portion which is granted

to the widows of those officers who have fallen in their coun-

try's cause.

Emily Hawkins, for such was the daughter's name, was of

as gentle and amiable a disposition as ever was bestowed upon
a child. At the time of which we are writing, she was about

twelve years old, and yet had known sorrow but by name.

Her features expressed all that happy innocence which poetry

has thrown around the sportive time of childhood her blue

and merry, laughing eye, and her roseate cheek, proclaimed

how happy was her mind.

To her mother she was an only comfort, the only tie which

seemed to bind her to earth
;
she seemed to live only for this

child to watch over her, to protect her, for she felt, in all its

fulness and all its bitterness, the melancholy words " God

knows what will become of her when I am dead and gone !"

Friends and relations had she none, for the hand of adver-

sity was upon her
;
and those who had professed friendship in

days of prosperity, had made themselves wings and flown away !

And relations, she had no near ones
;
and distant relations,

what are they ? harpies in the days of sunshine and smiles,

but standing far aloof in the hours of cloud and sorrow.

Even the portion upon which she herself lived, she knew

would be discontinued at her decease, and her child, should
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such an event happen, would be left an orphan, homeless and

friendless, and have to buffet the rude and rough world, for

which her gentleness of manner and retiring disposition alto-

gether unfitted her.

This sad thought preyed deeply upon the mind of Mrs.

Hawkins, and at last brought on a lowness and depression of

spirits which threatened, before long, to bring her to that

bourne where sorrow and sickness never advance. And so it

was
;
this wakeful and wearing sensibility brought on a deep

decline, and before four summers' suns had waned away, Mrs.

Hawkins was no more.

If there be a bitter state upon this earth, it is that of a

young orphan, left alone an isolated, uncared-for thing

compelled to descend to menial drudgery from a station of in-

dependence and comparative ease, exposed to every rude and

unkind word, liable to be abused for every fault which igno-

rance rather than willingness may have committed nay, even

abused for wanting that strength of muscle which hard work

brings, but which those unaccustomed to it rarely possess.

But a few days after her mother's burial, this was the state of

Emily Hawkins. At first, her grief was inconsolable, and her

heart seemed ready to burst in giving it vent. To her, indeed,

it was true that " tears were her meat and drink, day and

night." But even sorrow must give way to provide the means

of daily subsistence it cannot long keep off the gnawings of

hunger or the parchings of thirst, and in order to support her-

self, Emily was now compelled to work. Of money she had

none
; for when the expenses incidental to sickness and death

had been defrayed, nothing remained for Emily, even out of

the sale of the furniture, save her own clothes, and a watch

which had once belonged to her father, and which her mother

had on that account highly prized. This had been purchased

for her by a young man who had been friendly with the family

in happier days, and who now thought that he should gratify
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poor Emily most in thus presenting her with a relic both her

parents had valued so much.

It was a kind gift, given with a kind thought a thought

only to please the poor orphan girl. The same feeling, indeed,

might have possessed his mind as that which stimulated Rosa-

lind, and to himself he might have uttered the words " Take

this from me, one out of suits with fortune, that would give

more but that his hands lack means ;" but as it was, he gave
it only to please, for he well knew that affliction loses half its

bitterness when it finds another to sympathise with its misfor-

tunes. Nor in this was he mistaken poor Emily wept at the

sight of the treasure; and though it may have brought to

her mind recollections which should have been effaced for ever,

her tears were those of joy rather than of sorrow, produced

by an act of kindness from an overflowing heart.

As the only means of procuring a livelihood, Emily engaged

herself as a servant. Her mistress was harsh and unkind
;

she had no pity for the poor and friendless orphan, but know-

ing that she was alone in the world, that she had no kin or

kind to take her part, treated her with severity almost bor-

dering on cruelty.

Emily never answered her unkind mistress, and she strove

to wear an air of cheerfulness and obedience even when she

was most railed at and abused
;
but when alone at night, her

heart would burst loose from its apathy, and tears, in large

rolling drops, would fall down her cheeks; her pillow was

nightly watered with her tears, and sobs were the music which

brought sleep to her eyelids.

One only pleasure remained for her
;
it was a sad and me-

lancholy one, but in pursuing it she felt her heart relieved. She

would sit with the watch, which had been thus kindly bestowed

upon her, in her hands, and gaze upon it intently ;
then would

the feeling pass over her mind that she was not always thus

that the Hand which had stricken, could also heal that she
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was now and then in the hands of Providence, who would not

break the "bruised reed." And there is a buoyancy and

elasticity in youth which rises superior to trouble, and smiles

even while the tears are on the cheek, as the rosebud flings

the rain-shower from its bosom when the first gentle breeze

floats by, and opens fold after fold of its rich leaves beautiful

and rejoicing.

Now, in addition to being cross-grained and morose, the

mistress of Emily was of a suspicious disposition, and she would

often steal on tiptoe to watch the movements of the young

girl. It chanced that as she had thus once followed her

when she had retired to her sleeping-room, and was peering

and peeping through the key-hole, she saw the girl bending

with all affection over the watch, and talking to it as if the

thing had life, and could hear all her melancholy words.

All the suspicions of the mistress were excited in a moment ;

she stood there with breathless anxiety to note the place where

Emily placed the only valuable she possessed, and saw that she

concealed it in a drawer, which, however, was not locked.

The next morning, on some vain and frivolous pretence, she

had the drawer cleared out, and then discovered the watch.

She remembered it at the sale of her mother's goods, and in-

stantly charged poor Emily with theft.

In vain the poor girl protested her innocence, and even de-

clared from whom she had received it
;
her mistress believed

none of her words, and on the instant turned her from her

house, declaring that her own property was not safe.

"With a bitter heart Emily set forward, but at the same

time thinking there would be little difficulty in getting herself

re-engaged ;
conscious herself of innocence, she did not believe

that others would deem her guilty.

But, alas ! it was far otherwise ;
the busy tongue of slander

began to spread the tale from house to house
;

it spread like

wildfire, and, like a rolling snowball, increasing at every turn.

G G
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Servant told it to servant, mistress prattled it to mistress, and

in every house in that little village was Emily Hawkins rec-

koned a thief.

" I like none of your meek and modest people," said one
;

" there is always something bad hidden under them."

"And then to look so innocent!" ejaculated another; "oh,

the deceptive creature!"

"Oh! a fine hubbub she raised at her mother's death,"

chimed in a third
;

" she will now have greater cause to moan

for herself."

Thus was the character of Emily pulled to pieces, from no

other grounds than that a watch had been found in her

possession which ill assorted with her present poverty.

With all the eloquence of which she was mistress, poor

Emily told, in simple language, the way in which she had be-

come possessor of the bauble, and though her face wore a

crimson glow for innocence has its blush as well as guilt

her tale was simple and straightforward. But the blush on her

cheek this was reckoned a sufficient proof of her guilt, and

she was not believed.

The young man who had presented her with it had quitted

the village, and no means therefore remained by which she

could authenticate her tale.

Then was the mouth of scandal opened again, and slander

invented bitterer things against her than before.

" How likely," it was said,
" that a young man should bestow

upon a penniless girl a gift of such value without a motive !"

Then hints were thrown out, which affected the reputation of

the hapless Emily; her character was completely pulled to

pieces, and it was agreed on all hands that she was no better

than she should be.

But while she thus afforded a theme for every ill-na-

tured remark, and every species of paltry backbiting and

slander, poor Emily herself, a discarded and lonely thing,
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wandered she knew not where, and that night, with only the

heavens for a roof and the ground for a couch, she made her

bed beside a thorny hedge.

That night ! it was the last Emily Hawkins ever passed in a

state of consciousness, if a mind can be called conscious which

is almost wrung to distraction.

There is a madhouse in that quiet village, and therein is

the wreck of the beautiful form of Emily Hawkins. The sym-

metry of the features remain though the face is wan, and that

face is pale though no longer fair
;
her eye is still blue, though

no longer beaming with lustre, for the lamp of reason has paled

and expired. She weeps, and moans, and walks alone, for a

strange sort of melancholy has pervaded her soul. She is still

gentle and passive under the control of her keeper, as a child

in a nurse's arm.

And contrast such a picture, so fraught with sadness, with

what might have been her state under happier circumstances,

and give your meed of pity to the unhappy VICTIM OF

SCANDAL.



THE CASTLE HALL.

THE war-trump peals, the hall resounds

With ring of arms and human sounds

TKe laugh, cheer, and command
;

The clang of mail, the ring of steel,

The clinking noise of spurred heel,

Are all together join'd.

The pulse beats high, the blood runs quick,

The passing breath comes fast and thick,

Of warriors call'd to fight.

With eyes all light, and cheeks all flush,

As sun's first beam, and morning's blush,

But not with fear or fright.

With glittering casque, with helmet bright,

With heavy swords, but hearts all light,

They march to battle-field

'Tis Country's call at which they hie,

And that great cause they'll win or die,

But will not turn or yield.

The war is o'er, the fight is done,

The battle ended with the sun,

And warriors now return :

As trophies, glitt'ring spoils they bring,

"And, fann'd by conquest's crimson wing,"
Their cheeks still flame and burn.

But now the din of war is past,

And smiling peace is hast'ning fast

To wave her olive mild
;

Armour and arms are thrown aside,

Midst dust and rust they now abide,

As playthings for a child.



LINLITHGOW.

OF all places in Scotland, Linlithgow is perhaps more

venerated for its antiquities, and more hallowed by mournful

recollections, than any other. We have had occasion at the

commencement of this volume to allude to this ancient palace

of the Scottish monarchs; we are now about to describe it

more at length.

Linlithgow is supposed to have been the Lindum of

Ptolemy. In the reign of David I. it was declared to be the

first burgh in the kingdom.
At one time it was undoubtedly a place of great trade,

opulence, and splendour ;
it possessed a monopoly of the trade

from the water of Cramond to the mouth of the Avon, and

Blackness was assigned as its port, which was afterwards

changed for that of Borrowstowness
;
but its consequence as

a place of trade has altogether declined.

The town lies in an amphitheatre of hills, and is bounded on

the north by a lake, into which the eminence projects on which

the palace stands. The streets, or rather the single street,

running east and west, for the diverging avenues are merely

lanes, consists of a double range of tall, black, and grim-look-

ing houses, carrying the imagination back, by their ruinous

and antique appearance, to the time when Linlithgow was a

favourite seat of the Scottish kings, and when such simple but

stately buildings were the town residences of the nobles of

the court. The modern houses with which they are inter-

spersed serve to bring home these associations more forcibly,

at the same time that they impress us with a disagreeable

consciousness that the memorials of the olden time the mute
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yet eloquent witnesses of history, are fast crumbling away, and

that though there be a tale in each of those silent buildings,

fraught with strange themes of love and romance, each suc-

ceeding year takes one from the number, already too few for

the romantic and imaginative.

In the time of David I. this was a very considerable borough,

and the size of the church, still extant, would seem to prove

that the population must have been at least then double its

present amount. Its prosperity increased under the princes of

the house of Stuart, who loved its park and its lake, and, like

Scott, loved to listen to the songs of the birds who formed

their home in its tanglements.

It was, as we have already said, in that palace that Mary

opened upon the light those eyes which were destined so often

to be filled with tears
;

it was in this church that her chival-

rous grandfather saw the apparition which warned him to

avoid the fatal field of Flodden. The very trees, as they murmur

in the wind, whisper of the past ;
the very air seems thick with

the shadows of history. Every sod is classic ground to the

Scot who, while rejoicing in the modern prosperity of his

country, yet looks proudly and devotedly back to the days of

her stormy and blood-bought independence. Though now

ruinous, the Royal Palace has still an air of desolate grandeur,

which, when contrasted in imagination with the splendour and

festivity that in the olden time reigned within its walls, in-

spires sublime but melancholy feelings. It combines that

fine taste and true magnificence which distinguish all the

Scottish palaces erected by the house of Stuart. Mary of

Lorrain, the queen of James V., used to observe that the King
of France had not a palace to be compared with that of Lin-

lithgow. It stands upon the margin of a beautifully-placid

lake, which, on the east, washes the base of a gently-sloping

hill, and has its bosom spotted with a small green island, inter-

esting to the spectator as connected with a singular tradition.
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It is said, that in remote times, a black dog was found there

chained to a tree, though there were no visible means of con-

veying it thither
;
and from this mysterious circumstance, the

burgh assumed a dog chained to a tree as its armorial bearings.

On an outward gate detached from the building are the four

orders of knighthood borne by James V., viz. : the Thistle,

Garter, Holy Ghost, and Golden Fleece. The palace itself is

built of polished stone; the greater part of it is five stories

high, and it covers an acre of ground. Over the inside of

the grand gate was a statue of Pope Julius II. with the

triple crown, who sent a consecrated helmet and sword to

James V. It long survived the storms of the Reformation,

but in the beginning of the last century fell a sacrifice to the

pious rage of a blacksmith. Within the palace is a handsome

square, one side of which is more modern than the other,

having been built by James VI. and kept in good repair till

it was burnt by the king's forces in 1746. The pediments

over the window are neatly carved, and have the date 1619

inscribed upon them. In one of the other sides is a room

ninety feet long, thirty feet six inches wide, and thirty-three

feet high, having at one end a gallery with three niches, sup-

posed to have been used as an orchestra. A communication is

preserved with the different rooms by narrow galleries, which

run quite round the old part. It was in one of these that the

unfortunate Mary was born, and the room is still pointed out

to the visitor.

A bedchamber which adjoins this room is remarkable for

the orifice ofa trap-door atone ofthe corners, from which a nar-

row stair descends into the vaults. An improbable story is told

of James III. being obliged to take refuge from his rebellious

nobles in this hiding-place, where, it is said, he remained for

three days, a lady of the court sitting over the trap-door

all the time spinning, in order to conceal the monarch's place

of retreat. The stair-tower, at the corner of this court, is sur-
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mounted by a kind of turret, which is remarkable on account

of its height, overlooking the whole of the palace. This, no

doubt, was used as a watch-tower, and there is no reason for dis-

believing the beautiful tradition connected with it, which tells,

that when the fated James, in spite of every kind of warning,

set out on that wild expedition which terminated at the field

of Flodden, his disconsolate queen retired there to gaze and

weep alone. This brave but unfortunate prince was the vic-

tim of too ardent an imagination. He ventured kingdom and

life for a lady whom he had never seen, and lost both through
the treachery of another whom he ought to have known too

well to have trusted. This turret to this day retains the name

of Queen Margaret's Bower.

On the eastern side of the quadrangle is the Parliament-

hall, a very splendid room, which, by the niches between the

windows, appears to have been adorned with statues.

The chapel was built by James V., and occupies one side

of the square. The kitchen, which is spacious, is under-

ground.

In advance of the palace, and nearly at right angles with it,

is the church, a superb Gothic building, now devoted to the

Presbyterian establishment. Here is shown the aisle where

the apparition burst upon the sight of the hapless James.

Opposite the Town-house is the Cross Well, a very curious

and elaborate structure. It is a modern fac-simile of one

which was erected in 1620, and is remarkable for the richness

and intricacy of the carving. It further excites the envy of

the citizens of Edinburgh, by the abundance of its supply of

water.



LUCY ASHTON.

THERE is something so exquisitely touching and pathetic in

many of the female characters of Sir Walter Scott, that those

who can read the account of their trials and troubles unmoved,

must have hearts of a very stern and iron-like material
;
there

is, at the same time, such an air of probability, such a sem-

blance of truth in all the evils they have to encounter, that one

almost persuades oneself that it is a real case, and not the

workings of a fictitious narrative, which one is perusing.

Scott does not, like other romancers, make his heroines per-

form any of those extraordinary actions which other fictitious

writers are so fond of giving to them
;
no leaping from lofty win-

dows and escaping unhurt no wanderings by midnight through

woody tanglements which they have never seen before, and

then threading their way with an admirable, though singular

dexterity, and then, after encountering numberless hair-

breadth escapes whidi would have proved fatal, only something

very fortuitous occurred to prevent it : no meeting with rob-

bers, and then being delivered from their power by their lovers,

who, at the sight of them in such distress, all of a sudden be-

come endued with the strength of giants, and cut and slash

about in a most extraordinary manner, though all the while

they do not know that it is any one they have any affection

for that they have released from the hands of rude marauders.

There is not with Scott any roaming amongst old dilapidated

castles amongst bones of the dead, and grim and gaunt spec-

tres of fiendish beings who cannot rest, though their bodies

lie quiet in the grave.

There are, we say, none of these gross absurdities in Scott's

H H
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tales
;

effect follows cause in a natural and straightforward

course
; though as he does not merge into the incredible on the

one hand, so neither do his works consist of mere dry detail of

common-place life on the other. He has just reached the

sublime and beautiful, but there he has paused, well aware

that a step beyond his prescribed limits would bring him to

the confines of the ridiculous.

In his characters also, he has given such tempers and dispo-

sitions, that placed in similar circumstances, the conjunction

of them would produce the like results.

It is thus with Lucy Ashton such a character as this, with

such parents and under such circumstances, would in all

cases act precisely in the way which Scott has described. In

fact, all Scott's characters are real, and the tale of the Bride

of Lammermoor may only be one among many which may be

called " over -true tales;" though the knowledge that such

facts as are there described were really true, greatly increases

the depth of feeling and commiseration for the gentle, lovely,

hapless Lucy.

It is in a pleasing and beautiful manner that Lucy Ashton is

introduced, but in a moment she becomes an object of interest

and almost affection to the reader, though as yet no sorrow is

mingled in her cup she seems formed to love and be loved,

and by her very gentleness to avoid all rough and rude storms,

as the fragile willow which the fiercest hurricane never

breaks.

It is at the early age of seventeen that Lucy Ashton is in-

troduced " of exquisite, though somewhat girlish features,

formed to express peace of mind, serenity, and indifference to

the tinsel of worldly pleasure. Her locks, which were of

shadowy gold, divided on a brow of exquisite whiteness, like

a gleam of broken and pallid sunshine upon a hill of snow.

The expression of her countenance was, in the last degree,

gentle, soft, timid, and feminine, and seemed rather to shrink
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from the most casual look of a stranger than to court his

admiration."

" Yet her passiveness of disposition was by no means owing
to an indifferent or unfeeling mind. Left to the impulse of

her own taste and feelings, Lucy Ashton was peculiarly acces-

sible to those of a romantic cast. Her secret delight was in

the old legendary tales of ardent devotion and unalterable

affection, chequered as they so often are with strange adven-

tures and supernatural horrors this was her favourite fairy

realm, and here she erected her aerial palaces. But it was

only in secret that she laboured at this delusive but delightful

architecture. In her retired chamber, or in the woodland

bower, which she had chosen for her own and called after her

name, she was in fancy distributing the prizes at the tourna-

ment, or raining down influence from her eyes on the valiant

combatants ;
or she was wandering in the wilderness with Una,

or she was identifying herself with the simple yet noble-

minded Miranda in the isle of wonder and enchantment."

Her mother thus drew the character of her gentle and

lovely daughter :

"Poor Lucy is unfit for courts or crowded halls. Some

country laird must be her husband, rich enough to supply her

with every comfort, without an effort on her own part, so that

she may have nothing to shed a tear for, but the tender appre-

hension lest he may break her neck in a fox-chase."

"
But," subsequently adds the narrator,

" like many a parent

of hot and impatient character, she was mistaken in esti-

mating the feelings of her daughter, who, under a semblance

of extreme indifference, nourished the germ of those passions

which sometimes spring up in one night, like the gourd of the

prophet, and astonish the observer by their unexpected ardour

and intensity. In fact, Lucy's sentiments seemed chill, be-

cause nothing had occurred to interest or awaken them. Her

life had hitherto flowed on in a uniform and gentle tenor,
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and happy for her had not its present smoothness of current

resembled that of the stream as it glides downwards to the

waterfall."

Poor Lucy Ashton ! the untimely events which brought her

life to a close are a proof that no life can open so fairly that

disasters may not terminate it, and that no reliance can be

placed upon happy early days leading to as happy a termina-

tion, as there is no bud so fair that a blight may not wither it,

no sky so clear that a cloud may not sully it, no stream so

pure that it may not be mudded.

The hidden springs of Lucy's mind were soon, too soon in-

deed for her, to be called into action. Her first meeting with

Ravenswood is too well known, both for its romance and

interest, to require notice. By a strange circumstance he be-

came the preserver of her life, and if nothing more had oc-

curred, Lucy Ashton would have felt a sort of attachment to

her preserver. Her father, she knew, had succeeded to the es-

tates of that once powerful though now fallen family ;
and fond

as she was of legendary tales, often must she have heard wild

and wonderful stories of the Ravenswoods in the days of their

pomp and their power, and there was possibly a lurking feeling,

mingled between respect and gratitude and wonder, for the

descendant of that noble house, the preserver of her life, and

the man who received her thanks with a haughty disdain.

"
Lucy Ashton," says Scott,

" was involved in those mazes

of the imagination which are most dangerous to the young
and the sensitive. Time, it is true, absence, change of place

and of face, might, probably, have destroyed the illusion in her

instance as it has done in many others
;
but her residence re-

mained solitary, and her mind without those means of dissi-

pating her pleasing illusions."

Such was the state of Lucy's feelings when the hunt near

Wolf's Craig again brought them together, and the thunder-

storm caused her and her father to become guests in the
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ruinous and only castle which remained to the lordly race of

Ravenswood.

It was there and then that Lucy Ashton began to entertain

sentiments bordering on love. The proud and somewhat harsh

manner of the Master contributed to kindle it, for the

haughty demeanour the proud bearing the dark and fire-

flashing eye of the young man well accorded with her favourite

pictures of romantic love
;
and then to find the anger which

he displayed to her father the haughty and proud manner

with which he treated him, suddenly turned to kindness and

attention on her account, must have given deeper root to her

affection.

I do not think that there is so much romance in love at first

sight as is generally supposed. The mind generally forms the

outline of the individual upon whom it would place its affec-

tions what appearance, what manners, what feelings, what

tastes it would like in the object upon which it would place its

affections
;
and numbers may pass who do not come up to the

formed notion then, perhaps, one suddenly starts up exactly

such as fancy painted, and then the heart loves at once.

It was thus with Lucy Ashton. Ravenswood was the per-

son her romantic notions had formed as one she should love,

and when chance brought them together, all her thoughts and

wishes were turned to feeling and affection, which instantly

grew to love.

It was, however, but a brief time that the love of Lucy
Ashton was permitted to be exercised to the person on whom

it was placed, and even during the few sunny days which that

was permitted, it was only on few occasions that her lover and

she were together.

Yet there was possibly something pleasing and congenial to

the mind ofLucy Ashton, in thus loving in secret, and in endea-

vouring to conceal it from the eyes of others. It accorded

well with her imaginative and romantic disposition, and possi-
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bly was the cause of its fixedness and firmness when her lover

was far removed from her sight.

The character of Lucy at this time develops a nobleness

and firmness of purpose which might not have been expected
from the gentle girl, whose timidity of disposition made her

almost bend to the wishes of others, rather than thwart them.
" And never shall this leave my bosom," said Lucy, as she

hung the piece of gold round her neck, and concealed it with

her handkerchief,
" until you, Edgar Ravenswood, ask me to

resign it to you and while I wear it, never shall that heart

acknowledge another love than yours."

Such was her promise when she plighted her faith and troth

to her lover, and through trial and disaster almost unparalleled

through a straining of the mind, a more fearful thing than

the stretching the body upon the rack she nobly kept her

word.

The chronicler of the history of the Bride of Lammermoor

has left a blank of twelve months between the departure of

Lucy's lover from Ravenswood Castle and the mention of her

again as connected with the hapless Lucy Ashton.

But how has that blank been filled up ? By the narration of

the sufferings the poor girl herself underwent ! It is a cata-

logue of horrors which makes the blood curdle to read, and

the ear tingle to hear. It is a tale of fearful cruelty, of ruth-

less torture, and inflicted by a mother upon a daughter, and

not for crime, not for guilt, but only because having vowed to

love till the pledge she had given was redeemed, she will not

break her word wed another, and by doing so break her heart
;

or, as she wildly exclaimed, to her mother's request to be ready

to sign and seal
" To sign and seal to do and die !" for she

subsequently said,
" Alone and uncounselled, I involve myself

in these perils ;
alone and uncounselled, I must extricate my-

self or die."

But her mother was determined to tighten the thread to the
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extreme, even though in doing so she might chance to snap it

asunder, and be literally the murderess of her daughter.

Every means was therefore tried to make her break her

word with Ravenswood
;
but though in general so meek and

yielding, on this point the spirit of Lucy Ashton rose to a

height of firmness, surrounded as she was by relations the

nearest and dearest who bitterly opposed the match with Ra-

venswood. She tried to grapple with all the impediments which

were thrown in her way, with all the difficulties which, like an

insurmountable barrier, rose up to oppose her further pro-

gress at every step she took
;
she turned a deaf ear to all the

slanderous things which were poured out against her betrothed,

heeding none of the bitter sneers, the galling taunts, the caustic

innuendoes with which she was assailed from all quarters, as

though each and every individual with whom she came in

contact felt a secret pleasure in torturing her as much as

possible.

But the opposition, the ill-will of all, except her mother,

she was able to withstand ; for, from her gentleness of spirit,

she had long been accustomed to bend to the opposition of

others without repining but her mother! it was entirely

beyond Lucy's power to elude the unremitting persecution

of Lady Ashton, who had bent every thought and feeling of

her powerful mind to break off her daughter's contract with

Ravenswood. And in furtherance of this stern and unworthy

purpose Lady Ashton left no means untried which could in

the least degree effect her purpose.

The situation of Lucy now became unhappy in the extreme.

In order to accomplish Lady Ashton's almost fiendish purpose,

it was of the last consequence that all intercourse between the

lovers should be stopped, and by dint of gold and authority

Lady Ashton contrived to possess herself of such a complete

command of all who were placed around her daughter, that, in

fact, no leagured fortress was evermore completely blockaded;
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while at the same time, to all outward appearance* Miss Ash-

ton lay under no restriction. The verge of her parent's do-

mains became in respect to her like the viewless and enchanted

line drawn around a fairy castle, where nothing unpermitted

can either enter from without, or escape from within. Thus

every letter in which Ravenswood conveyed to Lucy Ashton

the indispensable reasons which detained him abroad, and more

than one note which poor Lucy had addressed to him through

what she thought a secure channel, fell into the hands of her

mother.

Ignorant of the treachery which was practised towards her,

poor Lucy must have felt that her lover's silence was an evi-

dence of the decay of his affection towards her. The certainty,

that while she herself loved with all the fervour and attach-

ment of a warm and generous heart, she was equally beloved

by him for whom she was suffering so much, may have gone
far to reconcile her to her hard lot

;
but then to find, as from

her lover's protracted silence she must have conjectured, that

Ravenswood's passion for her had vanished, as evanescent as the

words by which it had been declared this must have reduced

her to a state of despondency well nigh bordering on despair.

It was in this state of mind that Lucy heard that her lover

was on the eve of being married to another. Rumour, with

its thousand tongues, and yet more ruinous powers of inven-

tion, had, indeed, originated and spread the tale
;
but Lady

Ashton took great care that it should be conveyed to her

daughter in very many different ways as ordinary news, as

serious intelligence then, again, as malignant pleasantry, and

then as matter for her grave and serious consideration.

It was now that the susceptible mind of Lucy began to give

way under the trying circumstances to which she was exposed.

By laying all circumstances together, she could do nothing

else than suppose that her lover had totally discarded her.

His long silence, notwithstanding her repeated letters, and
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now this strange and cruel rumour, which seemed naturally to

follow from his previous indifference, this drove the poor girl

to utter despair and desperation.
" She became gloomy and abstracted, and, contrary to her

natural and ordinary habit of mind, sometimes turned with

fierceness on those bywhom she was long and closely annoyed.

Her health also began to be shaken, and her hectic cheek and

wandering eye gave symptoms of what is called a fever upon
the spirits."

It was now that Lady Ashton began to press the acceptance

of a new lover upon her hapless daughter, and as if earth were

not sufficient for her to find means to execute her detest-

able purpose, she seemed to have raked up a fiend from hell

to bring to pass that which she herself was unable to accom-

plish. This new source of torment to the unfortunate Lucy
was introduced in the person of an old hag, who, by telling

fearful tales of the Ravenswood family, by bitter taunts, by

expounding the dreams which troubled the sleeping hours of

her young charge, and other acts more nearly bordering on

witchcraft and jugglery, succeeded in completely breaking

down the wrecks of Lucy's firm spirit. Her temper became

unequal her health daily decayed her manners grew moping,

melancholy, and uncertain; when her father perceiving the

causes of these strange appearances, dismissed the old woman

from the castle.

But as the droppings of water will wear down the hardest

rock, so was the firm purpose of Lucy Ashton completely dis-

solved by the incessant attacks of her mother and friends. All

on a sudden a strange vivacity seemed to come to her spirit,

but it mocked the real feelings of her heart, like a meteor ray

in a night of fearful tempest, whose momentary glow, in place

of scattering the gloom, serves only to show how pitchy is the

darkness.

In this momentary flow of spirits, Lucy declared
" that she

i i
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was conscious heaven, and earth, and hell, had set themselves

against her union with Ravenswood ;" still her contract, she

said,
" was a binding contract, and she neither would nor could

resign it without the consent of Ravenswood. Let me be

assured," she concluded, "that he will free me from my
engagement, and dispose of me as you please, I care not how.

When the diamonds are gone, what signifies the casket ?"

It was to this point her mother had so long endeavoured to

bring Lucy ; and, at length, she acquiesced in her daughter's

wish to allow her to indite a letter to her absent lover before

she received the new. This letter, however, Lady Ashton took

care should not be sent, in the hope that the protracted silence

of Ravenswood would induce Lucy to set him aside, and

submit herself silently to her control.

But, from hints which had been dropped of her mother's

machinations, Lucy determined to send another letter to

Ravenswood, as she feared, and with too just grounds, that

her former might have miscarried. The brief term in which an

answer might be returned was all that Lucy had allowed, be-

fore she consented to give her hand to another, and time, who

moves along with one uniform tread whatever else stands still,

at length brought that day round.

But her absent lover returned not not even a letter was

received, and her mother's cruel precautions determined that

the deeds should be signed before the hour of noon. On swift

wings the hours flew by, but Lucy heeded them not she

seemed passive in the hand of her mother, as though her

feelings were so many pieces of machinery which could be

made to vibrate by the least touch of Lady Ashton's fingers.

The hour at length came already had the hand of Lucy,

though she seemed unconscious of anything she did, traced

her name upon all the papers but one the last was in the act

of being written, when the tramp of a horse and a well-re-

membered voice caused her to suspend her task; the pen
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dropped from her fingers, and with a faint shriek she exclaimed,
" He is come ! he is come !"

The hall was in an uproar in an instant
;
but when peace

was at length somewhat restored, or rather when the angry

passions of each, viz., Sir W. and Lady Ashton, the son, and

the Laird of Bucklaw, were kept within, for the hearts of all

seemed to burn with implacable revenge towards one another,

Ravenswood demanded to hear from the lips of Lucy herself

the avowal that it was her wish and desire that he should re-

turn the pledge of their mutual engagement.
It is this moment which the plate illustrates. We give the

scene in Scott's own words :

" Ravenswood sheathed his sword, uncocked and returned his

pistol to his belt, walked deliberately to the door of the apart-

ment, which he bolted returned, raised his hat from his fore-

head, and gazing upon Lucy with eyes in which an expression

of sorrow overcame their late fierceness, spread his dishevelled

locks back from his face, and said,
' Do you know me, Miss

Ashton? I am still Edgar Ravenswood.' She was silent; and

he went on with increasing vehemence
' I am still that Edgar

Ravenswood, who, for your affection, renounced the dear ties

by which injured honour bound him to seek vengeance. I am

that Ravenswood, who, for your sake, forgave nay, clasped

hands in friendship with the oppressor and pillager of his

house the traducer and murderer of his father.'

" ' My daughter,' answered Lady Ashton, interrupting him,
' has no occasion to dispute the identity of your person ;

the

venom of your present language is sufficient to remind her,

that she speaks with the mortal enemy of her father.'

" * I pray you to be patient, madam,' answered Ravenswood
;

*

my answer must come from her own lips. Once more, Miss

Lucy Ashton, I am that Ravenswood to whom you granted

the solemn engagement which you now desire to retract and

cancel/
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"
Lucy's bloodless lips could only falter out the words,

* It

was my mother.'

"'She speaks truly,' said Lady Ashton, 'it was I, who,

authorised alike by the laws of God and man, advised her, and

concurred with her, to set aside an unhappy and precipitate

engagement, and to annul it by the authority of Scripture

itself.'
"

" ' Hear what I have sacrificed for you,' said Ravenswood,

still addressing Lucy,
' ere you sanction what has been done

in your name. The honour of an ancient family, the urgent

advice of my best friends, have been in vain used to sway my
resolution ;

neither the arguments of reason, nor the portents

of superstition, have shaken my fidelity. The very dead have

arisen to warn me, and their warning has been despised. Are

you prepared to pierce my heart for its fidelity, with the very

weapon which my rash confidence entrusted to your grasp ?'

"'Master of Ravenswood,' said Lady Ashton, 'you have

asked what questions you thought fit. You see the total in-

capacity of my daughter to answer you. But I will reply for

her, and in a manner which you cannot dispute. You desire

to know whether Lucy Ashton of her own free will desires to

annul the engagement into which she has been trepanned.

You have her letter under her own hand, demanding the sur-

render of it
; and, in yet more full evidence of her purpose,

here is the contract which she has this morning subscribed, in

presence of this reverend gentleman, with Mr. Hayston, of

Bucklaw.'
" Ravenswood gazed upon the deed, as if petrified.

' And

it was without fraud or compulsion,' said he, looking towards

the clergyman,
' that Miss Ashton subscribed this parchment.'

" ' I vouch it upon my sacred character.'

" ' This is, indeed, madam, an undeniable piece of evidence/

said Ravenswood sternly ;

' and it will be equally unnecessary

and tlishonourable to waste another word in useless remons-
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trance or reproach. There, madam,' he said, laying down
before Lucy the signed paper and the broken piece of gold
' there are the evidences of your first engagement ; may you
be more faithful to that which you have just formed. I will

trouble you to return the corresponding tokens of my ill-

placed confidence I ought rather to say, of my egregious

folly.'

"Lucy returned the scornful glance of her lover with a gaze,

from which perception seemed to have been banished
; yet she

seemed partly to have understood his meaning, for she raised

her hands as if to undo a blue ribbon which she wore around

her neck. She was unable to accomplish her purpose,

but Lady Ashton cut the ribbon asunder, and detached the

broken piece of gold which Miss Ashton had till then worn

concealed in her bosom
;
the written counterpart of the lovers'

engagement she for some time had had in her own possession.

With a haughty curtsey, she delivered both to Ravenswood,

who was much softened when he took the piece of gold.
" ' And she could wear it thus,' he said speaking to him-

self ' could wear it in her very bosom could wear it next

to her heart even when but complaint avails not,' he said,

dashing from his eye the tear which had gathered in it, and

resuming the stern composure of his manner. He strode to

the chimney, and threw into the fire the paper and piece of

gold, stamping upon the coals with the heel of his boot, as if

to insure their destruction.
' I will be no longer,' he then

said,
' an intruder here. Your evil wishes, and your worse

offices, Lady Ashton, I will only return, by hoping these will

be your last machinations against your daughter's honour and

happiness. And to you, madam,' he said, addressing Lucy,
' I have nothing further to say, except to pray to God that

you may not become a world's wonder for this act of wilful

and deliberate perjury.' Having uttered these words, he

turned on his heel, and left the apartment.'
"
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Scott, with great judgment and feeling, has drawn a veil

over the fearful passions which must otherwise have been de-

scribed as burning in Lucy's heart at this conduct of Ravens-

wood, which she must have felt as the " unkindest act of all,"

by making her to be overcome with the scene and returning

her to a state of stupor ;
but there is enough displayed of the

mental agony of the poor girl in those expressive words which

she utters on discovering that the ribbon which hung round

her neck was not in its accustomed place viz.,
" that it was

the link which bound her to life."

After this dread scene, Lucy seemed to lose all conscious-

ness, and became completely passive in the hands of her

haughty and cruel mother
;
or even when she manifested any

concern, it was of a strange and flighty character, differing

widely from her previous disposition, and exhibiting a species

of imbecility almost bordering on insanity.

After the departure of Ravenswood nothing offered to op-

pose her marriage with Bucklaw; and accordingly, on the

fourth day after that fearful meeting, Lucy was led to the

church to give away her hand, though not her heart. But she

heard the service which bound her to another as indifferently

as though she was not a party in the least concerned
;
but her

calmness was that of desperation and despair not of that

which attends a placid mind.

Had the trials and disasters which attended her footsteps

been brought about by harder and harsher means, the heart of

Lucy Ashton would have burst; but the act of her mother

was such, that she contrived to draw the threads to the extreme

of tightness without allowing them to break, and the wrung
and riven heart of Lucy was goaded on to frenzy.

A fearful, maddening despair possessed her soul, and that

drove her to the commission of a crime, the mention of which

would have made her shudder in moments of sanity and

placidness.
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The marriage has passed over the feast which succeeded is

at its height the sounds of mirth and revelry resound through
the halls of the castle of the Ashtons the wine has per-

formed its office, and as the dancers thread the mazy windings
or twirl in magic rings, every heart seems joyful and every

spirit glad.

But on a sudden there is an interruption to their merriment

a strange, fearful sound and producing a similar effect to that

which would be brought about if, on a day of cerulean skies

and golden sunlight, the hoarse voice of the thunder-peal should

rend the vault of heaven. Again the same sound is repeated

it is the cry, the piercing yell of anguish ! the hall is deserted,

and every one rushes eagerly to the bridal chamber, from

whence the sound seemed to proceed: to the horror and

amazement of all, it is discovered that Lucy Ashton has at-

tempted murder !

Outworn in mind and body, for the mental had so preyed

upon the physical that nothing of strength remained, the day

following Lucy died, and a few days afterwards was borne a

corpse to that church to which so short a time before she had

been conducted with all the pomp of bridal array, and with all

the merriment and light-heartedness attending those occa-

sions
;
but poor Lucy then took no concern in the pageant,

more than her lifeless remains in the mournful procession, for,

though her eyes were bright and her life-blood flowed, her

soul was dead.

And there, then, where all mankind indeed must sleep at

last, but where it seems to cut to the quick to cradle the young-

there, in the dark and dank tomb, the remains of Lucy Ashton

found a repose which she had not known in life
; there, to

mingle with the dust, to corrupt and moulder, and form a

feast for foul and loathsome worms, were consigned the re-

mains of what was once lovely, beautiful, and innocent ;
whose

mind matched with her body and both were beautiful, for
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beaming eyes, and snowy skin, and golden tresses, and exqui-

sitely-formed features were not more displayed than gentle-

ness, and goodness, and purity of thought, till, exasperated to

frenzy, wrung to despair, she performed a deed cruel and

appalling.

Her love for Ravenswood was pure and disinterested; a

hovel or a palace would have heen the same to her, so long as

he had shared it with her, and as it was pure so was it sin-

cere, and neither threat nor persuasion could make her break

that which she considered it her duty to keep. It was, indeed,
" that which bound her to life ;" and when with ruthless hand

her mother severed the ribbon from which hung the emblem,

she severed the silken cords which bound together her soul

and body.
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IN point of ancient grandeur, St. Andrew's surpasses any

city in Scotland
;
but its grandeur contrasts painfully with its

half-deserted appearance, which excites a feeling of melan-

choly as well as veneration. The city owed its greatness to

Catholic superstition, and with the downfall of Popery it sud-

denly decayed. It was the metropolitan see of Scotland, and

many of its archbishops were men of splendid talents. Under

their patronage it became a place of great trade, and annually
a fair was held there, resorted to by merchants from all the

countries of Europe.
Its original name was Muckross

;
but St. Regulus, a monk

of Achaia, in the year 370, having, according to the venerable

legend, been shipwrecked upon this coast, escaped on shore

with the relics of St. Andrew, when the King of the Picts

granted him and his companions an establishment at this place,

and erected for them a church. A fine ruin still remains,

which continues to bear the name of St. Regulus, or St. Rule.

Its name was then changed to Kilrule, or Kilrymont, which it

retained till about the middle of the ninth century, when

Kenneth M'Alpine, King of the Scots, after subduing the

Picts, transferred the seat of his government from Abernethy

to this place, which now received the name of St. Andrew, the

tutelar saint of Scotland. It was erected into a royal burgh in

1 1 40, by David I. An original charter of Malcolm II., who was

slain in 1034, is still preserved in the Town-house, where the

silver keys of the city are kept, as also the axe with which, in

1645, the heads of Sir Robert Spotswood and three other

royalists were struck off.

K K
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St. Andrew's is situated on a capacious bay, two miles south

of Wood-point, which terminates the estuary of the Eden, and

commands a rich and extensive prospect. It is about a mile

in circuit, and contains three principal streets which have re-

cently been repaved at a considerable expense, and of late the

town has exhibited symptoms of revival in the erection of

several elegant houses.

The University of St. Andrew's, the oldest in Scotland,

was founded in 1411, by Bishop Wardlaw, and formerly con-

sisted of three colleges. The United College of St. Salvador

and St. Leonard has Professors of Mathematics, Latin, Greek,

Logic, Civil History, Moral and Natural Philosophy, and Me-

dicine. In St. Mary's, or New College, Divinity, Church His-

tory, and the Oriental languages are exclusively taught by a

Principal, and three other Professors. The library contains

a valuable collection of books of above 30,000 volumes
;
the

average number of students at present is about 300.

The Chapel of St. Regulus, of which the walls, with the

square tower, 108 feet in height, still remain, is certainly one

of the most ancient edifices in Scotland, though the precise

date of its foundation may be doubtful. The arches of the

doors and windows are semicircular, and a winding stair of

152 steps leads to the top of the tower, which commands a

delightful view. The cathedral, founded in 1159, was not

finished till 1318, when it was dedicated by Bishop Lamberton

with great solemnity in the presence of King Robert Bruce.

It was destroyed by the Reformers in 1559, and all that now

remains of this once magnificent pile is the eastern end, with

two towers each 100 feet high, half of the western end, and

part of the south and west walls. The architecture is the

Gothic mixed with the Saxon. North from the cathedral, on

a rock washed by the sea, are the ruins of the castle, which

was built about the year 1200, and became the Episcopal Pa-

lace. The window is still shown where Cardinal Beaton sat
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and beheld the execution of George Wishart, who had been
condemned to the stake through his means. At his death

Wishart is said to have been endowed with the spirit of pro-

phecy, and to have foretold that the cardinal, who then ruled

with so high a hand, before very long should be laid low, and
that the wrath of God should seize, shortly, not only on that

wicked man himself, who was lord of the castle, but also on
the city.

This prophecy, by whatever spirit it was dictated, was, in

fact, soon after fulfilled. Private revenge, inflamed and sanc-

tified by a false zeal for religion, impelled Norman Leslie,

with fifteen confederates, to enter the Castle of St. Andrew's,

where, after turning out the domestics one by one, they forced

their way into the prelate's apartment, and rushing upon him,
wounded him with several blows.

In the midst of the uproar which was then being made,

Melvil, who was, as Knox says, "a mild, serious person,"

rebuked his companions for their want of decorum
;
then step-

ping up to the cardinal, he exhorted him to repent of his sins,

protested that he had no kind of enmity to his person, and

then very deliberately ran him twice through the body. His

example was followed by the rest of the conspirators, and the

cardinal expired with the words,
" I am a priest."

His corpse was for some time trampled under foot, and when

some of his servants rushed forward in order to endeavour to

save their master, the conspirators threw the body towards

them, and told them that " there was the man they sought."

In the Chapel of St. Salvador is the tomb of Bishop Ken-

nedy, the founder, who died in 1466; which is of exquisite

workmanship. Many years ago, six curious silver maces were

discovered within this tomb
;
three of which are preserved

here, the remaining three having been presented to the other

Scotch Universities.

The buildings of St. Salvador's College form three sides
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of a square, and are ornamented by a handsome spire 156

feet high.

The Town-hall, lately rebuilt, is a spacious structure with

a spire. In the aisle is a stately monument of Archbishop

Sharpe, representing his assassination by Hagstone of Ra-

thillet, and his accomplices, on Magus Moor, about three miles

south-west of St. Andrew's, on the 3rd of May, 1679.

The cause of the archbishop's assassination was this : A
person of the name of Mitchel had made an attempt on the

life of Sharpe ;
he was at length discovered, and in order to

force the truth from him, he was put to the torture
;
but by

bearing the pain with extraordinary fortitude, he stood ac-

quitted by the laws. A new attempt was made to induce him

to confess, and a free pardon was offered him if he complied

with the request ;
but his confession was no sooner obtained

thanhe was condemned and executed at the solicitations of the

prelate, notwithstanding the promises made to the contrary.

This execution excited a general indignation against Sharpe,

and from that day he was devoted to destruction. It was not

long before he was encountered in his own diocese by nine

assassins, some of them gentlemen of property. They sur-

rounded his coach, dismounted and disarmed his servants,

and then discharged their carabines into the carriage without

making any dangerous wound. They had turned and were

going from him, when his daughter, who was with him in the

coach, was overheard to say,
"
Oh, there is life yet !"

No sooner had she spoken the words than the assassins re-

turned, dragged the archbishop out of his coach, and while

they protested that they had no personal quarrel with him,

put him to death in the most barbarous manner.

It is impossible not to be struck at the remarkable coinci-

dence of circumstances between the fate of this prelate and

that of his predecessor Cardinal Beaton. The Presbyterians
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considered both as the awful judgment of God upon a perse-

cutor, and the perpetrators of these deeds were not abhorred

as assassins, but reverenced as men who had acted under the

irresistible influence of Heaven.

The brand and the stigma which have always been attached

to the infamous crime of murder was not fastened upon these

assassins; they were called to no account for their crime';

nor, indeed, was it considered to be a crime at all. The pu-
nishment of death, with which man has in all ages visited the

individual who has steeped his hands in human blood, was not

brought to bear upon these men
; and, as they were supposed

to have acted under the guidance of Heaven, it was thought
that Heaven's own laws might be broken : therefore was that

stern injunction waived, which has declared in such express

terms, that " whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

blood be shed."



SCENE FROM ROKEBY.

" THE stranger came with heavy stride,
The morion's plumes his visage hide,
And the buff-coat, in ample fold,
Mantles his form's gigantic mould.
Full slender answer deigned he
To Oswald's anxious courtesy,
But mark'd, by a disdainful smile,
He saw and scorn 'd the petty wile,
When Oswald changed the torch's place,
Anxious that on the soldier's face
Its partial lustre might be thrown,
To show his looks, yet hide his own.
His guest, the while, laid low aside
The ponderous cloak of tough bull's hide,
And to the torch glanced broad and clear
The corslet of a cuirassier

;

Then from his brows the casque he drew,
And from the dank plume dash'd the dew,
From gloves of mail relieved his hands,
And spread them to the kindling brands,
And, turning to the genial board,
Without a health, or pledge, or word
Of meet and social reverence said,

Deeply he drank, and fiercely fed;
As free from ceremony's sway,
As famish 'd wolf that tears his prey.

* * * *

'

Disastrous news !

'

dark Wycliffe said
;

Assumed despondence bent his head,
While troubled joy was in his eye,
The well-feigned sorrow to belie.
'

Disastrous news .'when needed most,
Told ye not that your chiefs were lost/
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Complete the woeful tale, and say,
Who fell upon that fatal day;
What leaders of repute and name
Bought by their death a deathless fame.
If such my direst foeman's doom,
My tears shall dew his honour'd tomb.
No answer? Friend of all our host,
Thou know'st whom I should hate the most

;

Whom thou too, once, wert wont to hate,
Yetleavest me doubtful of his fate.'

With look unmoved,' Of friend or foe,

Aught,' answer'd Bertram,
'

wouldst thou know,
Demand in simple terms and plain,

A soldier's answer shalt thou gain ;

For question dark, or riddle high,
I have nor judgment nor reply.'
The wrath his art and fear suppress'd,
Now blazed at once in Wycliffe's breast;
And brave, from man so meanly born,
Roused his hereditary scorn.

'

Wretch ! hast thou paid thy bloody debt?

PHILIP of MORTHAM, lives he yet?
False to thy patron or thine oath,

Trait'rous or perjured, one or both,
Slave! hast thou kept thy promise plight,
To slay thy leader in the fight?'

Then from his seat the soldier sprung,
And Wycliffe's band he strongly wrung;
His grasp, as hard as glove of mail,
Forced the red blood-drop from the nail
' A health !

'

he cried
; and, ere he quaff'd,

Flung from him Wycliffe's hand, and laugh'd :

'Now, Oswald Wycliffe, speaks thy heart!

Now play'st thou well thy genuine part!

Worthy, but for thy craven fear,

Like me to roam a buccaneer.

What reck'st thou of the Cause divine,
If Mortham's wealth and lands be thine?

What carest thou for beleaguer'd York,
If this good hand have done its work?
Or what though Fairfax and his best

Are reddening Marston's swarthy breast,
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If Philip Mortham with them lie,

Lending his life-blood to the dye?

Sit then ! and as mid comrades free

Carousing after victory,

When tales are told of blood and fear,

That boys and women shrink to hear,

From point to point I frankly tell

The deed of death as it befell.'
"



THE EARL OF MONTROSE.

WHEN Charles I. of England was daily losing more and
more the authority of a king in his own country, his cause

seemed to revive in the North, by the singular courage and

ability of the Earl of Montrose.

This active and intrepid man had once fought under the

banners of the enemy, but becoming sensible of his error, he

offered to draw his sword on the side of Charles.

Apparently possessing means and resources the most inade-

quate, Montrose performed some of the most extraordinary

exploits which were ever achieved by any general; on an

instant the spirit of valour and skill which was possessed by
the general, seemed to rest upon the men (not soldiers, as for

the most part they were raw and undisciplined), so that when

they were led to the field, they seemed not to think they were

going to fight, but only to celebrate a victory.

This active nobleman having received a supply of about

1,200 troops from Ireland, hastened to put himself at the head

of the few individuals who yet remained attached to the cause

of the king. No sooner was it noised about that Montrose

was at the head of the troops raised to support the royal

cause, than many more joined his standard, and Montrose in a

short time found himself at the head of three thousand men.

With these he attacked and defeated a party of the cove-

nanters under the command of Tullibardine. After this vic-

tory, Perth opened its gates to the conqueror, and was laid

under contribution.

At Aberdeen, Montrose gained a second victory over the

L L
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rebels under Lord Burleigh. The Duke of Argyle, with a

great army, was sent in pursuit of the hero
; but, dreading the

encounter, he resigned the command under pretence of at-

tending a convention of the States. The clans of the Macleans

and the Macdonnels now joined Montrose, and at their desire

he led his army into the country of Argyle. The duke hastened

to the protection of his vassals
;
but his courage failing him at

the approach of the hitherto victorious Montrose, he made a

precipitate flight, thus leaving all his lands a prey to the enemy,

to be despoiled or laid waste as they might please.

From Inverary, Montrose retired eastward, to refresh and

recruit his forces in the shire of Moray. Argyle collected

3,000 men and marched in quest of the royalists, who were

retiring with their plunder ;
but Montrose hastened to meet

him at Inverlochy. Argyle, as soon as he heard that this

dreaded enemy was advancing to meet him, was seized with a

panic and instantly deserted his army, which, though deprived

of its head, gave battle to the royalists. Victory, however,

still declared in favour of Montrose, and he put his foes

completely to the rout, and the terror of his name was now

so great to his enemies as to cause the dispersion of Seaforth's

army, which was advancing from Inverness, while to his

friends it became a " tower of strength," and the Gordons, the

Grants, and the Highlanders resorted to his colours in great

numbers. It seemed as if there had been revived in Montrose

the invincible spirit of a "Wallace or a Bruce, and men feared

not to put their lives to the hazard when led to the fight by so

consummate a general. .The council of Edinburgh, alarmed at

his continued success, sent against him Baillie and Urry, two

of their best generals. They surprised him at Dundee, which

he had carried and given up to plunder. His conduct and pre-

sence of mind in this emergency appeared conspicuous. He

instantly rallied his men, covered his retreat by the most

skilful measures, and having marched sixty miles in the face
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of an enemy much superior in numbers, at last secured himself

in the mountains.

Baillie and Urry now divided their troops ;
the latter met

Montrose at Alderne, near Inverness, and was there com-

pletely defeated; no better success attended Baillie at the

battle of Alford.

Having thus prevailed in so many engagements as decisive

as they were successful, Montrose summoned together all his

friends and partisans, and prepared to march southward, in

order to put a final end to the Covenant.

In the mean time, the covenanters assembled their whole

forces
; they met him with a numerous army and gave him

battle at Kilsyth. This was the most complete victory that

Montrose ever obtained. The royalists put to the sword six

thousand of their enemies, and left the covenanters no remains

of an army in Scotland. Edinburgh and Glasgow opened
their gates to the conqueror, and set at liberty the prisoners

detained by his enemies. Leslie was now detached from the

army in England, and marched to the relief of his friends in the

North. The Highlanders had retired to their hills in order to

secure their plunder. Montrose, allured by the vain hopes of

obtaining some cavalry from England, and of rousing the Bor-

derers to join him, had advanced still further to the south
;

Leslie surprised his army at Philipshaugh in the Forest, and

after a sharp conflict gained the day. Montrose with difficulty

escaped to Athol. The royalists who received quarter were cut

to pieces in cold blood, as the covenanted clergy declared that

they were undeserving of any faith being kept with them.

Montrose would have still renewed his attempts, but the fortunes

of the king were now ruined in England, and he was at last

reduced to the desperate expedient of seeking refuge in the

heart of an army which was in open rebellion against him.

The immediate consequences of this fatal step were orders

expedited, in Charles's name, for his adherents to lay down
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their arms. Montrose obeyed, and retired for a time to

France.

Soon after, Charles was sold by the Scots into the hands of

the English parliament, and by them brought to the block.

The news of this tragic event wrought a powerful effect

upon the mind of Montrose. At the first hearing of the

disastrous news, he fell into a fit resembling death
;
and when

recovered, he vowed a deep and solemn oath to revenge so foul

and bloody an action, and de\ote with untiring energy his

strength, his time, and his talents to the royal cause.

The period soon arrived for him to make an effort, and

accordingly, with about two hundred troops, he landed at

Orkney, on or about the 20th of March, 1650
;
from thence

he journeyed to Caithness, hoping that love for the king and

the fame of his own great exploits would make the High-

landers flock to his standard
;
and in order to influence the

people to rise to revenge the murder of the king, he caused a

black standard to be made full of bloody hands and daggers,

and the motto also in red characters, bearing the words, "Judge

and revenge my cause, O Lord." But the sun of Montrose's

glory had gone down, and as dark and frowning a fate as the

standard he bore, hung over him, and, like that also, marked

and stained with blood.

He, however, pursued his high resolves undaunted and un-

dismayed. He determined to conquer or die, and with all the

high-mindedness of heroism, and the fiery fury of desperation,

he marched his little band onward.

He reached the confines of Ross-shire, where, at a place

called Corbiesdale, near the pass of Invercarron and the river

Kyle, he fell into an ambuscade and was instantly over-

whelmed by a body of cavalry under Colonel Strachan, and by
the forces of David Leslie, General Holburn, and the Earl of

Sutherland. The greater part of Montrose's little army were

slaughtered on the field, drowned in the river, or made pri-
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soners, though they fought desperately, as men conscious

that death would eventually be their doom, and that if they

escaped the sword, they were sure to have to encounter that

last foe to humanity in all the ignominy of a public execution.

After exerting himself to the utmost, and, in addition to the

duties of a general, mingling in the affray wherever the fight

was hottest, Montrose at length retired from the field. His

friend, the Viscount Frendraught, generously dismounted and

gave his horse to Montrose, (for that of the general had been

slain under him,) and all covered with wounds and dyed with

blood, the marquis extricated himself from the field upon
which in so short a time all his hopes had been blasted : he

spurred forward in order to save himself from the fangs of

those who, he knew, were like tigers, eager to slake their

thirst for revenge in his blood.

For three days Montrose wandered forth without meat, and

with his limbs stiff and painful from his unhealed wounds
;

and it is said that to such an extremity of hunger was he re-

duced, as to be compelled to eat his gloves. Not even the

iron frame of Montrose could endure life under such cir-

cumstances; he therefore gave himself up to Macleod, of

Assint, a former adherent, from whom he had reason to expect

assistance, in consideration of that circumstance, indepen-

dently of the dictates of honour and common humanity.

But this Highlander, for four hundred bolls of meal, basely

sold the Earl into the hands of David Leslie, by whom all

possible degradation was put upon Montrose. Leslie de-

lighted in rendering him a spectacle to the country through

which he passed, and would not even allow him to change the

mean and way-worn habit in which he had disguised himself.

While they stopped at the house of the Laird of Grange,

not far from Dundee, Montrose nearly effected his escape.

The lady of the house plied the guards with intoxicating

draughts until they fell asleep, and then she dressed him in
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her own clothes, hoping thus to save him. In this disguise he

passed all the sentinels, and was on the point of escaping,

when a soldier, just sober enough to mark what was passing,

gave the alarm, and he was again secured.

On the 18th of May, this illustrious man was publicly led

through Edinburgh, as though he had been the worst of crimi-

nals
;
but Montrose shone as great in adversity, as ever he had

done in happy and prosperous days. The daring deeds in his

former campaigns raised his character as a general to the

greatest possible height ;
his last was the effect of desperation

determined to run all, and risk all, in the cause of his mur-

dered master's son. He knew that though the cause of Charles

seemed hopeless, yet that high and chivalrous actions might
still turn the scale in his favour, and he set out with the de-

termination to perish if he could not prevail, though resolved

to hazard his life in the attempt.

What may have been his success it is impossible to deter-

mine, supposing that his great abilities had had full room to

play. But the falling into an ambuscade, which the pru-

dence of the most consummate general cannot always guard

against, completely put an end to his hopes and his actions.

But even when surrounded by his enemies, Montrose did

his best to conquer ;
and then not until his whole army was

cut off and himself covered with wounds, did he seek safety

in flight.

And now this hero is a captive in the hands of his enemies
;

conquered, betrayed, imprisoned ! there remains upon earth

but one stage for him to travel, and that is to death. The

next trumpet that sounds for him will call to the judgment of

Heaven
;
the next beating of the drum that he hears will be

his own death-knell.

Montrose's last fight is over
;
but there is a scene he has yet

to perform in, which requires a more masterly spirit and a

more undaunted courage than when he acted the hero on the
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crimson battle-plain. He has yet to encounter revilings and

dishonour to be exposed as a thing of shame to the insults

of a multitude, and then to meet death amidst the hoots and

execrations of his enemies
;
and if Montrose stood glorious

and noble when he waived his victorious sword at the head of

his conquering followers, he appears with tenfold more lustre

and tenfold more glory when his sword is dashed to shivers

he meets with a calm eye and a placid mien the execrations

and revilings of his enemies. It was not as a conqueror that

Montrose shone most conspicuous he appeared doubly great

when he became a captive. The laurels which he won in

victorious fights were not so ennobling as the cypress chaplet

of death, nor the collar of knighthood as the hangman's hal-

ter
;

for his actions and demeanour were such in his last

hours, that all the insults of his enemies were but aspirations

of praise, and all the attempts to degrade and dishonour him

only seemed yet more to adorn him : for it is in the dark

hour of adversity that a great man's character is most fully

displayed, as a torch grows brighter and brighter as the day-

light is withdrawn.

On Saturday, 18th May, this illustrious man was brought
to Edinburgh. At the Water-gate there stood ready to re-

ceive him, the magistrates, the town-guard, and the hangman
with the vehicle upon which he was to be drawn through the

streets. There a copy of his sentence was presented to him,

which he read with the utmost composure. He was then

placed upon the cart, bareheaded, and with his hands tied

behind him, and thus conducted through the streets to the

Tolbooth; though in this trying scene his manner and de-

meanour were so gentle and conciliating, that " those who

came to scoff remained to pray
"
for him.

After suffering the greatest insults from the covenanting

preachers during his imprisonment, three days afterwards

Montrose was summoned to the scaffold.
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He was hanged upon a gibbet thirty feet high, the clergy

having previously pronounced his damnation, and assured him

that the pains he was about to suffer were nothing to those

he would have to undergo hereafter. Montrose smiled amidst

all the endeavours to afflict him, and asked his tormentors if

they had not other efforts of malignity to wreak upon him.

He then ascended the ladder with a firm step, and died with

a fortitude which neither cruelty nor ignoble treatment could

subdue.

Such was the melancholy end of James Graham, Earl of

Montrose, incontestably one of the best commanders as well

as the greatest men his country ever produced. If there be

failings and blemishes in his character, they are such as no

man is free from; we can but say,
"
Alas, poor human

nature !"

THE END.
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